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CHAPTER I
THE PEOHtSf, THE MEOKSJS OP STOUT AKD THE
tiig#y igrf ^ TtiB #!» w g VGS9
to the opinion o f both German and American sociolo«* 
g ists , 11 says IKil&Unt J* Cfoode, *Amsricaa sociology had l i t t l e  influence 
upon Cfcmaan sociology and German a ed ele iy  had no influence whatsoever 
upon Auterican sociology#*1^
I t  seems that William <?• Goode postulates an opinion rather than 
a conclusion to  research on the subject o f influences of German socio- 
log ica l thought upon American sociology* Even a cursory examination o f 
the recent editions o f sociology textbooks reveals an increasing number 
o f references to  the writings o f such German sc ien tists as ten Weber, 
fsrdlnand feennies, and Georg Slmmei. But i f  German scholars have made 
important contributions to the sod a! sciences in  general and to  
sociology sp ecifica lly , i t  i s  not m  much to the credit o f Germany hut 
to the credit o f outstanding men who, by th eir a b ilitie s  and scholastic 
effo rts, have gained recognition beyond, 'national, borders, fhm the 
question of .influence along the .line o f nationalities i s  fu tile  .and 
tends to  product ethnocentric opinions rattier than objective appraisals 
o f the <m tfibutions to  sc ien tific  knowledge o f outstanding men*
^William # . Goode, aBeaiehtingen awiQchea imd
deutachar S ea jo fo ^  faer Soslologle und
•' It 'lathe purpose of tMsthesis to trace audio determine the 
influence of @ mm ttaasl* m tism m  s^eiologisi# upon A m tte m  oMdUft&gy* 
the pro!Hm m m approached hr M t o w p  research. The blowing 
study ^ t&eehwte'me employed* What is presented here as a successive* 
point after point program* m e  in reality a constantly evea&spplng 
process*
.it* . . : ■ . ; ' .  ■ T * ■ ; '  , ' i ■■' ' ;
In order to  get acquainted with SimmeX1© sociological theories* 
and to learn seme of the criticism s of Mil ideas# the writer made a 
preliminary survey of books and articles about Georg ■SimaM,s work*
These appraisals of SimmM provided the basis for a comparative study 
of the m tm t of er%tl<&m by various anthers and whet .aspects of 
Simmal*© theoiie© they <yrlMei$ed* f t  was also learned what the various 
authors had to say about each other* a appraisals and critiques of
r
Stead!1© works* This led to a c ritica l analysis of the conceptual and 
coimotational correspondence of the translations with at least the key 
terms of SimmeX*© German original* A similar analysis was dons with 
the ^interprebaMons1* of SimmeX1 s propositions which* although ''based on 
correct translations* seemed to present misconceptions of SimmeX*© 
ideas*
Throughout the study* special attention was 'paid to bHalio- 
graphical references*. M th a few a c tio n s*  only those references + 
iMch referral to book© and articles; tm- the English language ware- 
followed up and evaluated on the basis of reXevence for the problem* 
th is  procedure aided considerably the survey of American sociological 
literatu re  .in order to establish factual -date on Mmmel9# influence*
&& order to Mailt the scope of th is &£wd&g three out Of 
the twenbyM&hree theereM sii m ^ern  W Simmel were aMeotsii ' :
from his ttSos& i^ogie*  ^ asreprssa^^ of I ts  work anO en^Oyoa
m  toatest«3dPi of lal&isaoe hpaa seMolegy*
&tan£&*fe :key concept, ^ferms of lias been translated
by rarioas mthmm with different English term* We order to &»&& 
termlnidCloglcal ccmfastODi fa  th is treatise* i t  seems- necessary to  
sod define % o »  der forgese31so!isftiaiigtt “before
proceeding. V^m$ehe^ A$t^ sS%\asg  ^ has not less than three different 
Knglleh translations. Small^ &n& SpySoaan^  nse «socisllaatton« os the 
£5hg$&sh c^p&ifMent |  fhooOoro Abel ^soMetaiisaMoR** in1 Me
early* work  ^while in  bis Satef lo&tinga^ be- adepts, Mice Hfcerfc Wolff,?
** sedation* in  Me trsnsiadons. th is  le s t term seems to approximate 
the meaning of the Qerman origiaal best and i t  i%  therefore, mod m  
the trandatioh of “fergeseMsohaftia^* tMoughoub th is thesis#. in
t Georg Simmei* Soatologie.  ttoterauehoagen nefeerdia Wemm dm 
i^gesellstM ftim e C B ^E E T '^^h^ ljS ’^ SE lSl^ T&SfJf**** ™riT,™r~l'rv:,r'
•%eorg Simmel, Superiority ani Subordiiiatioa,11 trane. J&btoa 
W. Small, Am. a w .  Sec.* E£i|iliS?*l%  18$$^?*
^icM toS £» Spyfcman, the Social fheory of Georg Simel 
{Gbicaget the bdim rsity o f  oScagoW is^TI^STe
%heodore Abel, Systematic Sociology i»  Germany {lew forks 
Columbia hnirersity '   ~
%faeodore Abel, **fhe GontMbutioii of Oeorg Simmel. A Beapj^dsal,*1 
Am. Soc. Her. .  fW li>ifo4W # Angus*, 195?*
% art H. Wolff* the Sociology of Georg Simmd {(Eencoe. Illin o isi 
free frees, 19$®) •
quotes ftm  authors who enpley a different term, “soctotion* fees beau 
substituted for the sake of c larity . Sociation, according <bb 8tome&*& 
perception of the terra, stands for* the process of reciprocal psychic 
interaction between human beings, both m  individuals m l as group 
members, to  which they mutually .'Influence and determine their behavior, 
fhe process of sedation constitutes the.teste nature of society* i t  is  
the social rea lity  which i s  to fee studied in  i t s  various “forms** by 
sociology.
“Forms of sedation* are the different hinds of sedation 
patterns or structures which can fee abstracted f tm  the to ta lity  of 
human interaction. In th is abstraction, the distinction between the 
“forms of sociatiGn1* and the “contents of sedation11 Is  necessary in  
order to arrive a t the “purity11 of the concept which is  needed for the 
scientific approach.® Simmel does not ask shat happens, but how i t  
happens. U s “forms11 then are to fee understood as the fundamental 
patterns of human sociation which exist in  a ll interaction, no matter 
what the setting may be, i s  m  example* the “form1* of superordination 
and subordination exists In  Oil human groups. In modem terms, a il 
groups are stra tified  along the lin e  of status* role* function, etc . 
thus by the analysation of the forms ©f superordination and subordination 
In Simmd1© thinking, a  most valuable body of scien tific knowledge ©a
®Wefeerfs “ideal types*1 are of the same order. Simrael used the 
“pure form** concept which, he asserts, never exists to  actuality, as a 
theoretical abstract, as an aid to  analysis. I t  could fee compared 
with a laboratory experiment to  which a l i  normally intervening variables 
are controlled.
$
the soda! behavior of mm eoeM fee gained. Since the “forms of 
eociation* underlie a il inter-humzm relatione, the knowledge gained l!
'fey their study is  gm®m& mmg)a m to permit * to  due tin# - •  a 
certain accuracy to  the promotion, of human behavior *
. ..®yOTR'S.:.
A-tytJfTf* A1 Kt<WC<C Stitt /Itpi^ un CTlWuflS*?fi& p ^ Oligl&yj^ UajU WuxJaO ww UJ^ xtu
:„:, , -, .f* f®HS0 »|, O&fft9. . -;■■ ',
m  WsxA t ,  S8S§* Georg S ta s l, son of Eiwstrd and E ^ i  
B ta s l, hop bom In Berlin* Germany* Both par oats wore of Jewish 
backhand but confessed the Chriatiaa faith  end. Georg woe
Mptiaed in  the church* His father was the
- --- ■*—^ -* 1- <■»■%*. i*m. -•*■ iWrt' T  . ^ i t -  -.^ *1*  -Mu. i*k. jfci VS'WddMb^V'f-wl :W*r a m -a . A . ^  WfciOundor of the W9&* known chocolate factory iraiJLx una o&rottx #"
The firm, however, MM net MmmIn in  the poeseasioo of Edward Stahl* 
He died in  I8?h, when Georg was dose to graduation from the Gyimasium* 
A friend of the giiam**! faasi$y>. Julius Fri edlaender,  became Georg1 s 
guardian*. IhcieMaender ins 'the founder and owner of “Sdition Peters,*1 
a renowned music publishing house. Georg mM Me guardian grew very 
■dose to  each other and upon ETiedlaender1 s death, Gsorg SiHBd 
Inherited his guardian*# wealth which enabled Mm- to pursue Me 
acadeMc career, and to continue Me work in  spite of the lack of 
recognition and the low pay which he -received .in Beriin*
M 1890, Georg S ta s l married Gertrud MnM* An only son,
Hans, wap. Mm to Mem*. He la te r became Professor of Medicine a t the 
HMversity of Jena and was forced to migrate to the United States when
%dapbed from lu rt Gassea and Michael tadmann (ed*), Bach dee 
Baakes an Georg S ta e l (Berlin#'. Buncker und Humblot, 1958), ppvto30|*
fi&t&sr came be power*
Sismel le f t  the iubhanan church during World War f  ,  hot to 
rebera to the fewtsb faith* hot to  satisfir Ida need for mxconZZned 
thlrMng nod expression* During the early war years, Biiamed fe lt  
extremely aotiomiiietdo# to  deliirerea speeohes to  soldiers. A young 
friend of hie, Ernst Bloch, said to him, «A life  long you eroded \ 
decisions and now yon find the absolute in  the trenches.*^ BOtoch was 
told ty  the angry Stemel to ieawe Me house and not to  return again# 
ta t  in  !$&?* SiaseM saw MO errors# Ho stated* »fhere are two cata* 
#&rog&les in  the course of denaaa Metery* the fMrty^iCear War end' the 
p&&od of MJhsM U *#^
'Slowing that he had cancer, he demanded to  he told. I f  the doctor how 
much time he had to Mm* less than one year was the answer* Simmsl 
withdrew from sH  outside contacts and concentrated on Me writings*
He finished what is  considered his maim philosophical work, ^lebens- 
ans^annng11 (Mew of life)*  On September fS# ASStit* he died, a t 
Strasbourg. He had arranged to  place Ms corpse a t the disposal of 
the faculty of jaedietae for autopsy i f  th is would contribute to 'the 
study of cancer.
After Ms death, Oertrud Siimael made the attempt to publish a 
to ta l edition of her husband* s wMt&nga* .Hut she was unable to get the
lcfrbld., p. 13*
many publishers to give up their copyri^ita. 'the majority of Slmmel|:s 
unpublished manuscripts were either lo s t or w illfully destroyed by the 
tfas&is after WM*
I I *  AC&BBSI0
At the-■age of eighteen, Mmmel passed the final examination of 
the %mnasiuit* called ^Abitur", end received his Certificate of Maturity.
t v •;
In 10f6, he began his studies a t the University of Berlin. Among the 
subjects for which he enrolled were history, psychology, history of a r t, 
and gMlosophy* He received Ms Pfa.D., cum laude, during January of 
the year 1881. In October of 1003, he applied for hatdlitation, the 
right to lecture a t a university, which is  granted after scholastic 
ab ility  has been demonstrated to  the satisfaction of the faculty* He 
was accepted for candidacy but did not pass* He tried  again* one year 
la te r and fu lfilled  a ll requirements. In January* 1805* Siimael began 
his teaching career'at h is alma mater * ^  He was extremely successful 
with his lectures and soon* he needed the largest lecture hall a t the
t
tw & w e rM ty *
Ibis popularity may have caused the Jealousy of some of his
>■
colleagues on the faculty and can be considered ma of the factors 
which contributed to the delayed promotion of Simmel since the faculty 
members had to issue a Joint memorandum* suggesting the promotion of a 
member, to the Ministry of Education. The main reasons* however* were
pp. lt*-33. ^ m d . ,  pp. 20-22.
closest co»tforker m  the faculty* who had
M ilan and
on the faculty*
waH with Mlhhay* his 
ready gained much reeog* 
* one of the most powerful am
idea to  the point
where i t  seemed 
it*
as well as
and then
represented* may have had a.
bound
0 different 
mi sociology which Simmel 
the tradition*
3* *07*#
issued an
contents
the Minister
not consent# the reasons mm not Mown. I t  took un til the
wrote to the itofsbfy* 
a t 'the University of
lectures# in  10®S* he bad 3£lt
On the new
subject he bad an snroitoihb ot.WZ siodeatsj and inl89§t
m  ^PeselMem,1* ■ M9 students mem enrolled,. ■-.fa­
in te r . year% ■ these ■ am bers. increased*- feat m  emeh ■ data; are;-
;BkmeSkH tlM  b s .mat solely ■ spent la  the lector© halls of the 
uMversity* fo :#pgg&smgnt Ms income and to  acquaint 'ihe,i&bellecttt&l8 
of. Mo' time *&tfe Me theories he vrobe more than %m' hundred fif ty  ■ .'■, 
essays and hrtiM ee vhich appeared: l a . SMentifio and' popular msgaMaee* 
% ua© tla% 'aad:aoo^^^* in  adMtioa to these ■Iirin?,ote tM rty ^oolco. 
the first-book* soaisl© SifferaaMermg*1 |in  Social Differenti­
ation}* mm p&il3hed.4n 1890* . Bismain workjtsoMologi©* Dhber- 
©uehnagea ueberdie Formaa dor y©rgasMl0Olmftmgttt appeared tof908 
and constitutes am attou^t to  establish sociology as a. distinct' • science* 
$taa»e& me creative up to  M s-last days* tfamJm concentrated Ml-Ms
t
*
energiesoa the conviction of Ms main pl^osopMcal «ork ^lebene- 
sascMss»ii:#t| ■
.■iooMag.M tbs .U ties-of S t a s M ? * o n e - c a n  easily see 
that he «as malMy concerned Mbh jMlosopby* . fMe-becomes Ms#- 
apparent in  Ms lectures* The pMlosopMcaa. topics outnumber the 
sociological ones* IMS should 'not be surprising etnas he belonged to
iKit^Lfc **** _** li.iM-Tfe rifT ‘V'lii id S  --L-.,^ fcit: -A Jfifc, it-- Jfli.lSAlJ® . . jj, .. —- •**■■ A  , a  A~- rf*aud>, JBd. 'r~' A, -S  ,iM>. 'jaife >tk. U . J k .  I» V i f l  dW'i^ Ar.the facility of philosophy and presented MS sociological theories. wo&t 
the mbjmt -of sMlosopby*
■in. 1908* a chair for a professor of philosophy mm avattaM# at
13*
%&
’ ■ • .■ upOh the OX uOt&exn dCd'Hast ;W0vO^j. the ■ -' :-
wall reeogtoed i^ fe sso r of ';sMiosephy,. •'to k e r t m o requested -as f ir s t  
choice and*'if he should ■hot' besvtoahle* ,the Minister o f 'Btoootioh 
tou&d 's to a t S tato* 4 g to * :to r e
from ■ rec to ln g : the post: s i  Heidelberg i s  % ibe■ o f ■ Mckerb*s - h o t: being 
s to ls to *  - Sismttos StoM c background i t o :imsbn :mm$& to  'doubt i i is :'
loyE&ty MS' hMif.'iy ■ feqt- ■ f&flfrQfv
form*: ■ I t ' wm feared t o t  Slmmel would 'draw too xmaSy' dews from 'Bastsrh ? 
S tops and also an o^orlr ■largo:number' of C h ito to  toHMdtoerg* - 
there seems to hairs boss, & eontoersble number of students from these 
regions tro lle d  I s  S taatoe bassos a t the Htoeralhy of'' Berlin • " 
the type of opposition and prejudice which ‘Simmel hoi to face
a t Berlin' i s  demonstrated t$r a le tte r  which was written ty  one o f M$" ■ *
I fcolleagues* ■ h ietrich  S c h a e fe r * a  M stoton* g&ve an agp&toaQt o f 
S lm el'a a b ilitie s  ■ and personality which ■ shoes the deep' rooted ■ anti* 
Semttlm and personal jealousy t o t  tosbed at that to verslty*  th is  
M^asrenQtM'-'Jhue^  e^j^paa&siftfteHaE; h&r t o - M t o i r y  o f iducation ■ .in. ■ Baden* 
that Slmmel was hot accepted, at Heidelberg mey hare been a :result of 
th is ' negative etouabion*
' s ' '.Stonier wrota that he :dii'-hot Mm t^ e to r-e r not aimmel had 
teen baptised* bat what hekaew was totSlmm el was an lsraelite 'no t 
to y  i n ' Ms outward appearance and .his bearing* bat to o  in  Ms manner
p*. f t *
IMd** pp* 26~27* to o  translated by M* Hansel* *A Contemporary 
Academic flew of Seorg Simmei11 Am* dour* See** 63*tbO-6!ii* Hay, 1#S8*
of tMnktog* Be indicated t o t  bMs fact may haw# stood t o  t o  way of 
Mantel1# p w io tto  a t a t weli m  hto reoetotog a to&r. a t
another uMversity> But i t  was not necessary to rely m  his' being 
dewish for an emanation* to d  Schaefer, since his lite ra ry  t o  
academia .merits t o  successes were very tocumstobed t o  limited* 
S!sito*s lectures were t o !  attended, but to o  was t o  to- Ms habit of 
conducting two-hour lectures wMch were w a ry  pp& sr with t o  students 
a t Berlin* Stomal spoke exceedingly Mowly t o  thus, in  Schaefer*# 
opinion, offered only l i t t l e  material, which, however, was well rounto, 
succinct, t o  polished* In addition, he spiced Ms words with witty 
remarks* to s s  features were very much appreciated by a ^certain kind 
of students*** Women constituted a large contingent, even for Berlin*^ 
Also, a  Msproi^rMoftat^y large number o f Oriental# was attending Ms 
lectures since «Me whole manner seemed la  tune with their orientation 
jm ri t a s t e * ^
Schaefer to d  that ”000 did not leave Ms lectures with too much 
of positive' m&mf* but the. students seemed to be satisfied  with Stomal1# 
fleeting Intellectual caprices* **In addition to this,® he ■continued, 
seems t o  fact t o t  a Semitic le c to rs  ’would always gain attention a t 
a  university to r e  t o  c o rre ^ to to g  part of t o  student to y  numbers
^%n t o  pre-Sibrld. War I  Germany, womenwfco pursued a scholastie 
career were w e *  However, t o  Bnivereity of BerMn, located to  a large 
c ity , had a much higher number of female students than t o  universities 
of to l le r  toms*
^%tomei, unlike moat germane, underlined Ms words with 
expressive gesticulation*
several thousand, considering toe cohesion that prevails in  these 
d L J fc ie K **2^ '
- Stoaefer'went on-to'Me le tte r  Vito the remark to a t ,to  his 
opinion, the University of Heidelberg would not gatom uchif such 
people would be attracted to i t s  lecture hallo. Blrtmel*# philosophy 
of l i f e  and hi# ^Mtoneohaunn# <vlew of toe world, world philosophy) 
differed extoaraely from toe Gorman toM stian-etosalcai education and, 
said Schaefer, he believed that wauch adstdjcfcure as may be desirable for 
healthy development had been attained#*1 He continued by saying that 
there could be to y  limited justification  for tendencies which under­
mined and negated mm  than they laid  foundations and built up*
11 th is ,” he eald, nls  not Mwaya out of scholarly eeal, but also out of 
a desire for notoriety**^
‘‘Stomel,1* he continued, ” gained hie reputation chiefly through 
hie 1 sociological * activity.*1 lub in  Schaefer fs view sociology was not 
a scien tific discipline and in  Me eyes i t  wan' a most perilous error to 
put “society” to  tha place of state and church as toe ‘‘measure providing 
organ of human co-existcnce.*1 I t  did not seem right to him to give 
o fficial standing to th is orientation at to is early date, and especially 
not a t a university as isgtortonb to state and nation as Heidelberg was 
to Baden and Germany* -Simmel would be entirely out of place at Heidel­
berg since he belonged to those persons who operated more by wit and
^%he author of toe le tte r  seems to refer to toe notion that toe 
dewish mtoority has more group cohesiveness than toe non-Jews.
^%his is  probably aimed a t Simme!*# tendency to c ritica lly  analyse 
existing theories*
pseudotot tom' by .solid and systematic totoilng*
Ho permanent value could bo derived from SimmM* b writings* a#' 
far' as Schaefer toe®? toos% ■and i t  seemed hardly possible that the 
subject, of “menial 'life  of toe- metropolis*1 could fee treated in  a 
sparser way tom  did to  a lecture which Schaefer feed heard
His closing words mmt “I  believe that tome are more 
desirable and’ productive occupants for Eeid&feef gtfe' second Chair of 
philosophy than Siimael# ■ I  regret to st -1 ■ must- 'give such an; unfavorable 
account. - But I; cm only state, my ojdnion tm thtolly  as you j e s t e d  me 
to do and which you w ill evaluate as you see
to  1910* toe faculty of philosophy a t toe Ohiversity of. Greifs- 
weld revested Stomdl or Hermann Scbwafa* toe la tte r  was preferred by 
toe Prussian Ministry of Education, for' wUcnowa reasons.
At em time an American wMverelby (Chicago?) seemed, to t moated 
to  S te e l, but MS’ appointment there did not m aterialise. Again, toe 
r  eason la  unknown.
m  October fi* '1911* toe tfc&verslby of Freiburg !• Br. (Baden) 
conferred toe honorary degree of footer of tollM osl SodUmeo (Stoat#** 
idsssnaohaftonl upon too “has .as toe founder of toe science of
sociology furthered aH knowledge which is  concerned with human 
society.11^
2%toaefer re fe rs ' t o  toe paper “the Metropolis and Mfentoi l i f e .1*' 
fide Wolff, Sociology, p . 1*09 f f .
le s s e n  and landman#* og. d t *. p . t f .
% ^ S . »  p .  2 ? .
Moolly, to  %91h$ a fewtontos 'before.' the war started, Georg 
SSmsdl was called1 to : the ■ Eai ser 'totverMty of Strasbourg *s toy#
toobblmfe toe; request'ef ’to i est# ld iihm ^:had :to few
addressed to Wltoetot XI. personally, and ■ that toe iCalser did consent, 
may explain toy ■ Etomel, 'too to# fifty*eto ' years o ld ' to to ,' acted 'as he 
did toen toe to r broke out. He disHked to  leave Berlin toioh, to  spite 
of many fB hod become dear to  him*
■ Only four years-later, on Septaaber f l # i f i i ,  Mtomel died. ’ Me 
sensed'toe oesjtog catostoophy for Germany bat did not have to live 
through It*  ' A plato tombstone marks Ms grave to  Stoasboorg#
mm  mmmwm m m m  mmm of smxtmm
x .  f m m m  m $ m  « ® i m  m m m m m  m  m m rn m
Sociology as an indepmideiii scitoee doe# not. pre-date toe. 
p re se t century Mtoeaifc efforts to eatabXito m M stinot science of 
sociology had been .pit forth fey such men as Ociite and Spencer. 
Especially Gemta*# approach to toe delineation of a  subject matter 
of sociology gained influence In Europe during toe nineteento century. 
Comte assumed that toe specific rea lity  of toe social fact is  already 
established as the basis for stuping society* $h$s led to proposals 
of a variety of principles which tried  to- explain social phenomena, 
the resu lt was a confusing array of theories of social re a litie s  and 
programs of reform, fheodere Abel appraises Ihia period as follows*
With hardly .an. emotion* every m ite r in  toe nineteenth 
century too published Ms work under toe aegis s f  sociology 
followed toe tomtesn program. Each one too wrote a general 
treatise  tried  to propound a new over-aXX explanatory system 
that could account for- M l manifestations of social l i f e .
BaelaX, geographical, psychological, economic, and social 
factors were each singled out to serve as a basis for such 
explanation* toe result was m  accumulation of diverse and 
overlapping interpretations of toe nature of social order that 
lacked continuity and was fuH of blind .alleys. At toe same 
time, toe writers 'too -were proposing schemes of social reform 
also’ followed Comte and claimed toe autoorlty^of sciences for 
their proposals In  toe mm. of Ms sociology.^
I t  is  not surpristog under these circumstances that sociology
“Contributioni” M* See. Egv*,. 2k(W*Wlu
foond l i t t l e  ipnpafchr among the representatives of wirne11' science ah 
the European nniveraltles* Qernsay# sociology m% onXy ■ failed to 
gain aeadesiio iiiep ip tilen .lrt opposed*^' •®oe of the
i s ^ ' ^ ^ j ^ t  o p l a s t  m o o s e s ©
ell, > that. aetaall^ happens in . the ■ ^taaan ■ realms1 i t  ■ dan&eh to. a',science 
bat & label for a. string of oiarsiahed ■ ainbitieas
works, - ©act ■MmmMmg a d lft^rsni a^an sto r^  theorr*—
Siimael agreed with tM© criticism  bat fcd& admd m s 'not fro* 
judlcedagelnst sooielogsr for which -ho. stored interest* th is stemmed 
primarily from Ms ptdlosophieal concern with ethics*^ Bealijsing 
that a drastic revision of the existing a t te s ts  to establish a seienee 
-of sociology .was needed, Simmd. occupied Mmeelf tacfeasin^r with the 
problems of - sociologr* the rem&t was. a oolleotioa of brilH aot 
essays and articles: dealing with. a variety o f social pbmomena* fhs 
majority of those esters appear in  his. main soeiologiesl work, 
^Bos&elogle***: Here, S&mmt proceeded to. delineate the scientific 
©abject matter of sociology .'and than estatiyLshed sociolo^r m m  in* 
dependent science and academic discipline*^
^%!.lhelm M lthey, Bfo&eitimg ..in- Oelsteawiasenschaftea 
(second edliiohf Berlin* fet&ner, I f f lJ , p* 111 ft*
*®&n 160?, Slmmd offered a iectare coarse with the title *  ^EtMk 
mlb hesonderer Beruecksiehtigang sesielogischer Problems**4 fide Gas sen 
md £*toMv% <g, e|h** p* Ji#*
^%ide Harry B* Barnes and. Howard Becker, Social- thought from 
Lore to  M c ie i  (Washington, 1*0* 1 S a m  Brass, SSSSJJ ^S^pTlBWi* 
Afcel, «€H 5I5E tion ,** |»#. Hoc* Bar*, 2li(^}*fe?li*
The way in  which be effected a o f sociology firm-,
social philosophy*' t o  philosophy of history*. and related subjects 
which concern themselves with social was to concentrate m
the ©odes ©f socia l inier&ctionj on the immnet In- which h m i beinge 
associate and dissociate*?®
Simmel departed fro©- a nm interpretation - of 'the nature of 
society* Baring' t o  nineteenth century t o  main theories of society 
had dominated social thought* One m s'the atomistic theory which grew 
.fro© nominalism and the rationalistic^lndiiddttalistio jMloscphy of the 
previous centuries* I t  emphasised the autonomy of t o  Individual and 
of inherent reason as the determinant of behavior, the to^vldual wm 
pictured as an independent en tity  and t o  ccmmunity as t o  mechanical 
sumraation of individuals* Society was the result of a rational re­
flection that led to a social contract* ■ the bases of social l i f e  were 
perceived to be natural rigjhte* Sant wrote the most convincing theory 
of the atomistic society and the- too ry  of natural righ ts*^  the 
second theory was- the organic theory which conceived society as an 
organism* Both spencer and Comte followed th is  action in  to d r  
'Writing*
Simmel >feund these theories of su re ty  too vague end unecieatific 
m  to serve as a scientific subject .matter*^  I f  society was to be the
w
subject natter of sociology i t  needed to be denned in  ante m fashion
as to permit the of 'the selenblfle method of tevsstlgatloti*
the notion that sociology should and could be tee a ll  embracing science
of everything to  tee hm m  realm# of a ll the trad iti^ te t % M  stadiaa1^
was rejected % iim ei* t i s  m$m
I f  m  examine more closely th is throwing together of S 3! 
traditional fields of Imowiedge, no note that i t  create# no 
near field* Everything th is mm  (sociology) designates i s
aireadf delved in  i t s  content and in  i t s  N a tio n s or Jss 
already preineed by tee traditional tranches of study
Slmmel* however, did not look for* as he put it#. rta new object
hereto unlmowttf*1 but proceeded to abstract a  specific quality from tee
totality of social phenomena present in  o ji Interhuman relationships
and to te ite  tee scientific method of incpjiry could be applied* Simmel
defends th is  abateactioc, as followst
la te  science rests upon an abstraction* I t  regards tee actual 
to ta lity  of any given thing from tee viewpoint of some specific 
concept* Mo science cm grasp tee to ta lity  of things as a  
u n l ty .3 &
SixroS*'S ab ility  to  analyse led bjm to tee insight teat «in 
Ms te d s  nature and in  a ll Ms expressions Is  determined by living in  
interaction with other man*«^
i% hie teanslation of tee term ^aMstesMssenschaften** i s  
lodge*a coinage*, if*, footnote by Curt B* Wolff (ed*)* ieerg Mmmal' 
(Columbus* the Bhio State te iw rsity  ires## p * 135*
Sosiologle (fourth edition* Berlin* Buncker tmd 
lumMot# 1$?$)# p*2jamd trams* Wolff# ieorg Siasael* p.* Jl*
3%imrael, -ioMOIiigle*. p* 2j snd/teans* Wolff# aocioloy*. p *  Jit*
3%immel*. So&lologle, p* 1*
liteeub th is teteri^tioi* seMety could m% sestet. f im  th is 
point, Btemel abstracted a new object of study by endowing the concept 
of society end MettngMabteg between the fern end the content of 
society* the .reason for th is dtettect&c% which caused m great deal, 
of Mesmderetsndiiig sad w ill be. discussed later* may be sought la  
Sl3siiel:,s iMlosophie background, especially in  his Ifopt’f«» relativism* 
•Mire te ib , lie was concerned with tee relation between subject and 
object* Hie approach to tee problem mm a re te tiv ie tle , conceptions! 
analysis which led Mm to conceive of society a t % function which is  
manifest in  tee dynamic relations among 'individuals and in interactions 
between individual m*ad©.a36 fhus Slmmel views society as a process, 
the unity that society seems to exhibit is  relative and depends on a 
certain, point of view.
Theodors Abel interprets B isw l’s deliniticn of society .In a  
very precise and comprteenslve fashion.
• • . to r sociologies purposes a society is  beat conceived, 
not as composed of biological units, but as consisting of tee 
modes of fidproM ty, tee patterns of teterrelated activ ities In 
which human bsiuge act for, with, and agatest cate other* ' I f  
they are conceived in  th is way societies can increase or diminish 
In a fashion that i s  independent of their numerical population*^7
although not originally Slmmel,s , ^  tee concept of social
3%eorg Slmniel, Qrundfragen dor Soaiologie (Leipzig* Goesehen,
1A?)# p*
?%bci# c^iteSbumon,» sg. soc* apv., ty iih tifd .
3%Jmme! neglects references and footnotes, the above statement 
i s  inferential since both (taplowicz and Eatzenhofer employed tee 
concept before Simmei did*
Interaction thus was ;fer the £12?#% time pub 'into a theerebiehl framaiaoide
$ ' * ' ■ * *$-. '. v ■ .. . ’3  ^' ■■'.■• • ■>. ■ ■ '= ■ ■ ■ '
which mm ■ salbai for seientifie methodology* '"'
■i ■ i ■■ < c
According to sociology i t  the.science of/the reciprocal
human relationships* These relationships are dyuamlc and constitute 
society which is ,  therefore, in  ® continuous state of fheeoi&xig** fills 
, becoming or .gmM&ttg Into- a unity I s  the most basis social process and.. 
Slmmei termed tid e  .process sedation (Uergeceilschaftung)* . thus the 
'unity of society i s ' a  function of the seoiuMon process*- Society would
 ^ . . . . .  ( • v; V *
be «& Jbipsssibliity without sedation and since I t  Is  a  relative 
conceit# there can be %k>fs m  'less11 society* Slmmd relates*
the social unities which result from these processes of 
mutual influencing, these processes of sociation, may therefore 
be of different duration and of different gradation, they may 
. range from the ephemeral association for a promenade to the 
permanence of "the family group, from the temporary aggregation 
of guests in  a hotel to the intimate bonds of a medical guild *3?
Sedation between persons incessantly takes place and ceases* 
Society is  not a staple, fixed ecmoeptf there can be mere or less 
©£ .it*™ . A collection of human beings does not became a society 
because specifi© impulses actuate the Individuals' as such, but 
they grow .into, a -unity only when these impulses lead to., reciprocal 
influencing* Only when an influence is  exerted" by on© upon 
another, whether immediately or through, a  th ird , has soclety come 
■into existence out of the mere spatial proxiiaity pr the teiaporal 
contemporaneousness or succession of .individuals*1^
Thus, summing tap, society exists wherever humans are .in Inters 
action * The ^unity** of society i s  relative and depends on the ^distance**
^3tow9L, S ^ j^ jo ^ e t p* % -and brans*. Spykman, op. # t* m p* 30* 
p. .311. .and trans, Spytaaan, p . A , .. 
p. 7|  and trans. Spykman, p. 32*
or dewpoinb o f the observer* ' '#asi lUse m  auiomotdle can be viewed 
both as a  .edbnfe tra it. and a--culture depending on the view of
the ^obserter, 00 «  society'be -eme«&v8& of ■«■ a unit or 0# the con­
stant process of . relations and actions between iadividaals.#'
■ Sn S tom ps isords, ■ *
■I * * sooiet^ is  net m  integral unit In the sense that from 
i t  the qualities, relations, and trm sfdm aiions of i t s  parts can 
be deducedf there exist dhly relations sn&ectlors between 
individuals of whom one may ear * certaia point of view that 
they are foimihg a unity,1**
Siamelt h o am #  uses the term society also in  m broader ©ease# 
■It steads •for a ll individuals who .are la  interaction plus a ll: the 
in terests which unite them* la  the narrower sense* society stands 
only for the process of interaction as such* In the broader sense, 
the in terests ■ of the Individuals ere l&ctatad^and the distinction'
between the two is  made cm the basis o f differentiation between form*
of-sociation and contaat-of*sociation* la  - SImmel .puts It*
■Everything which I s  present .in the individuals* the immediats 
bearers of sociatlon* in  the way of impulse, in terest, or purpose, 
and which brings about the soelation, may be-designated a s  I ts  
content* !IMs content la  economic or religious, domestic or 
p o litica l, in tellectual or volitional, but these materials with, 
which sedation Is  fille d , 'these motives which impel:' ‘ i t ,  are in  
and for themselves not sociological in nature* i  either hunger 
nor love, neither labor nor relig iosity , as they are given 
Immediately and .in their s tr ic t sense,' signify sociation. they 
constitute sedation only i f  they shape the spatldl proximity 
of individual# into seme definite form of interaction which 
belongs under the general concept of reciprocity .^
r »
i*2simrael, Qgundfragen* p. 1U{ end fcran*. Abel, Systematic 
jgjr, p. lg»
* ' * *■ * * - 
&%immel, Soaiologle, p# 6j and brans, spytean, op# d t . ,  p,
: ' , ' ' " ' ■ - '   23
' the process of .soeiebloxi may take various forms toich mm to fee 
., studied % the sociologist, in  these forms the .todddnato pow into a 
unity or poop on the hasis of to d r  in terests or needs (content j ,  totob 
are satisfied  and. find their realisation d tM h and through sedation, 
61mel#: however, stresses ■the feet tk a tto a n y  social- phmomm<m$
• content and form of interaction constitute m  inseparable unity# A 
social fom can no more exist without content than a spatial ,form can
extobdtooub suhstsnce, therefore, the concept of society as applied
>.
to  the scientific study of society I# m  abstract which stands for 
something dynamic, functional* I t  is  not a thing, hut a process or 
rather a number of processes o f  th is Jtodamsdal characteristic, 
atomd suggests not to  £&&&* to  th is connection, of society hat of
* ftiisociatlon*^ ,Jb Is  not 'the plainly recognisable human institutions 
like the sta te  or trade unions, priesthood or the family* economic or 
m ilitary systems which make up society ■■* these .are erysbailtoadons of 
toe sociation process, into Meal units -  hat toe immeasurable number 
ofmtoor, and to  .many .cases seemingly nniaportont# tobsracttons aid 
rdailuns between lndividuals toich la  toe truly  bsods&tt and which 
influences and determines human conduct,
la  Simmd*© hade theoretical contribution to  sociology
consists of toe" follovtog propositions*
I .  Society is ' a  continuous process of sedation , condsiing 
of relations and interaction between humans too, from
121257
a certain point of view* appear as being a unity.
2* fha social aspect of Im m  l i f e  cm be subjected 'to
scientific study men i t  is  abstracted into i t s  «farms8 
of interaction apart from the ^content#11 which consist 
of the concrete' Elements that mk$ up social Mfe* in  
short* the to ta lity  o f maa,s material and non-material 
*n&inre* la  social reality* form and content are 
inseparable.
% fhe forms of sociation are patterned and appear with minor 
modiflcatione la  .a ll human tateraetion*
I*. Sedation has the ii&erenb function of reciprocally
Influencing the behavior of the interacting individuals.
$•. Sociology is  the scientific study' of the human forms of 
sociation and thereso lting  general social phenomena*
11# fHE FOHH&lfSiiC HISUifERPBififiail OF BllSSgpS
socicaiOOKm m ka m xm
Before proceeding with the presentation of seme of Simmelf s 
■OTpiricel contributions to sociology i t .  seems- necessary to deal briefly  
the misinterpretation of Simmel*© sQeiologicai aim*
With regard to Simmel*e conception of sociology there have: been 
c ritio s who ’have, objected to his differentiation between the form and 
the content of donation. However, as Simmal has pointed out* a ll 
sciences are in  the la s t instance based upon an abstraction*^
k5yi40 footnote 3ln
1925* writes in-M s conclusion after 
appraising S3mmM*s-theory*'• • -
fhe parti< ^ar M lfl< ^ |y  nbcM'the- eoMMogicM' nbstracMcm1 
is  ft problem of ie<nmiqae* not of method* and there is  no reason 
for assuming that i t  w ill not bo solvedln time. I t 'i s  due to- 
the an tad lia riiy  with the mm M ffareatistlon* not to say
■ .-Inherent obstaMes*^' ■■•■ ■'■.* ■'
the majority of c ritics  elaborated on'Ms Metinotion between 
form and content* in tarpreiedhls ■phraseology- as an advocation of 
^formal1* sociology*. evaluate the illustrations in  his essays* and 
concluded that he refuted Me own theory by Melablng the formalistic 
principles which 'he* st^posedly* had #et in  Ms abstraction of team 
£mm content. ■ - Nevertheless* em has to' aiM t-thai $immel Is not easy 
to read and Ms sty le 'o f writing* Jt^ie* can M ac'lead *
to confusion, the danger of Mst&ierprebation increases when, the 
c ritic s  have to roly on tranMatlons. 3Iwms5Lfs sw&ward phrasing of 
the relation between °fom and content** and the terms themselves 
which have a well defined meaning and do not confer- aimmel*© novel 
definitions readily* contributed highly to the misconceptions about 
Me theory, these mieconceptlons occurred in  spite of Stowage states 
meat that th is terminology (form and content) is  prMImi&asy and' 
should not be ccMoimded wlth the ueuMmeaMngs of the -terms. ^  tn
translation i t  readst;
th is  Is  here properly only an analogy* for'the sake of 
approximately designating the Moments to be distinguished.
A *, ■ 1 * ' ' ■*
^%pytaan* eg*, cit.* p. 2 % .
^%immel* SoaiMogle* p. ii
th is  'antithesis' should be m^eratood immediately to lts p e e e lis r  
sense* without prejudice to the provisional mm$ from remoter
-.meanings o f1■ lit©- tersa*^ ■
the regfstable part 'o f : th is : is  that Slmel* although aware of 
the awMguliy'of "the terms* failed to -correct"ids pfidiminaryphrasing* 
Considering th is omission in emjmctioa with Me own toeonsisteney of 
usage end the;many ^^ogieevM oh Siasaal drew to mtt»ematloe'eud:-'- 
geometer* ■ Me emphasis on the pure ■ o r  ^formal aspect1* ■ of' soeiutiou end 
his reference to  pure sociology as being analogous to- grammar £xt 
.language* i t  i s  not a t all. eurprieing that he was classified «#• and filed  
away with the proponents of the form alistic' school of sociology* I t  
is* however* - evident from Bkmml*® writing that he did not advocate'
• • • formal analysis of sociological data akin to  geometry 
or grammar • • * Simmel’ s numerous studies clearly show that 
he had no intention of assigaing a procedure empty of concrete 
reference to sociology*^
1 ’ 4  \  ■
to  grasp 8tem&*8 ideas" takes a great deal of looking b^yynd 
instead, of looking j j | Ms concepts m i terminology* Simmel admits or 
rather states that he does not consider h is ^SosSelogla** to be 
invulnerable•
I f  1 mysedf stress the wholly fragmentary incoa^lete 
character of th is  book* %■ 'do not do- so in order-'to protect 
myself against objections to th is character* * • le t  i f  th is 
character ■should'strike"-one as a defect*'-it would only "go-to 
prove that I  .have not been' able to clarify  the fundamental 
idea, of the present volume* For according -to th is Mae*
*%ide Albion W* Small**? translation* ttfbe of 0ociology*s
Am. dour* See.* 19SMU
^%bel* ^Gontrlbution*V Am*- Soo* Bev**- 2U(b) sb?6*
nothing mm® can bo attempted than ie.estatiiiah the beginning
and the MredSEn of an in fin itely  long road* * *50
Among SlasaePe many <a&tl*s the moat severe i s  Blbrim Sorokin*
From a  pn*e3y methodological standpoint^ Sternal* g sociological 
method lacks scisntifio  method.* 1 mm% -agrees ay complete dis­
agreement with Br. R. $srk*e or Sr* Bpykman,s high estimation of 
the soMologicai method of Sternal. . , . ,  Besides the logical . 
deflMmsy^ due to the ambiguous t o  ’form*, StemM*© method 
entirely lacks either experimental approach, <mantitative in - 
VtetlgaMoi*; or any -systematic factual study of the discussed 
phenomena.51
This criticism  of Stemel is  partly 'due to Sorokin1© Maunder- . 
standing of the terms that Stemo! used* and to- Simmel*s unsystematic 
presentation of ideas*
Itsrh H. WMff exgiaios Sorokin’s negative critique as follows t
On. the whole, however, i t  might he more fa ir  to seek an 
explanation of the formalistic Mstaaderstanding, not in any' 
shortccafiings m  Stemel’s p s r t , nor .in any failure on the' 
part of Ms interpreters, but in' more general conditions. I t  
might he suggested that when Stems! was writing, the social 
sciences did not have available the conceptual tools which he 
needed 'to express Ms though arileMatdty* He had to work 
mainly with such non-specific concepts, illu stra tions, and 
.images a# the .cultural sciences of h is day could offer him«52
Theodore Abel, in  Ms ^Systematic Sociology,* launches th is
Unfortunately Sterne! formulated Ms theory before- he made 
his sociological studies instead of building a theory upon the 
resM ts of these studies. He thus- failed to give the method­
ological basis for th is special science.. He have tried  to
5%temel, So&iologie* P- 13| and trans. Wolff, Sociology, p. 33X21$*
^ U tr te  Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories (Hew forks 
Harper end Brothers, 1^*  ‘
^%Mff (ed.), Qeorg Sternal, p. 63*
4 ' v a ; . ’ ;
deduce the jBathodelcglcal tegMcaticns which Sternal1© writing# 
embody. But - they are far from meeting our reqidremente for an 
adequate methodology. The task© of investigation are not 
.specific, no basis for eystematiaation of the eubject-«mtter 
i t  given and the method© of investigation eiipioyed require 
. further elaboration.* - The only: -positive theoretical contribution 
is  the delimitation of the subject-matter* 'but" i t  is ,  never the- 
less,-. confusing because of the application of the ambiguous 
term- ’form**53-. s ,
'. In. Ms- recent a r tic le ^  in  the American Sociological■ Review. 
Abel 'takes a stand which Shows that, he no longer i s  pre-occupied with 
questions that pertain to $im ai *© - tarminotegy. or astern of Resenting 
hie sociological propositions* Abet* in  th is article* demonstrates 
that Stems! has far more to  offer in  hie functional analysis of social 
processes than could be apprehended by hie early critics* including ■ 
himself. This is  also expressed by Robert A. Risbet in  Me comment on 
Abel1© a rtic le , fliebeb, however, does not go as far as Abel in  Ms 
positive appraisal. He' says#
the evidence i s  convincing, I  believe, that the earlier Abel 
is  s t i l l  .sound, What the present paper- does make 'clear- and 
important, however, is  the fact that when Sterne! set Mmself 
..to the study, of. actuM-.foim©,. he lo s t a  good deal of Ms. purity. 
For th is we may be grateful, Bad Sterne! held chastely to Ms 
methodological ccmsmindments when he turned to such subjects as 
secrecy, subordination, and the stranger,' sociology would be the 
poorer. ♦ , His own superb studies of concrete forms of 
association make hlsa 'less than, and a great deal more than, -a 
formal sociologist* On th is point, Abe! i s  emphatically right
■ ^ stematdc Sociology, p ,; I#,
5%bAt tc^tMbution,** Am. feg. le v , , . 2li(h)riffjMflP •
R o b ert A* lisb e t, "Comment" on Abel*© a rtic le , "The Contribution 
of Georg StemM,® Am. See. .Rev., 2h(li)th80.
; More t&aa thirty years ago, Arthur-F* BentXey demonstrated a
deep: .Insight, into .the .■essential aspects of B|mBiea.te work. He, writes#
:■ ■ One .only weakness he :(8lM^).;#ee5i#,te. lurre^'and th is  he'” 
brings, out :SO:OXearly MmssXf tH t.a.horii, f^eriM eism  i#  >.,- 
needless# .Sis -forms he ■ conferee .frequently to farm .ip geowet^r,’ 
to  -BUpXId* ■ He mes: Hxe IHwsttfahim.so :fre«iumtiy'.m at he, .may ■.' 
perhaps he said to,hare |a s tified  his search for social forms 
hr .analogic# Mtb. geometric forms*. today, however, w*m’ . 
Euclidean geometry i s . absorbed in to . p o s ie s ,., for, .Sdmmel*© 
sociology what i t  iiaMfesbXy seeded i s  the^lts- statement too 
should pass into .me of energy, of activity,, or of. in terests .. ■ • 
or pressures, i f  those la s t terns', happen. bh'he need: without 
, false meanings#. In his day-book, found. after, Ms death, , Bimmel: 
had w ritten, *1 shall die without heirs o f the spirit* So 'be
. i t .*  But he h a e le ft  us nevertheless the n ea test heritage oft56 ; , ' 1
Bentley's appraisal of the imj^rfcanee of SimmeX*# work i s ’ 
remarkably modem. fMe i s  astounding since a t the Mm® he wrote 
th is , StatteX.was either' refuted or ipere#  by the majority of 
sociologists.
V • ' *A recent analysis of Jam al's **fermaX sociology1* is  presented
by Fm H. fmbmek#?^ i s  tu otes flm&eheff #
. few woMd agree, ’today with. SimmeX's insistence upoi s con­
fining sociology to the study of social forma -  and SlmmeX 
himself was a conspicuous offender of th is principle*^
fmbrnek's eommeht on th is cMti<|ue reads*
■ ' Arthur F* Bentley, BMaMMty M Han and Society Clew fork* 
0* p .. p u tM 'f. Sens#. the .BMckerfccker ^ preiS  ^SWSl^pTSSS*
^Predrick H# fenbroek, ^formal. Sociology,1* Oeorg SimmeX, 
whiff (ed.), pp. 6x-yy. —*-~
■ N icholas S*, fimasheff, 8oei<£ogleaX theory, ■ lie  nature and 
Orowth (Mm forks BombXeday and p . $68* '
Indeed, tbs violation  o f 'the program-' as'■ ■■viewed by the 
form alistic interpreters 'are truly obvious, p?oS#, striking 
and persistent# ■ ■ However, the very crudeness and continuance ■ 
of a il-' .alleged transgressions- shgnld have cautioned against. ■ ■. 
thefom slisM o-'interpretatioji*^'. ■ -• ••.•>■■ ■/-'■' , ■
■ f  eabraek points oat ■ th a t! Simmel1 ms ■ misunderstood - and ■ th is mis­
understanding- resulted in  a  vicious ■ circle* Since• formal sociology 
confines i t s  investigation to a classification ' and analysis of the 
general aspects.-of society* i t  becomes a mere “catalogue of human 
relations#'*^ thus Investigations violate the program of
the formalistic school# hence SimmeX's sociology lacks unity and 
systemi hence Ms program is  of l i t t l e  value to systematic sociology 
ant, therefore, i t  is  useless to .search for a hotter imderstandii^ of
BiaEmsl's program*^*
' ,0
fenbraek realises that SlmmeX's writings readily lend themselves, 
to. a  formaHstio Msconstmction# Bo- does 'the recent Abel who eagre t
Superficial support for th is argument cm ho found, hat 
only by stressing- soma of Simmel’*s pronouncements to the ex­
clusion of others,, and, particularly, by ignoring the.nature 
of the procedure exemplified in  Me concrete studies*
Woodbury A. Small,' thought being far more objective in  his 
criticism  of Sdmmel than Sorokin, Is  also a : victim of misunderstanding*
■ ^ tm h m r n * . op* eit» , p* 6a* .. .
* 4 ■ ■ . * ' ■ ' • ’ ■ *- •-
^SoroMn, op* Mt** p*''513#-also* . Samuel lo ^ ig , I t o laM 
Society (few forks Barnes dnd» WoM% ■toe*, W$l% p*
^snbruck* loc« c l t*
, ^ihcCIf ■«0^tributio%tt' Am. See* lev*,- &K(lt)«is76«
He comments on apaesagein  nfh<a that Stomel( '
m s violating his ■ formalistic system* ;. ..• ,:..
, 1 '  ^  . -. *  ■ . ? * * . ' . ■
SlmmbX fa caftstsntSy w$Mmg uMntended* 'bat. for that- reason 
a ll the more slgM ficaat, concessions to -ay' claims* byldropping 
.Into use of procosa-conggpts 'in place 'of foria-eonccpts when h@ 
wants to be moat ■exact*w
i&as&l seams to. km® given the term **fomn tb©: connotation of
'being, stable #bHc &$mA had a conception of fern that w  sesentlslXy
dgyaan&tu I t  la  nnfortnoate that the term »£orm* w  Isolated* l^at
Stomal created to -convey were not forme as sueh.tmt forms-of-sociation*
I t  ls  lioportant;to note that these. three, words cannot be separated*
Instead of foms-of-sociatlon he Mghbjusb as well Mm spoken of
«modes of reciprocity^ or tttypes of transactions* ** Pattern, stmottrre,
type, even social process' ere appropriate eqnivalente for Sismsel*©
"form".6^
Small* wlttamb reeognialng that. Siranel in  actuality was doing
what he proposed in. Ms cmmmt m  the abstraction of ^social £om%w
nevertheless conceived the essential idea that'm s. the basis of
Simraei'B distinction between, forms of soeiatlon and-contents, of
soMatlcn* Small Oommenbs*
Blmmel Is.quite MtMn.Ms rights in  malctng th is abstraction 
of social fo g s the - subject matter of .a special science* He is  
dolnf^TiSvSSable service by his analysis o f .the -social forme*
^S toael, »fhe Problat of Sociology*1* brans*. BmslX* to* -Mnr*
soc», i5 (3 )fW ^s%  m N am e* ", ~
^Xbld.* p . 299* Small'a footnote XL.
"Contribution*" to . Soc.  Rev. .  2^{U)tIt?6.
fie asserts below, however, that there is  no other possible 
suhject-matt^r for a special science of sociology. Waiving 
altogether the previous question* namely, special science 
versus comprehensive method, sfet that i s  valid in  simnel's 
. reasoning or to  esgp other reasoning pertinent to  toe subject* 
would point to- social processes as equally obvious and much 
more important S3g|iffitI3sS0®1Sf a social science. . •
According to  th is  comment* t e l l  did see that S terol's
examples and analogies p o in ts  a t "social processes" as the subject
matter of sociology but he took th is for .untetottt£oii& and saw to th is
only toe proof to st Slums! could not metoodologlGally -support Ms
formalistic theory* t e l l  has* like  many others* overlooked S terol's
statement as to toe preStoteaQr character of toe terms which served
only as m  analogy to  order to approximately designate toe elements to
be distinguished. S te e l warns h is readers not to attach other
&meanings than th is analoguous one to  toe terms.
As fenbruek jpototo out* I t  was always devastating for S tead 's
ideas whenever the significance of th is warning was overlooked, to  Ms
-comments on Sorokin's relentless criticism, of -Steael he eaUa I t  
% learned commentary on toe historical meaning of 'forms' .» Sorokin 
fa ils  completely to comprehend S terol's usage ®t toe tmrnJ®
In recent appraisals of S terol's work there is  a marked decline
;^ % iie Sterol* "toe froblem of Sociology*" trees* .te ll*  Am. lour*K:isr/'^ \«ooc ' www**CjOG « * J»5>v I  * *<*7P •
Sosiologie* p. $*# Mso t e i l ' s  brans., "the problem 
of Sociology," Amr' I ^ rioc.*- lM3)s289-320.
68«M* Sasfldtn, gg. o lt .. p . 195.
69tenbruck, ££. * » . ,  p . 6U.
■of it* .regard be &£&&&*■ fMs Is
ju?obaMy t o  restilt of a growing mmxm&m of the essential' -.aspects -of 
'■hie eo»tributi<ma Uhlch go far beyond M s a t t e s t  to  delineate the 
scope and euhject -matter -of %arett :sooiOlogy* -and the torotigh ohjeetire 
trsnMatioms and interpretations which became avMiaMe to the English 
reader and which paid attention to SimmeX+s mote of the provisional 
^character of Ms ■%mm;§ s o c ia l ly  the word -»fosm*# i f  r a i s in g  t o t  
■Mitoi* m  he himself admits ind ireo tJ^  did Iscfc the conceptual tools 
for the precise presentation of his ideas and* therefore, had to rely  
upon analogies* a much more objective appraisal of Me m r k  became 
poasible.
fembruoic expresses th is very clearly*
nas nnaMs to artlcsla te  Ms fundamental idea 
l^ograsmiaticallf and thus* In order to ilimminate It*...be .'had 
'to rMy on i t s  Illu stra tive  apjsiileaMoi^ Jm sm slyiit#^
Budelf leberle comes to a similar conclusion When he writes*
I t  is  clear from these exampXes (of 8 S « d f? sociological 
amaljrsis)  ^ that Mimas1 actually intended more than a mere 
^rstsmatitatiom of social forms:*
In. a ju st appraisal of Simmel* # uorlc* one has to  consider that 
he had not the fenowledge a t Ms disposal that'was gained by sm^Irical 
.and .^uantdtaMwe research in  t o  years t o t  hate lapsed since Ms death* 
the foundations upomwMch he bMSb h is  theory were not -yet reinforced
^%Md>j. p* df
^Rudolf H&toerls* tffhe Sociology o f Oeorg simmelt t o  Forms of 
■Seda! tobeamctahn**1 Sn lh to d u o tto  to  t o  History of Sociology^ Harry 
Elmer Barnes (e ^ J 'C o K c S ^ I^ K v ^ i^  l?res% ^®5/i p* 26£u
fcgr the gttinstsking research wMeh marfeea'the. growth eej^els3^ of 
toeMcaa saoteXe^* B u t again, m m  » e t  credit Stanel for helhg aware 
that Me tm£^ m%%tm needed- to he tested. and teM lled hy those who 
wonXd pick tg> where he le f t  off* 'after sheM^g the direction, M -Me 
own words,
i  hope, however, tha t the metiaod of the eoci&legy which 
1 am commanding win. emerge more stee ly ,,and.even.perhaps,/ 
more clearly, from, exposition of it#  concrete prohXems* « * .
M things of the mind, indeed, i t  is. not infrequent * * that 
the portions which * * we must call 'the. foundation^ are less 
secare than. the enperetmctnre .erected upon it*?^ ■'
.ill*  . iMpyMfiBE of sni®»*$ mm®
w m m em m  m fr n m ^ m  swwwm
£3m&*£ sociological work was met, hoth in  Bnrope and in  the 
United States,' with enthusiastic approval on one side, and with severe 
criticism  m  the other* fo the former we can Eohert B* Fork, 
HichoXae %ykman, and Artfcar F* Bentley* to  the la tte r  we hare to  count 
f*itr£» BerateIn, Theodore 4Mt (in Me earMer work}, 'and f* Snanieckl* 
Woodhniy A* Small credited' SimmeX with showing keen, insight into 
eocioXogieaX phm m m m  hat disagreed with Mm on essential points, 
especially* those concerning, the ^.formsiistic*1 concept.
today, the problems of formal sociology are not vanished* One of 
'these problems is  to co^rehsni what is  meant ty  social .interaction* to  
SteasX had p o in ts  set,, interaction is  more than the mm of actors
Soaiologle* p* 13| and trans. SnaXX* "The trohlem of 
aeeioXogy," to* donr* Soe.* 15(3) *305.
pursuing their i& ddduai goals being influenced by such fayos^de
or unfeycrade moments ms the action systems of other actors may re*- 
73„ present. . Social interaotio% aeccn*dii5g to SImmeX, creates a  -certain 
. la r d  o f unity, directly, related to..the. .intensity of.:the interaction, 
fhie same idea,. though in  a  different terminology.! is  by
Horian EnaMecki i&m he writesj .
A real ohjeetire. soclai comsetion hetween two agents, not 
merely between two ‘actions^ i s  made only when those laments rise.
. above the ena^ddedntss of their separate points of rxm as . 
agents, so as ''to ■■create together a  mutuality of oaperience ant 
activ ity  which did no t, exist originally, m , ,.
the- most, criticised.concept in.Simm^fs sociology ms Me. 
distinction betmen:form and content,of sedation. In falco tt parsons»
. theory of social action one finds a.ftu&tt- siM lar discriminatiom 
between form and content as two different aspects of action*
the scheme, that is  relative to the unite of action and 
interaction, is  a relational scheme. I t  analyses the structure 
and processes o f tSe*^SSSs of such units to their situations, 
Including other units. I t  is  not as such concerned with the 
^tm rnal structure of the, units^gKcept so far as this, directly 
.. lears*"H the- relational ’ system. &
. m ty a  fesr pages further, parsons says even more dearly*
m  the most general sense the ♦need-disposition * system of 
the indridual actor' seems to hare two most primary or elementary 
aspects which may be called the •.gratilicatlonal* aspect and the 
♦odsubabiond* aspect, the .first concerns the »contentf of his
%enbruck, op. .dt»* p . Id.
7iKLorian Znanleckt, Social Actlona (Sw Xorkt Farrar and
Binehart, In c j %936.}*.pm l ^ r n iS . rjflSSSc?h,. op. ,c i t», p. I? .
^ m c o tt  Far sons, Jhe Social System (Glencoe, Illin o is t Free 
Preso, p. It. OF. legta-ii.ek:op. c'K'., p. I? .
interchange vdth the object world, lie gets out of Ms
interaction with 1%. and what $$m ♦nests* i t  him are, the 
second concerns the ‘how* of Ms relation to the object world, 
the patterns m  ways in  which Ms relations 'to M are organised,
fh is illu stra tes  how Parsons mm  a M stinotion between g ratis 
J^esMensI aspect toSto»dl*e
aspect'*' form a t SteM « ■ 'fMs M M itoity, howetei^'ioes 
Parsons* M aitoetien was modeled afte r or inflntocedhy Slmmsl#- I t  
mtoMy Stoma-to to mrn^B for the fact that saodem sociological 
theorists are not free from the problem of designating specific -' 
ipMIMes to  an abstraction by differentiation between two asse ts-o f 
an ea^lMoMly inMMtobls liwnotoenon, •■ •
Eeinhard Bendix eatresses th is when he eagre*
I t  can, indeed, be matotalned that the problems raised by 
men .Mho Simmel and.. DnrEheiia are s t i l l  fa r .from settled,77
fhere i s ,  howeter, an eren -more fundamental w r^ ..in toich 
SimmM:,s approach can be considered m  being part of modem sociology* 
Start H* Wolff says, **Ii is  close to  the modem, concern with :fsoclal 
etmctnre****^ ■ tod ,in  tba words o f fenbmcl,
.Hedem soMMcgy has developed to  extensive vocabulary for 
the description of social s kmc tore in  generalj the concepts of 
states, ro le , tyMcal expectations, topical actions, tod norms 
toe foremost among these# Ih principle^ the forms of sociation 
toe -0pW3$M& ro les, statuses, and norms, Mewed as reciprocities 
■tod to they occur in  M atorieal Cto^texes* CtorersMy, the ‘ 
theory of social stractnre is  merely a  theory of t&rn per se*/y
76 XUd. ,  9 .  |*
77Eednhajrd Beadix, "Has Weber'a lnterpratation of Conduct end
History, ** .Am# dour # Soc.#., ^l'i^lB:, ip|$d#
?8WcOff* Sociology, p , a m ,  . 7%eafamck, og. c i t . ,  pp. 77-7S.
■. xt was sim el too was toe . f ir s t to totroduc# th is  Maqj&tot to r 
a toadyof toe structure of society* though he:did. not develop a , 
systematic conceptualisation of societal structure he comprehended tola 
important aspect of social rea lity . Whether sociology deals with 
Institutioae or processes, the tram of reference i s  always structure.80 
Bectver serves as mother illu stra tion  for th is point. After presenting 
a  tahis of '^ to siflca tio tt of toberests and Aseociakiona1* to
which he differentiates between ■Muter## t§* (content} m  on# aid# m i 
tttyp© forms* of associations (form} on to# other sid© ,^ h© sayst
Our task to  th is study (of to# social structur#} Is  to 
reveal the disttoctiim  types of associatioh Which enter
to te  to© social structure
Xeopold oca M ess, too credits Stomel to many footnotes, writes 
under to# heading «Btottoctiv# Character of to# Sociological Viewpoint1!-:
Sociology # niust deiil wito ixxbexflmnm relations without 
tomedisi# reference to  ends, norms, or oro-posesf i t  tovclims 
a whnijy. .different kind of abstraction. *
ymMm®§ .witooiit..tiMiig t^o0: temS'ferm 
©j^hasisses that there must he, tocm to©; sociologies viewpoint, an 
abstraction of toterhuman relations* Sociology cannot ■: b# ijmadiateXy
8cfo>ia.. p.',?B. _ .' , , , ...
8*Robert Morrison Maclvgr, Society. I ts  Struotura and Change*
(Hew tork* lay long and Mcfeard I bST#
8gM d .. p. l61t.
®3ieopoid von kies1#- and Howard Becker, ^stem atto Sociology 
.#ohn isiley .m d Sons, to e ., 1912), p . H . ,(to ls:nwoSv"II IMSlSdeC*' 
became of Howard Becker,*# adaption and amg^fimiion of von Wiese*#
concerned with *ends, norms, and purposes* (content} which leaves for 
to© *W ft ©rent kind of abstraotion* oMy what BSawsl tormed «foms of 
soclation.*8^ thus, to©' of sociology a© Ming to© &e$mm
of int©rh«maa relations (Besiebungslehr©) is  in  mmnm identical with 
Simmel,s view of sociology as to© science of toe human forms of sedation.
HXveod, to  his classic ^Sociology and i t s  Psychological Aspect* 
d e ilnm siw M *s fbtm of sociaiion in  terms o f rM attoato ip .
A form of association is  • . a type of1 coordtoation or 
coadaptation between individuals. I t  is  to© tmm of relationship 
to one another which' individuals take m  to  carrying to  sera©:
■dtp'jtto- 0 ,  . ^ u  m.*L -* - - i ti l 'iii-i*  i V i - t  i%  iiW  .t j l  J L  JM ,4*, *% •- -»- -.--.I .pirnse ex common iiir©* as has aireany oeen said, i t  is  largely 
to  be accredited to Professor Simmel that more attention tern m 
recently been paid to  th is important phase, of to© social life#  ^
to  toe tex t of Broom .and Seltoick, Sociology* toe opening 
sentence of toe f ir s t  section reads?
A major objective of th is  bock is  to explore to© following 
general principle* to© way men behave is  largely determined 
by their relations to each other tod by their membership in
groups.Be
And again from EHwood?
' As Simmel • . emphasised, to© way in  which people are associated 
tcgetoer is  frequently very influential in  determining their 
btoavicr.®*
^Beslehtogslehr© i s  © le ss  ambiguous term toto dor Ver«*
gesOXXstoafton# which Slmmel used, toe terms, however, circumscribe 
toe tom© phenomenon •
® toarles A. BIXwood, Sociology tod i t s  Psychological Aspect 
{second editionf Hew fork? Jl.TfppIetoA H I'
^%eonard Broom ©pd phiXio Sdtolek* Soeidogy (second editions ■ 
Svanston, XXlinoisi Hhlte Plains, Hew fork* fe te iito to d  Cesftof, 1958}, 
p . H»
^%IX*§oed* op. c i t . ,  p. 3h5*
--...v Mnd the dMlMtiGh of^sociology m  Staael oancelvsd
88o f i t r 'a  eurtey. o f'd e to ltio n n  ofsoeiology since the M se:ti.f SSsime3. 
:4c»soiu^ r»»tie8 the validity of Ms ooaooptiaa aireB today, sfcile many ^ such 
.ite to tto s tt of' .til# sontaii&of atos^heosi&s Ofcsolste. imMm$ 'the
■ Maim that ■ S im el: is  the sole ■ eontMhator ■ of essential ideas. to • the 
present definitions of sociology* it" is*  aevstlheleae* ■■tfesmrksMe th a t
■ no .'aspect of .giaaadt*# ■ conception ■ i s . outdated or1 irrelevant*
the 'definitioaa M ihe..*seienee. of ssoiMogr^.of many of Mo
'. '. V \  ^  ! • 4 •
oottt^oorefies did lack the scientific concreteness that m e essential
; ■ * .- « ■  ^ ■• _ 
for sociology i f  i t  wai to  he regarded no- an independent science*
*gf
Simrael detoed sociology in  Mo essay ttBao frdMem der SoMologle** 
in  l89iu $& 1895# * transOtation (translator not .indicated) of th is 
appeared in  the Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social 
Science*^ M %9®0* biddings detoed- soaioiogy: m **an a t te s t  to 
account for the origin* gronth# structure* and activ ities of society 
fey the operation of physical* vital* and psychical causes working 
together in  a process of evolution*^ ■ One year' 'later* in  Ms Inductive 
j he detoes sociology' as the ^scientific study of seelety*11^
88?ide page a  o f th is trea tise .
:.gO j '■ ■?■ • '.'
: ■Qeorg SimaM,, Wm jroMeai der Sogiologie (heipsig* 189W<
^%eorg;:S3»M*',^ e  $r©Me» of: trane* mknmm* ^ AhgMg
of the America Academy of Political and Social Science* ' JtM2^&3rTS55«
m m *  .W. I .B* .  — n ^ iWi.nw^ i i . . -,ii>ilii r  i . tte-i , ~ m * m m .TtJ.fi mi '.. m l i f f  m m M M M W
'^frssM iil'E* ■ C&ddings,' irinciplea o f : Sociology: (if ew forkt fhe 
fiseMllsn OdRipai^ 3$0@t# p* I* ...........
^%rarli«iit 1* liiditugs* 'IhducMve Sociologr (Hew Tork* the jfaeMiian Cospany* 1901), p* ....
lis te r  '• f . Ward* 'in 1902* defined ■ eoc&ology m ■ :<?th e : science ■ o f: society.*1^  
In 1905#- Jtoss : called- sociology' ^ the science of goals! phenomena •** M 
■Ik# same year, Sitmll* tftim-m# m il ee<iusinted: with  ^Stone!1 e work* intro~
Qf?
dueed sociology as ^the science of social p r o c e s s e s , a n d  lester  f*
Ward* iJi cdtlaboration with J* Q* Dealer,.: forian2oted anew definition!
«fbe stuayofhusian association* Including idmiever conduces to i t  or 
96modifies it# 11'
fedsf, the confusion about the definition of sociology has not 
altogether vanished* although i t  is  sore a problen of terminology 
rather than of content. A lack of precise terminology* which once had 
contributed to  the refutation of BteaSL by the' misinterpretation of hie 
mbXgamm tern ^fost## isa s t i l l  - idth m* Simmal inadvertendly demon** 
s tra ta *  If" hie mm tmte of' terminological precision* ' the necessity 
and iispcu'tance of a. definite* oonsnon* acisnMflc tersoindQLogy*
9%ester F* Ward, ^Sociology,0 Popular Science Monthly* June* 
1902* p# Hi*
^%dssiard A* Sosa*' foundations, of Sociology* {few lorki the 
Macmillan Company, W m ^ p T E T ^  ~  w  . /
■'' ' ;■ - ‘ " ' v - ■ ■•' . h . *
"Albion W. Snail, (Jeneral Sociology (Chicago* Bhivereity o f 
<3>icago Bros®*. ■&*■■&•■■ ;■■ • ■"
Q* Bealy and Lester »»'■ KnMW Textbook of Sociology (Be* 
York* fhe Macmillan.Company, 1905 )» p. 2.“  **’ ^
fHBlB STUDIES M BmWMMQMr TEB&M I f  83HI&S&
After fermMating hi# theoretical frameiicflE* Slm el undertook 
to sasaljrB© a variety of social phenomena, Theodor© Abel comments*
fb© frM tfulness of Me theoretical proposals was demon* 
atrated Tbgjr Simmel1© oim writings* §1© subtle* perceptive and 
Mseeruing mind produced m veritable horn of plenty of 
MgMfioant sociological' studies. As a to ta l output by a 
single person* the weaiili of o rl^ aa l contrifentlons mad© fcy 
Slmmel has yet to find i t s  equal.
From among th is iiealth* three of Simmsl,s studies have been 
selected to furnish the factual basis for the testing of' the ©Mstence 
of Simmel*s influence. The f ir s t subject* «Superordination gad Sub­
ordination*** was chosen because Simmel assigned great MgMIIeanee to 
th is sociation process.
the second subject, wgonfllcb**1 was selected because there exists 
an aounaance ox rexerenc© material union is  s*ei©vant to tn© problem ox 
tM s thesis.
The third subject* *fhe Quantitative BeterMnation of the Oroup/1 
was chosen since I t  incorporates various' aspects of group theory which 
aroused in terest among American sociologists a t one time or another.
Each of the three .subjects i s  presented in an abstraction of the 
main concepts. For each of these abstractions* Biw&;|s  original as 
well as the various translations have been used.
' llllWlllill .^HiM 'l    ..............
ttCmtr±bntion*w Am* &o$£ &ev.* 2h(!*} *M*>.
fu &X mimmS: of sooiatim*1 or, m they etn&d fee eaUed, 
processes, o f. psychic^ in teraction ,'th e 'individuals become- l£rifcs&'-#©#■;:, 
gather fey s&itesi teflusace and aetermteatioB* Ihe tevolved .teaividnala 
form, i f t e e  'above ertberieh is  met, a g r a t  ia  the sociological ■•. sense* 
geweverr  as 8 la ^ 'p i4 h ls .;ea^:.'het•$& ■■■:
process of sooiaiiQB* fhe mere, exchange of glances between two in - 
dividuals■ who" happen to stand a t  the same • fens stop ■ in .not. a social. ■ 
process* -Only i f  they irtnapy- Influence an#.dete-rmine .each other, s 
behavior, can one spea& of a process of societies, of a group
th is leads* logically, to  a  conception of a continuum of social.
interactions where the ephemerai interactions,: such as the exchange o f
*
a glance, are located m mm end, while the in te n s e  intimate in ters 
actions of the primary group would fee located on the other end* the
processes of interaction can fee viewed as the ^social reality** which
: *¥ •■ ‘ * 
sociology i s  to study#
I t  is  obvious that o il social relations invoice a psychic
■ i
element* i t  is  less obvious that social relations also tevolira a 
acral element*^ In ■ any t&Bd of interaction in  which on© party loses 
H31 human, significance for the other, any relationship in  which m® 
party considers the - other merely #e a means for .an -end wftjnfr i s  not 
re s te d  to th is  other party, or in  a .case of ccmpleh© .indifference of 
-one party to tee other, no- social relations in  tee soeiological sense
9%ismel, Grandgragen. j>. 12.
^Barnes (ed*), 3htroductic^i# p* - gg6»
of tee tern ttxtefc' ' sine#'such the recip roci­
ty which i s  essential in  aoetetton process##.. fra# soeietion always 
tovolv##ireteptotetyof.'ri^tai-#niduties. fhto- is  why society can be
of ‘ l epl l y^ 'o te v te ttte ^
entitled'and obliged festege.
■ 'th is  principle i s  Mghly significant in  the analysis of pomr^ 
rcistlisis.- Ill hie study of ^Saperordinati:## stsd Subordinatloni11 SSsrol 
demonstrates h is Imm. insight into teas# rslattonsM ps.
Bmwy social occurrence consists of an interaction between 
indivisla^s. Bate individual contributes both In an active and a 
passive fashion to th is  relationship and tens a two-sided operation 
ex ists, la  case of superiority and to ferio rily , th is relation assumes 
the appearance of a tee-sided operation. Bute a  relationship constitutes 
the sociological expression of p^chologieal differences in  human 
'hellos -tel appears to. a  more or less pronounced .form. I t  seems m i f  
tee superior exerts an influence which the inferior merely undergoes.
^^S toael.• Sei^g4egt#■* pp. ifM M f and- totes* amall, 
ted- B te to d i» tlte ,w'^ S ^ ^ £ .  JgC ti t i i l l *  1 6 £6 *£?.
^% he. sim ilarity between the concepts isos, law, -and folkways
is  strtotog.
^B arnes (ed .), Introduction, p. 256.
^% dapted from Siramel, Sogiologi#. chapter 111.* *$teer* end 
tTnterordnung,** pp. 13k-2U6| m d^S m sT S ell, ^Superiority and Bab* 
ordination,11 to . door. Soc. 2sX6?-l6£ and 3£2-hl5j and Spademan, eg. c l t .j 
chapter 1 ., «labtessi<mv^pp. £5*111.
But tha.lM erlor.ls not passive agent sineehealso  exerts an
tfcto .-w ^ttai
is, that the: affect which the inferior luitaally sxertsupon the superior 
is  tfeterffllued by the la t te r . / fh© relationship^; then,, of superior to 1'
in fe rio r Is  &.fom©f aoolation# I t  aiwiys '!§lows 4 certain amouub of
independence and spontaneity on th e p a r io f  the subordinate. 'Worn -.-.in'
the worst, tyranny, the subordinate has the choice between suis&ssion 
and punishment* $ha% setssission cannot .ha Netted .as purely passive* 
hut with m  active aspect as well* the resulting relationship* there­
fore, i t  a form of social interaction*
Hhai is  called ^authority*1 mao requires much more active 
participation on the part of those who suttaii to i t  than is  generally 
supposed* .to a human being an authority means' to subscribe to Ms 
judgments and deoisfone a  certainly inid.infalliM iiiy which are other* 
wise ascribed only to tri&versal postdates and logical deductions* 
Authority can he estahiished in  two different ways. ftrs%  i t  can be 
the resu lt of the fact that a superior individual inspires h is group 
to  such faith  and confidence .in his' ©pinions and decisions that they, 
obtain for that group the character of objective validity. In the 
second instance,, authority is  given, to an: individual* by a superindividual
■* *• .* * ”  * s  . ■
institu tion  Mho the sta te , the school or the church. In the f ir s t case,
authority develops out of the individual, in  the second i t  descends
in to  the individual ttm  the outside. But in  both eases, the spontaneous
and active participation of the subordinates is  nmmm&f*
*. *  *  »
In a differentiation of the relation between superordinatlon and.,
Wmm possible types of preseat themselves*
fhey et% m&mdSmt&m- ta  {&} m  lablvtdafi** Cf i 0 group* w * C3 l  **& 
ch&eetlvej- ii^jofacmal principle.
Subordination to ag Sa<&tii<lnal
in© of a gro^p #e a $£ttgl& pei^eu $9$3£a& a vsdy
decided. w&MmUm of the group* ■ th is  i© equally the case with both 
etombte^f©Mo I m  of th le  m #
a)1 when the superior is  sun?© -a leader then m eter and as mmh 
only represent® to  himself the power and the w ill of the group. Thus 
reel internal unity e rte i£3
t>| when the group i© aware of opposition to the head and forms 
a party opposed to  the head., fhf© opposition to the ccmbrolling power 
creates group unity also.
thus the terKtoation. of a group in  a head* whether in  case of 
harmony or opposition* helps to  offset unification of the group.. fM# 
is  most obvious in the p o litica l realm* in  a monarchy* for exaagjle* the 
disappearance of i t s  head to which ©31 are subordinate -  with the end 
of th is  po litical pressure *> e ll po litical unity often Mfeewise ceases* 
tie r#  -spring up -a great number of party' factions which previously* In. 
view of that supreme po litical i**$eaww& for or against the monarch* 
xouna no room.
I t  has been stated that the hef&fnatiea of a group in  a head 
leads to  uaifieatfem of the group, th is  unification may present i ts e lf  
in  two different forms*
■ --b| m a ■ gtotobiom.of thegroup' ab a te s*;:...
^  MMMAmflrn are alike safe* 
ordinate to a single person end In so t o  they ore eq$&# the autocrat 
has of social stra ta  Immm&
marked impeMorlbies and to to lc r itto s  In the relations t^tweea Me 
subjects come into real as veil as psychological competition with Ms 
own stipremacye
I t  seems irrational, -that a single person can exercise lordship 
■over- a.great mass of'.ethers# Una.man ©My he t&toefcood £tom>& 
p^ehoto#©**! perspective*: the to le r and the todJytonM subject do nob 
enter into the tolationsM p of- super and suh«ordination with the same 
^uant« of their personality# the mass is  composed through the fact ■. 
that many -todtoiduals m ite  fractions of their fersonality, interests# 
onesided purposes, and needs, while the rest- of each personality rises 
above th is common level and does not a t a ll  enter into that ttmassn which
’ . <i ' ; ■ '• ■ • *.
I s  totoft ty  the single person# to is explains sty  i t  is  .possible that 
to  very despotically toled groups todtMdnality may develop I ts e lf  very 
freely, to  those aspects particularly which are not to  participation
C 1 . . ■«- . ■ - .  * - . -  ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ %
with -the awe* tons began the development, of modem todividuality to.
the despotism of the Ita lian  Bennaicsance. Bere, i t  was t o  the direct
toereeh  of Hie depots to  aUow the largest freedom to  a ll ma&poliMcM 
*
sheets*  touts suhordtoation was more tolerable. I t  is  one of the 
toemost basics of .adMnisttotlve art- to  disttoiuish properly between ■
' ' ' i 1
those, characteristics of mm with respect to Which they may be toduded
In * leveled mm$g; these ■ other * cher&eherietlds1 which ■ iaar be le f t  ■ he
'de^^^psient.1' that -in wMelrthe Inditddtt£l6 eoapoaiag
«e^h© ' i^ 'o a t i t iO ’
/ ; . $&■.■. the second • mm§. the ^adatlon of-group
mmiterOf. the gftftg) JW assume the tom  of a. p&wmM* In th is  case Hie
a graded s1&aie of power. -: ■these strata*. m  thejr grow 
smeller in  tmmber of members* :^m£9--$MW^ m§$t greater III significance. 
Wm$ load’ up Mm- of the ■ Inferior mass to the tip* th e • imperior
ru le r. • ^ #  p&m&A‘wa& %tm :M,wm resolf-
from.a gradual' lose of the mib®%mm-&t mptmmq? of the &io#e ruler* 
while he i s  retaining: £t$'£fem$ end M tles.-’ln  such m Ohio mof© of <■ > 
the-power la  retained hr the orders m$m$% to 'th e  §®mm 
$M me^oirei -hr those mm  d e ten t . Mace the power thus gradually 
declines* a  gradation of &s& ehhordlaatloa emerges.. •
* 4 pyramid^shai^d power ttrectara mar else me&m la  a fashioa .. 
which is ' the r m i i  of' thst-lush deeeribid* starting  wfhtr a  re ie tiv t 
of Wm «m betirof the ffmfo. ■*&$&&& meaner#' gatfsf graster ':
tofluenee.. m thln l&egroup of each elevated im&s<r% certain espeoiellr
,.—..J--— a  W l  A 1 r|i |i- i if f  j t ’- n r ^ a ’' n^L i. m a.iW ^’l h  , ^ u  .iJltwt f iP M ilf f ’m . . 1 *  nftV ^ i - A -  r'linn , -*■;»•_»- ..j..^ -.i - ■jy?-a*aw a 1.  [.inr t .  <ifc> ■ J O - Jb*'jyCbBSK^ p^ ^^ Mwjw 'IP; wll^ B15S0lV^.8 ■ 1i$tti#3^ 3L ; wjftfc'® ;Cj©^Sf6^0jpQRfSTliV
accommodates 'i ts e lf  to- -one or a Mm heads* •. fh ls formof development is  
,ITe<|uentlr found In eeonomlo relationships, idiere i t  is  not mo&sMi that 
$ single indii^dnal, dominates a  certain hranhh Of iaduetrr*
bs
Subordlnatlpn. to  & Gtotjip
Subordination to a group occurs In two different fermsj;
ft) the Superior may be a  group (crowd) of individuals actually 
assembled and In done spatial proximiiyi or
.b) l e  sopsiter gcosf* ®*sy bo an abstract unity trtsiol* m  
expressed ty  ft *aere or lose permanent, objective social structure 
(sta te , churchj crgpdoad associations)#
la  subordination to m  objective structure, the superior * 
inferior relationship its e lf  .obtains a more or less objective character# 
the participation of the superior In the relationships loses i t s  sub­
jective aspects and obtains a  soperindlvldusl character. Sentiments, 
feelings, and emotion# are excluded from the participation of the 
superior, and the rdaticmsh% become# more or less cold and formal# 
Such a relationship can be an .advantage to the individual' subordinate 
If' he is  helped by a fe iw l, im partial, factual, and business-like 
relationship* I t  is  a disadvantage i f  the individual is  helped by a  
benevolent, a ltru is tic , and merciful relationship# A# m  example, the 
stock company, representing ft miperlndividual structure, exploits It# 
employees less than the private but is  not a t liberty  in
a mm when# indemnities or special aids aim in  question, to act as 
generously as a  private owner who need not give account of h is outlays.
.Subordination bo^ A crowd show# another variation. In iu^eraonal 
institu tions (sta te , church, e tc .) which function as legal persons, the 
svtet&s&tihdp of the .superior to the si^ordliiate Is  stripped of personal
Moments and obtains mere rational* suf^tperscmsi crowds*
' the' psMSefpetiot* of the superior loses also the personal' elements, but
o & t ^ l d S '  j n -  J | h '  J j t  £ $ '.< & - ' im-lt' «ML j£Oi -. ' i l l  mm. A w u i t  ° ^ ' -  -- i e i l * ^  ^iik  ^5fe ijt A i u d 4 i  Jri“ ■**■ .-a-' 3fc. A . ' ■ ■u-^.u . ^  w -    «— -1.1- 3ik, A^_ ^ t ^ U P i j j Lth is time it- O*5«&iUS lUfrawlndlVlduel COlleCtiVe Clll^ iiOnaX ©IsmehiS#
m$m$$mrnm- toan;impQrsomi..'fvdnMj&s .,.
..■; S«^oi€ljmMon to . m  Iii^ersonai ■ prlnoiflo,, o r, a law. does • m% in* 
vMve a ceciproMty# . fhe inM vMuals who demot < ^ r  4 la v  are not
^ ^ 3 |p ..e o te ^ ie te  .to bhut.law#- . I f  they change it*- ^^:.i^al% .aisoM iii 
the old law and put a  new one in  i t s  place by sdaieh bheyofcey# This 
leads to every  interesting. sociological. constellation, the emfeortoatlia 
o f, the superior to- the laws wMehhe gives himself #
Subordination to an in^persoasl principle gives to  the individuals 
coneerned a peculiar double relationship, pie fa s t tha t thay ■£#$*> a t a. 
group* imbued with a. tingle .spirit or subject to  the same law* gives 
them, in  their relations to outsiders a  more or le ts  e<pal position#
Within. the group* however'*. bhey; stand, to  one another in  different 
relationships of superiority and inferiority#
This double aspect of th e ir formal sociological situation ' 
affects their whole social l i f e ,  ' fhe manager of a store holds a 
ocMSE^tog peaitieft within the erpm ltsblenf'in h it  relatione to the 
customer* however* ho w ill held the rode- 'of a  serssnt* not a superior#
On the other hand* even the holders of the lowest positions 'Mil. feel 
themselves hearers of. the objective principles and upholders of' 'the 
dignity of the firm, in  their relations to  the outside; world.  ^ As another
lTjlW>>i »1jiwTli»# rW
^%immel* Scu&eloMs* pp.
pwm&.Qg- luaongst people wm
oidgtoally w$$M$te& and eitftoely subjective* But to la  power grM ually 
became Ifsalbei by a feeding of reapun^MMtr# toe unity uf to© fiddly  
group eitoedied to  to* family ^Ir&b p t  la ta  an M eal power. thus toe 
family fa  thought of as standing aho*e a ll to ito id u si members and the 
family head him self is  subordinate to the family Met*. He Can mmsm& 
the other members o f the family* but only to  the name o f the higher 
M eal unity.
s * .
the unity of groups is  not solely derived from common in terests 
and harmonious eo-ordinatlon of elements* Societies require a eeriato
l^oportion. of attraction ****4 rep^ston# harmony ***14 disharmony* 
association and dissooiation* co-operation and competition among th e ir 
elements to  obtain a definite organisation, toe acceptance of leader* 
ship and the sotordtositom to authority are not the. only forms of
i t T ' f r t  'Mk i«*T*fh a« f *  J L  i/fr * * * ■ * .  &L.mi Mi&  .S i ' f l k  . ^ k . j - ^ ncU- J J 1  A -  u£i J L  j/A, A .  .Ui  __ ... .  . . . . '  - j>  J i t  J L .  J t vin ter action i?m.c« usance *or social, unity. 'vtwifidotfi and oppositions 
between the. elements o f a group f u lf i l l  the m m  function* they are 
also contributing to  the to ta l process of ©oetobion and, therefore* 
m at be Studied Hi to reference to  that function* Conflicts mM 
oppositioBS may arise too® different subjecttoe impulses* wants.
^A dapted &rmr8$m&0 chapter if#  ^BerStreih*1*
w * ‘to$"336| and' tarnms* Small*'WEe'WSEology of-gom flici,*1'" Mur*
Sogg, 9sf££*8% and Bpyfeman* ^ .  c l t*. to t te r  H* ^OppositiSJ#^ 
pp. XUfr4&t*
fl .. . * t a t
■'desire#*;:#nvto#* or hatred©* But ame antogcnism has arisen* the' 
■§mMm :« t■'to©.actual- Strug##- of ©enlitoi'.i# to/, © vetoes to#  ^ © t to g  
to i^sm -tod-to  a rriv e" a t  ■ someform o f -unity# ewen/'i^it'-tovcilye© to#- 
toa trno tito -o f o n ee f the'parti©©* ' tou t eonflicb ©rantua31y--tormtoates- 
to  a  peace# '-either to  the form of eoojdtoafcion or to- to© form o£ mb~ 
^dtoattom* !© toe ofevtou© iiiipresston of to© fac t th a t i t  t o  a S£m©Mi 
form of csyntoeato totoeen d e ism s* ' f t - to  a  higher oomoept toich con- 
ta in s ami implies both union and opposition*
to© soeit&ogieal function of tension end repiletoa to most 
clearly manifest to social structure# which eons&st of a hierarchy #f 
classes* to© east© system of India toe# not derive its ■ form solely 
.from to© .internal coherence of elements mitfcto each caste* feat also 
from toe 'external repiitsion between castes* toe oppesitioa and enmities 
between them prevent to# gradual dieai^earano© of to© das© feoaatoriea 
and are* therefore, positive oontrifemttof factor© to- to© preservation 
of to# existing structure* Bat opposition do#©' not merely function a©
-a means o f to# p?#s©rvation of a  total, system of rdatim ships*. i t  i© 
o f sed ation  an integral part o f to# rdam enship itse lf*  
a conflict. Qft# sfetoggto eaadudwely for to# sake of the struggle 
and without any ether im p lt#  or u lterior motive to to fi only to  to# 
mm  o f to# contest game* f t  contains nothing to  it# ' sociological 
motivation to t to© contest its e lf*  fh© worthless wmkmw for the &m& 
of which m u  often play with the m m  earnestness with which they play 
for money* indicate to# purely formal asp ecto f th is impulse* yet a 1 
certain, unity i s  prevalent which i» fito s  sedation* people unit# t o
contest, and to e  contest takes place< accordingto rules' aM  regulations*
«cma^esBM^ •■ #fc--f.dPbaRm- of.group ]ito to ;ite w .|r d le e )';are -w eS ly
imM-mmm' s tr ic t t o 'd t o ^ f t e r  :se»iit
mm -to e -a o s^ ^  - ■- -  -
: ■:. "^ 4 ;i p e d d ‘^|i#- o f correiatio& i*ei^  
occur# d'C c^etM ito* ' t o
tltoen  toe'•■object of-the co n flict-Is to  to e ’teaia: oi-e'toir<t person* - 
and toe.©ere vietozy over theepp<menb* although the ftooh necessary 
step* to -not toe fin a l''dm*■• to  toe second-form e# eompttotioa* each 
competitor worhs- im edtotely: for toe fin a l dm witoeut ependiiig ^  
energy m  h ie  exponent, to i#  type o f  mmopeMMm -to ‘illu s tra te d -In  #  
trade meet and in  modem business.
.,. " ' f f e i a m  toe: factual a ^ eet o f toe lain#.■ 
leave# ohly or antagonism o f a formal nature. the  resu lt i s  that- 
M patittoR  can he -used as a feme o f eonfliefe -toleh d l l  he -of benefit ■ 
'to both parties... fherefore* i t  is  often stimulated a r tific ia lly  and 
i t  leads to an Increased activ ity  on the part o f each competing group* 
which w ill fee for toe benefit o f toe whole.
to la  peculiar character o f -competition* toe neglecb o f toe ■ 
opponent ana too - concentration on resu lts are a wayto sttoh late toe 
creation o f objective values as a means to  shfejective .satisfaction*
V ■ . , . .  J ■ '  r - , .
fM s i t  too situation la  a o te i  feislRess where to# producer# fight 
tlie ir competitors %  ^odmclag better sod '^ oNto»
■ ■ apart £rm  these indirect advantages* ca ^ b ltoen  i s  a most- 
toportonb so cia lisin g . force. I t  produces resu lts toich CooM otherwise
be brought about only through love and altruism . Since the decline o f 
the maall group and the resulting disappearance o f so lid a r ity  In­
dividuals act in  the in terest o f other individuals I f  they are 
forced or stimulated to  i t  by competition. In i t s  modem Jon% i t  to  
not merely a struggle o f a ll against a ll*  but also a struggle o f a ll
for OH. Therefore, a competitive system is  .not id en tical with a
*
system that i s  purely individuaH etic. The competitor works, o f
course, for h is own interests# But as the contest i s  fought by means 
o f objective values or socia l services and i s  usually advantageous to 
the group, i t  may be in  the in terest of the group to foster competition.
The Results o f C onflict for the Internal Structure o f the Oroup
t
Apart from the sociological significance which con flicts posses 
for the relationships between opponents, they lead also to important 
m odifications o f the Inner structure o f the involved p arties. These 
m odifications are of sociological importance only i f  the parties are 
socia l groups.
At the outbreak o f a struggle, a group i s  forced to concentrate 
i t s  energies and centralize i t s  a c tiv itie s . In time o f peace, i t  can 
allow a great deal o f lo ca l autonomy and decentralization. As a. resu lt, 
con flict leads to  purification o f groups throng the expulsion o f in­
harmonious elements. In time of peace, a certain number o f antagonistic 
elements can be tolerated. But in  a struggle, the group can allow only 
small derivations from the norm and must suppress or expel any member 
nhose divergence threatens 'the harmonious unity on which the strength
o f the group depends.
1  struggle* therefore* strengthens the uniter o f groups. But g 
caramon opponent not only strengthens unity hut often creates a unity 
which did not formerly e x ist. M ilitary alliances and p o litic a l combi­
nations are only two instances of th is phenomenon, the unifying force 
of con flict i s  illu strated  not only in  the formation of mm eomidnations 
but also by the fact that the termination o f the struggle often leads 
to  a sp lit in  the victorious group. Combinations made especially  for 
the purpose of fighting a caramon opponent often contain elements which 
could act combine for peaceful pursuits. 4s long as the struggle 
lasts*  the individual difference* are suppressed* but when the con flict 
i s  ended* the divergence between the elements rea ssertsitse lf and 
leads to separation or even perhaps to a mutual antagonism.*0^
fhe termination o f Conflict
Among the many fem e which terminate conflicts* there are three 
main, categories* (1) victory* {£} compromise* and |3 )  con d lia tion .
the sim plest and moat radical form o f passage from war to peace 
i s  victory. Since v ictories occur in  d ifferent types of completeness* 
the one In which & resignation of the opponent i s  Involved Is  o f special 
importance for the succeeding peace. Ib is confession o f in feriority  
and acknowledgement o f defeat before actual exhaustion Is  not a simple 
phenomenon. i t  may be induced by various motives such as a tendency 
toward self*humaXiation, or the feelin g  that the confession of defeat
^%tmrael* Soziologie. pp. 306*323.
e a-gifb b o endues such* , a 'last- act ofebrengih* ■■',
. . fhetem inntioh  of a cep fllct by;compromise is . eop^letely •■ 
different, fram e. ■ tsar-, ■ f»; pxdp&tivs- times* - con flicts
. ..py^,.a;siEigis.^spscliic.c ^ s c i wculd not bs terminated i f  the object m $ 
in d iv isib le . One o fth e  great Mvuneements' in . c iv ilisa tio n  is  that 
th is ia  possible tod iyhy d ifferentiating between, the value • o f m-: 
object ani bite object i t s e lf  (Invention of exchange!... <saes th is  
differentiation  M i been accac^lishsd/ the p osa iM llty o f ■tgrndmUmg 
, con flicts about-objects {conflicts^iM uced by hatred or revenge allow  
no c<mproraise) thrcu^i an exchange o f values wm'.i&mted*
$o contrast to compromise* which is  an objective means o f 
terminating conflict* conciliation i s  purely subjective, The tendency 
toward conciliation* which seeks to  end struggle apart from any 
objective grounds* i s  a sp ecific sociological la^ clss sim ilar to  the 
lapalse to  quarrel without objective grounds. The sp ir it o f co n cili- 
' ation often manifests i t s e lf  most clearly after an enthusiastic 
devotion to struggle and when the fighting energies become exhausted. 
Conciliation Is rela tively  independent $m m the objective or actual 
situ ation . I t  can. occur a fter the complete victory o f m s party or in  
Me midst o f an undivided stru m a . I t  i s  a subjective means o f
. r ■ v  .
terminating stru m a  without reference to' the probable outcome* be i t  
victory or com p rise. I t  i s  thus a 'removal' 'Of $be roots o f con flict 
without reference to the' fru its which these formerly bore* as weH as. 
to  that which may la ter be planted in  their place.
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M group of m certain size  must build organs, establish  forms,
and maintain regulations which a stmaller group does not. need. Small.
groups, on the other band, develop forma of interaction which .disappear
when they grow in  s ic e , th is quantitative deteptoation  of a group, as
i t  may he called , has a twofold function. Negatively speaking, certain
devaiopwanhs which are necessary or at least possible at- far as the
contents or conditions o f l i f e  are concerned, can he realized only
below or above a particular number of elements, thus the content
determines the size  of the group and thereby the form, 'the forms of
secret organizations and o f certain religious sects which are lim ited
in  their' membership m  account o f their doctrines are illu stra tiv e  o f
th is  negative determiiiation. the positive aspect i s  evident when a
Change in  form is  director respired by a purely quantitative change of
108the grots#, la  that case, the size immediately determines the form.
the memrtoo lly  sim plest structures which can s t i l l  be designated, 
as socia l interactions occur between two elem ents. Nevertheless, m  
may. even subsume under the sociological category a sin gle individual 
but only because two phenomena, iso lation  and freedom, appear in  
relation  to the individual and are d istinctly  of a sociological
^Adapted from Simmel, Sozielogts, chapter IX, «®0Le quantitative 
hesticm theit der SrnpgNi,** pp. h f•I fii S d  trans. W olff, Q uantitative 
aspects o f the Oreugv* Sooielegr, p. $5 f f . |  and Spytaan, op. e i t . ,
■chapter I I I , ^fbe SuBeaScSTraEtiens of Social forms,** pp. liff-X lii.
^^Simmel, Soziologie, p . U7.
o f ^ 'r e to tie n
’b e^ to th ©  ayiiS bhe'gtoup,.1^::b!j© '■feSeto’aml
iso la tion  which the group allow© the individual wm&m‘& ■ i s ' Immedtobely 
MiM$M«b. for ^ . f t ^ 0 t i r q ... lV.
. Mho .more toot thet .to to$4uld«M p to to to e tie lp^©oM<fla:;with 
. ..ci^ faMEp 4% o f .cpap^ ^ isot^ oooiolo^ ^ . But to e  .M tmtton
. .that, M  eatress©# by.the. dot# u p  con sist; p . .th is
fact ulene. iso la tion d ees not,signify: iiisrsdy the.abscnco o f ©11 
, society . For the. isolated, tod iv itoa i, society mm to a Xong*<Hsbanes 
. influence o ilie r  a© ltop ftog~ea ,ef pash reto^to©  or as antielpM ioti 
of tobur© :relatio*iahip©.:, The isolated,man doss not suggest a  being 
that tms bom  the only inhabitant o f the globs from M s b irth . For h is  
conM iion, too , .is  determined by soMafcion* even thou# negatively.
. Isolation  i s  IM eraetlm  between two p arties, one of. which 
leaves after exerting certMn“'feSluehces# the iso lated  individual i s  
isolated , only .in reality* because Id eally ,, in  the. Mod o f the other 
. party,., he ctoitoaa© .to. Mm ami s e t . .. .for axat&fi*** the .d elin g  o f ' 
iso la tion  .is  rarely m  decisive and intensive toesi one .actually finds 
. oneself physically alone,©© when one I s  a. stranger, without relations 
, among physically p o se  prson%  at a, party, in  a tosto* or In the ■ 
tra ffic , o f * large .M iy. to  essen tia l -trait o f .a grp# structure i s  
whether i t  favors or even permit© such loneliness |m it s  m idst. Close 
an# tobtoabe groups allow no such SnterceiliSw  vacuus© in  their 
Stm cture. But to  larger groups a certain quantity and quality of 
socia l l i f e  M il produce a. d istin ct number o f temporarily or chronically
isolated existences .  They constitute tohltoootoi' phonomen© similar bo ■
th e:original©* 'ptoatitsito% -tod totoM to*. '
a to-todtoidasl
but. which, ex ists between Mm :ard a certain-group ■ or grot# life - in
gcutoelr" B u t'it to-eeMMO|toa^^ ©Mil' toother M y t:
*
I t  toy ■ Moo be -to or period occurring to  a given' relation*,
to if  'between tto  -or more .pspeemr. 1© such i t  i s  especially i»#artm t 
•to those retotlonahipa toossvsry  nature is  the denial .of iso la tio n .
This applies, above M l, to' stoogasoua marriage. 4 marriage to' which 
husband: and wife ■oooasionMly to  joy the pitosurse of iso la tito , mm 
toouto happy to  to e tr relationship, i s  different from, m® to  which 
each isolation would be considered a# lack of faitofutoess or as a 
dtogto'to toe tM atton^dp.- '•
I t  mast be clear that iso to tito  hm #1 So a .positive sociological 
slgMftOtoto. to t  only isolation but a lto  freedom appears to  toe f ir s t  
'I lace to  a negation of soctotion, as m  absence o f Ml- social restra to t. 
Tbtomay deserito toe position' of a Christian or lltodu hermit to  Of a  
so litary  settler*  bat f to  a social being toeodom has'a much more 
' positive meaning, 'freedom its e lf  1% for toy itoivldual too does have 
relations to Ototo'indlvtouMs, a' speelito rM attoa' to toe aaMretmisish. 
it''appears -to a  ctottououi- -process -of totoM patito from social restra in ts, 
as a struggle not- merely for todependtocs.bat for the right to- enter 
vatontarily into dependence. ; fh is fight to s t' to-renewed aftto  every 
victory.-" fhm ftoedomr -or toe absence of re ta tito s , as- a negative 
social attitude to almost never a  pezmnent -possession-. I t  ' t o  a  process-
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■oC -■ s<toaa3tstMaB3t?b''3Al>^ flE?^ s4«3i ■ d R r i o i & . ■ i^ lcgbL- Iftnt&lh reality* or \ 
attempt to lim it -ideally* the Independence of the indii&daal* f t  is  
mot a Ming* Out a Moostog* a social .activity*. i t  is^-ewn tOcm#-. •■ 
only ,Hrm ■ tbs itoi@oiah o f the a  ■roaaMoMM|i*.;,; •■■•;■>
•.; Wot only to  i t s  IMcticmai aspect* but .also i&th regard to  the 
content* does freedom mm ■ mm  -t&m absence of restraint*' • Freedom *; 
from the influence of other a would .dm rwmmmc&mB -ham- nomeaning 
•or significance for''the individual i f  i t  did mot facilitate.'an  ead&ansien 
of "hie mill: over ethers* ifetl© aj^arontiy negative in  character* 
freedom has in  rea lity  a very positive significance. ■ fa  t '  great 
erbent* freedom consist# in ' a process of' Mberation -and iio b ia in s  
meaning and significance an a reaction against restra in t. But i t  iso 
le ss  oonsiats .in a pmier relati<m to others*, in  the poOsibiiltjr of making 
oneself count* and -in the- opportunity for maltog others trilmtaxy- or 
subject. . It,; is  in these relationships that it- finds i t s  positive 
value mod realisation*?^
;fMfe;Su^-ipprtab^^^ aid
freedom ire  in- reality  forms of sociological relationships -can* however, 
be pointed out 011%  by referring to. indirect -and ecmpiteaie& con* 
neetions* Ih -vistf of this*. the silk iest .sociological, formation is*, 
therefore* the- reciprocity tibldh occurs Mtweea two elements* Such 
interaction is  present in  the dyadic group C union of two), that the 
dyad has a  typical, sociological form. ■ i s . evident from -'the fac t 'that 'the
*  .  .j, ... ... . . : . , *  '' *
^^Sim&el, Sozielegfe* pp* ?6*8o.
most- divergent to& ivito ls uniting for the m$fe -toa&ed-toiitoa w ill 
she#. ccmibimtionS' of • the-same. formatioB*::■ fhe dyad*■ to ■ its e lf  ■ soeiaiion* 
contains' the scheme* -germ* and material ^ o f ' tomperable more - complex ■ 
forme* ...
Bveryday e^oa^enceo -show'the specific toaraober that 4  're* •' - 
labionship attains by toe; to o t that - only two ii^ v ld u a ls ' -participate-.-. • 
to  it*  ■ A secret between two- pereons: t ie s  each of them to  a- vaay-:' 
'different manner than if /, even'only three have' a  .part-to it*  ' ■ deneral '; ■ 
e^crience .seems, -to: indicate: that th is mtotoim -of two* $£tto which the 
secret ceases to. be ' the pmpmrbj: of the one ' i s  a t the same
time- toe mascSimxm -at: to ieh to s preservation to  relatively  secure*
. ;;■:■■ : ; *2be diffeapehce' between toe. dyad and larger groups ■consists- to  
toe fact that thedyad has a different relation to each of I ts 'to o  . 
elements' than toe larger groups have to  -tMlr membersi' 'to--toe dyad*' - 
there--axtots never that super^^sonai. l if e  which to e 'todividual com*' 
eeives as not dependent m Mis* As soon, however* as there is  a - 
sedation of -tores*. &■ p top  continues - to $astob: even i f  - one- of' toe 
members drops' out# -fhis - dependence of - toe. dyad upon i t s  - two- todidduai + 
members causes- toe thought of - i t s  existence ■ -to- be acoc®^mnied by 'the ■ 
thought of i t s  -tormimtion .much mere closely and toptossiveiy ^ than .to- * 
any - other vgroup. toere- every-- member- Imows that- even after-' h is  retirement' ' 
or-death' toe--group cam tou t tone, to .exist* -. ,•...■ :u! \ * - -
v Ideal2y*’:ahy’la r0 ':-jp^ oup can be immortal* -A: #ed* ' however, 
depends- on each, of i t s  two elements-alone to  i ts  deato though not to  
i t s  M fei for i t s  l i f e - i t  needs both* but for- its- death only cue*
fbe frlad io Group
that to© ©omldnatlons o f too elements tmm speoifi© trait© to  
shown by to© toot that to© mtrmm o f a third element modifies i t  
entirely* for among tore© elements, each one operates as an in ter­
mediary between to© other too* exhibiting a twofold function* namely 
to  unite- and to separate* toied. to  to© -direct relattoaship which both 
relnforo.ee end interferes with toe immediate yeciprocity, toe new 
group i s  le s s  dependent mi- to© active participation o f toe dements 
than to© dyadic group* f t  absorbs le s s  o f the to ta l personality ©to 
can continue it© existence i f  on© element drops out*
fhe triad ic group .may .manifest- three characteristic formations 
iM ch'sre impossible to  dyadic groups* fhe f ir s t  i s  to© mediation or 
non-partisan arbitration* toe second toe **fcerttos gaudea©11^ 0 and to© 
third i s  indicated by to© motto "divide e t imper©."^1^*
to  toe f ir s t  instance, to© mediation aims to  prevent a dis­
ruption o f to© existing unity between the opposing ©lements -.tod tons 
serves m a  means to  the end© o f to© group* In -to© second tototoee* to  
makes to© antagonism between to© others serve as © means; to  hi© own 
ends| and in  to© lu st instance, to© third dement play© an even more 
active role by actually creating a CtolM ct to  -gain advantage. 1b© 
teauib i#  that ttoy w ill mutually eounberbalaac© each other 'tod- leave
^ % itera lly# •’the laughing third,** meaning to© third party 
which draw© advantage from to© quarrel of to© two others.
*^ M teraliy , "Divide and rule," meaning tout to© third dement 
direct© to© actions, "of to© two- other element© against each other ,0 0  toey 
are weakened and com© under' toe dcmtoance o f to© 'third- element.
the third alemeiit free to pursue i t s  own in terests, .or. mutually weaken 
m m  o t to  enoughto give1 the 'third e lm h t' a m
other starts element can dispute.
!'" these oen&iurayohs occur t o  duly ha re ia tie n it^ ^  to w to  
m  p # a tlo to il# i between 'g rasp s* ^  •
.the large and, the. Small Group
; • for groups. laripjr : thiii triad ic , ipFoops no. correlation between 
: specifie, xoimstione and numerieafiy aer tnsbie ma^ ivuaes can he 
formulated* But a clear distinction can s till, he drawn between the 
imm  o f email groups .and the fame o f large groups, fhe correlation 
between the sis# of the group and the form is  apparent in  social 
gaitoitigii# 4 party for th irty  guests requires certain standards of 
food, drink, dress, and behavior which do not .exist for a party of 
two or three. M the greater social circ le, the mm  intimate contacts 
Between individuals disappear and need to  he ccmpencated for, by other 
.means#. For that reason, there is  a  close relation between the d e e  of 
the social gathering; and the luxury necessary to, make i t  a ■Success# 
d&$o*j*s»e standardised, formal behavior is  exhibited. In their socio­
logical aspect, smaller ^oups are. ctoaeterized by more, .active partici­
pation fToa the individual f » to %  that a g e to er part of the 
personalities, of the itovlitefiie i s  .absorbed, and, $ to  they are more 
clearly and sharply separated .ftm  me another, the larger groups show 
.in these respects Just the opposite sociological characteristics. The
£wm  which, am torseb erietto  large groups resu lt ftm  the-' fact, 
tha t th e y /to 'to c e d  & ,fc a ild /i^  to' t t o 'e v e r . to  .
fto tio i*  isS&«&- # 10, ^ tosdiabe .listeato ti^  bottom' t o  people
Mm ygn^j l / ,J ‘ ■ ’■' s ■'.'.
' ■«;: f h s . to y ^  M u d i ia a le e
manifest in  #10 type of 'i to r to e b  secure# t o  s ^ ^ j t o e r v ^ m ’of 
* ' I n s m a l l t o  bottom to iv id to
r e g u ia to ty  motes. ’ fhe'large: r^otg* needs* in' to iiio m  to 'to e s ,’' 
t o  %m*
society i s  to e te tb e i in  the moral fjetfeobiets of'th e imMvtdaal
. . .  ( * ( , r
' only so far as i t  guarantees an adequate socia l behavior, t o t '  i s ,  only 
eo- far- as i t  regulates social. .telabiom topi,
Bares regulate a- large part o f t o  lm to id to * t existence, but 
th eir function Is lim ited to  a *m«ii socia l circle' and- their sanction 
is'm ot always to fto s m t. ’tors regulate' a t o l l  part o f t o  in d i- 
vddmdl** existence, but i t s  function emtemds over- a large social 
c irc le  t o  i t s  saactiom is  guaranteed by severe, -to  fe r c to l restra in t, 
morality regolateis the whole of the in d ito to 1** tostem ee* but i t  bee 
mo sanction o to r  tom  t o  d istastes o f eomtoenee*
these ere t o  three special forms o f moms «t*to regulate t o  
internal end external relations of' t o  :individusl in  h is socia l groups, 
fhair .p to ly  fto a l, aspect id  evident from to ' fa ct t o t  t o  same 
content may, a t different periods, be le f t  to  t o  mores, t o  lefts* or 
individual m orality.
chapter ?
fm  mmtmm m sm m *s mmmmmm m m m  
on wm m m  .socioMcfr
tm t o  attempt to  to e s  t o  influence o f s to o l*  s  sociological 
theories upon toeriesn sociology, an, almost S to e lia n  problem comes to  
t o  foreground. Since, according to  S to e l, influences are exerted 
torou^j poyOhic interaction an# since, t o  influence msy resu lt to  a 
p ositive or * negative attitu d e, which my or may not Be expressed to  
overt b to v io r ,©  truly toe p ^ tto n  i s  reached.
Since i t  to  essen tia l for th is study to  demonstrate S to e l1© 
influence through epec&ilc m anifestations, t o  f i l l  range o f h is t o  
fluence cannot he demmstr&ted* to& ushce, as .already indicated, may 
resu lt to  positive or negatov© attitu d es. This leads to a relative  
positton Hem which ^toUuence^1 could he deduced on the mam basis of 
hetog acquainted, even p artia lly , with Stomal1# work, from such a 
point of view i t  cannot to  denied t o t  for example Sorokin, S toel*fi 
most .severe em tio , was influenced by him. So were a ll toe other© too 
studied 3£m&*e work toother they valued i t  or not. to  iorekto1© 
critique o f Stomal,  Stomal*# influence is  manifest to  h is negative 
attitude toward stomal*© work, ton# -Stomei* s w ritings ew rtsd a 
negative influence upon Sorokin. However, toe problem o f to©  tool©  
does .not concern negative influence or to ' r e je c tto  o f S lw e lfe  socio-- 
lo g ica l theories, but positive, influence and the acceptance, i f  only 
p a rtia l, o f Stomal*© th<u#xt.
th is make© a d eito ittoa  o f Influence jftaftd&toy. Influence-to 
to te th esis warn® a  positive constructive suggestion which serves or 
served ae a attoulua to  sato use' o f or to  ©spa*# the socim ogical 
thought o f Georg S lm el in  tosricen  sociology. However, th is defin ition  
# f influence includes t o f i t o t o  toich  never ^came t o if e e t * ;: 0uch.; 
in ta n g ito  in f lu x #  does not contribute to  t o  e o to to .o f  t o ,  to o l#  
proton* -fh other words# f t  .1© m ecessaryto dimxmstote the .positive 
influence o f .S im s!.wherever i t  i s  expressed, .to©  M alts the useful 
data to acknowledgments o f, roferenees to* md quotations frm  tom el 
to , t o  © eto of t o r t o u  o©ototogtote* ■ t
t t  i f  a# m i too ccwon fau lt o f authors, and Stomal i t  ©0 . 
*a&$tto% to  hetoob mimmmm to t o  eoercee o f to to k n o to d g e , ,
Tims ©hat can he fa c tu a lly  demonstrated m, Stosm*© tofltienee can he 
assumed to- r^eseht,..eft|y a  t o l l  portion of te a  .total influence:* To 
use m. analogy, S i to l ,e .influence is  like  floating ic e  with t o  tolls 
-of it#  sutobimce sutorged and not v im to *  ;
( In th is chapter Stomel1© influence w ill Be. demons to te d  By ,
-pro to ta tio n .. o f , d irect reference© to  t o  to®® ©tople© o f Stomelfe i ;. 
thought which have appeared to  abstmcted tom . to  t o  prevtoua 
ch a p ter .
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; ASP S i 8 ^ l S A « i # ^ A O T E W i a K ® - :;
Action which affects the degree o f eqwsMiy # f status 
■-■tot^to jjetoonrto to toetosp eob  ahto'-to to& b'ai$tobtof ■ 
togre© .of tottoaey* j££** that both n la b e to  *dtobance between•* 
fhe totter* however* expressed- in  berms o f a^ proach-^ withdrawaiX ■ 
corresponds to the physical conception o f la te r e  distance |  
^ lereasthe im m t expressed in-terms o f . e<psilaing-di8eq\aa3llaing 
corresponds, to  irartiesi distance. In toe on# cast distance is , . 
reduced ■ to..- sere when • the actors; mm ■ together i s  the sense' that ■ ' 
their intimacy i s  completes in  the other* aero Is  reached when 
■' the actors are' toother-* in  the sense that their equality o f ■
Status i s  complete.
ffee opposite o f equality is#  o f course, Inequality, to  i t s  
nature i t  takes some form, of imi^ rordtoabicm^ which
Bimmal declares to  be the most Important relationship in. any 
' society^ ■ fhmm ■ are reciprocal* ■ each definable' only to  ’ terms' o f 
the other* * I f  A*s position i s  described, as superior to ,that o f B, . 
i t  follow s of log ica l necessity that S 's i s  in ferior to that of A. 
tdiat their actual position, to  the, general scale may be i s  another 
question* their position -with reference to  each other Is  Just : 
now the point o f issu e . 1 may tee vf<^ *-$n?esAd©nt o f a, great . 
corporation o f which A i s  president, or he may tee sub-janitor 
, under A as ch ief janitor to  the buIMtog which the corporatton 
o ffices to  either mm he to  ■ A*a a«totdto&te*
Human beings, whether created equal or not, begin early to  
l i f e  to  fa ll, Into categories according to toeir status o f 
: to toriority  or supei^orlty to others. For' the moment m  are "tot ■ 
concerned with the to ils , o f to eto  segtogabtoti*: I t  pay. to  birth* •
■or taowledge, or wealth* '-or sk ill*  or position , or race# or" color* 
or occupation, or any other o f the myriad cr iter ia  to  totote# 
ju stly  or' - unjustly* .men Are separated tot#  ^higher**. and Slower** 
socia l le v e ls . Becognissing the fact to st human beings do find, 
themselves arranged upon th is plan* m  are endeavoring at tb ls  
point to  distinguish between actions which tend to elim inate or 
reduce these differences o f statu s, and those which tend to create, 
or increase them*
\
m sequaligto^ action expresses it s e lf  to  every type o f conquest*
' m b3^^$ISin^P^asito*- enslavement, or any act by which one 
o f toe -actora la  elevated or lowered m  compared with another. 
Equalizing action occurs- t o  such forms as emancipation, enfranchise*
mmb* democrattoatloRp or any other fosratoereto the met 
resu lt i s  to  bring those too are upon toe same
Eqntitoaitom may be toco^lished* as* to  to© ease:o f la te ra l 
approach .and. witotoaiial* by any of toe torse eombim&ticto t 
' (1>A or :§* as toe topestop^'iBsy -ito^aiii to 'toe '-lsm l of' toe ■ 
e to sri' (2t): A or S to  -toe'inferior* msy ascend to toe level of 
toe other* {3} or. A; or- & a© to© inferior may move- so rapidly ' ’ ■ 
to  to overtake to g e th er, moving more ©lowly to  toe tome '- . * /
direotlom. {whether ascending or desceii|ing)| ■ dltoqualisabion* 
of oourto,b©tog toe- reverse-  ^p ro e to t.W , ;
■ - Bari© 1* 'Eubsmle .present© ilroost on a ttr a c t o f atfiraeiie- paper 
on Superordto&tien and- Subordtoatton » fhe o f Bubank1 s
passage as a demonstration of SimmeUs influence is  obvious. What is  
more im plicit* however# la- to©: foot that Stomal* a Mean are expressed
-to a frame- o f ©octal im btllty * t 1© todtoabei to  Bttatft** ooaeeptt o f
*■ * 1 
W  aS i f  iiii ifiT’ira Aig W  .1  j f  Bfr jNfc'W.-uitt ' t  ■ j^ -\ T i- .  'f !■. * t  aS >1 Jft S>* iHiitfr J t (H ^-i
*
fe be sure, Siim&el,s terms iSt^ermrdimation and subordination 
are antiquated ami awl©ward<smd do mot' appear often to modem soclo— 
logical writings, the subject matter circmscribei by toes© tame*
» y
however* he©1 bean tooroughly tov© s t i gated to  toe years since 
wrote th is paper.' a wealto o f materiel, i s  available- to  the students 
of ^dcmtoance ami submissiots fhis materi:©! m^y,appear under a - 
variety' o f headings such to ..socia l control, social, class* ciass> strati-
, t
fication* power* leadership* autoority* status, ro le , ami p restige.
A f ir s t  dmonstration o f to is  i s  the above quetation imm Eubank. Of
. . . .  ■> ■ . . . :  •
-dw ee*;if.-one follows Stomal1© proposition* Ail. human aesoctotito i t
m % arle' Edward BubanR, • The Concepts of Sociology (New Icukt 
B. o. teato and Ooo|)smy*-1FSS)# pp /W P S W /^ " " >
ty  saperordinaiisn and A «pchailon bo
th is  e ffec t to  8t$p31e$ -by iayes*
* ♦ ,* i&erever two 'liM t beings mm 
m& to. dispenser and tb#-other o f M aas and iikiuencat*
fiie , Superiority may a lte rn a te  • from m ®. to  the ■ other*. as th e  • 
<MS2TOiieatlon changes £rm  a  m bject to- which. mm absroeiate 
reveals in  l i s  speech ■ or ■ conduct the • g reater clearness o f . ideas 
. or postttvoaess o f totenticn* or depth o f feeling to  a subject 
■in respect to  which the other associate) has the preesdnence* . 
for- these .reasons Simmal says th a t the tm lversal socia l fa c t 
i s  i ty  and mibcxrdination* th a t i^ |re v a r there i s  society
such superiority  and subordination eoiah**w
I t ' should he recalled  a t th is  po in t th a t ^society” in  Simel*** 
defin ition  ex ists  fo re v e r two o r more people are in  association*
la  a f ir s t  face.to- face contact*, the interacting individuals 
w ill either assume -certain roles in  reference to  the, visible status- *. 
of.-the ether-purtr tovblved (age* I f  no uicihle status
differentiations between the two- parties exist* they w ill appraise . ■• 
each otherf0 status In order to establish a reference for their 
behavior* As Simmel put l i t
A ll relaticm shlps of people to  each other rest*, as a  m atter 
o f course * upon the precondition th a t they Warn something about 
each other* * * the customary reciprocal pr©sentatlmi* in  any 
scaaewhat protracted conversation* or In. a  f i r s t  contact upon 
the same social plane* although a t f i r s t  eight an empty form* 
i s  an excellent symbol o f th a t reciprocal apprehension which i s  
the presua^tloH o f ©very social relahlenabip* • * ffgt? much erro r 
and prejudice may luafe in  ♦ * this*, i s  im m aterial#*^
■ In other words* i t  i s  essen tia l fo r the p artio s involved to
Il^ lgdvsp^ dary Hayes*,- Introduction to  the Study of Sociology 
flew  lorlc and hoMea# D*. Appleton and c^irmany*^&2e|* p* -|c«t»
^%fiwael* Soalclegis# p# 2?6f and trana* gnatt# ■ *fb© Sociology 
■of Secrecy and of iS eB ecref Societies** to . dour* joo*# li-tWiMiljS*
1906. ,. r
know about tli# other«to  order to  determine^ subjectively,. where they 
stand to  relation to oath o th e r.. to  long to  they are mk tore what 
«ioeial..rai^fl-:the other eetopies, a eeriato wmaMmm to  MMvior, 
usually concealed by highly fomalizM  -conduct, premito* the most 
common way to  remove th is toseeurity about the ©tatua of the other tod 
one’s am ro le 'to relation to i t , ,  to  what Bimml Me MUM ”any sews*
what protracted -eonvsr^iion.# .Here*- by >#toMhg .an in terest”. to  the 
other person,a proceed of classification 'tokee. ptoe©*. the toy leads 
to  th is query toe occupation, residence, family background, ^  what­
ever qualities are important to  the particular .social envircmment. 
the. resu lt is  a claooification* mostly aubconsciouUly, into ^social 
categories” which provide a  reference for the behavior of toe in te r- 
acting individuals^ to  their retotionehip from then on, they aspect 
and request a  certain behavior from each other. fh is , to  essence, i s  
one form of superordimtten and subordtoation as Stomal sees it.-  
Margaret H. Wood, pqpixig tribute to  Simmel, 'gives th is 
illu stra tion  of toe ^categorisation” of strangers#; , ■
. •* * . toong toe Australian tribes toe stranger is- given 
one. .of to© positions with reference to  toe group,.-he da either 
a trib a l brother or be Is not. to  the firs t, position, he M s 
a definite jtoce-to-toe/group and his. behavior towsrt .toe. 
members of the group and theirs toward -him is'already prescribed 
■ w hile,' to  toe second case, be i s  regarded as an enemy and .a 
. person to  be k illed .if possible...- i t  m et,, however, be determined 
to' toich of ..these two categories toe stranger belongs .and- the 
f ir s t  stages of toe process of establishing h is relation to  too 
group are these of ■sfeuaM.ori:# ■ A position, tentative to.most- 
instances, i s  accorded to  toe stranger almost as soon as- h is 
d istance M s been noted-end th is'fem e a. point of departure for 
toe beginning of to© relationship. AS toe contact centimes and 
farther ch&racteristies of toe etranger appear, toe position
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assigned to  the stranger at f ir s t  may he changed md the 
tohavior toward Tffiodified accordinglv.ll^
SuperoMination and mbordinatlon exist on different **levels.« 
S te e l classifies the feme of enperordlnation and enhordination into 
three categories. Kimball foung, presenting th is classification, finds 
it. eeitahle for Mm wm of dmSmmm add. mdrnmmm.
Georg S te e l has made an Incisive analysis o f dominance 
and submission, or superordination and- subordination. • • •
We fcS ld f 'this cla ssifica tio n  tod deal .with the matter 
under three heading#! eam iesion er d m to b te  «&arciaed hr 
a person, hr a group, o f $f*sn Inpersonal id eal or * principle 
higher than todividuito*'1 *
the same dasslfication  w ill be, with few sat^iiens, followed 
in th is  treatise*
S tee l* #  influence m  work done by E* 1 . Ilacfver, fa llin g  under 
the f ir s t  heading, i s  demonstrated hjr the following quotation from 
Maeicarto tools, Society, I ts  Structures and Changes, ie  e r e c ts  M s 
though on authority and leadership in  a footnote to  S tee l*
there is  no doubt that personal authority i s  a strong 
determinant of the established order, though i t  is  also of 
primary importance to  toe- insurgent movements which attack 
it*  S te e l calls the relation, between toe leaders and his 
followers toe most important of a ll  social relationships! 
authority takes a multitude of forms, and inhere® in  a ll 
organisation. In i t s  crudest .and "least socialised foms 'I t  
■rests merely on toe power of - enforcement* £t&# i s  toe authority 
of toe master over toe s la te , of toe despot over toe subject, 
of toe magistrate over toe criminal •  .ana, we may aoa, frequently 
that of toe employer .over toe employee, though toe enfcrcment
^I%argaret isaiy wood, 3ft# Stranger (trow fort*  Columbia 
IM w id ty  prat#, p* i$ST*
icung, to  Intfoductlcn to Sociology (Sew fork* 
toencaft Book ctngmy# * " '
belongs to a different order. 'Boro auhMMiy may depend 
solely on the ssnctAon nth&vh -it'-cmtrdM* Bat nearly a ll 
tom s of authority Involve more than this# m  attitude of 
i^eponeivensss and o f deference* ■ an.: adMsaien o f onb^dination . : 
on the part of the subject which M twm he lp sio  create as 
weli as to ia e tlf f  the aatho^lt^ ite e lf# the grounds of th is 
foimtio^r subordination are divers©# Acceptance of authority 
may bo the tfibuto paid toage  of wealth* to experience m  
to  odieraetor or to  reputed. md&U • • It. ^ u th o m t^  refteebs 
often thO' ^ sp ec t for o ffieeo r station of Mass* conveyed to  
the holder' or repreeentetive o f it#* Authority may appear an 
the personal embodiment of position^ Just as the majesty of 
Mngship i t  per«gonalised In- a Mng# apert -from whatever 
a ttrib u tti-o f Ms own he may -11000000* tradition, and rslig iatt 
may weave a spell'.about the personwho upholds the order to 
which they belong. More self-interested motives also play 
th e ir part*, and inabmiasion is  fostered by the anticipation 
of the' rewards which the leader can bestow on Ms friends and 
..followers# • • • Authority arises out of conditions to  which 
the MeMer and the subject o f i t  respond in  complementary 
ways. In a l l  except the extreme forms m  hare mentioned* i t  
/au thon t;^  Ag the common product of the ir reciprocal 
, n t t i t u d e s T : ■
■ Ehamel. asserts that dominance of one person over an other has* 
.in the .majority of cases# a reflexive dement without which no 
sociaMon exists* .
nobody* in  general# wishes that h is influence completely 
determine the other individual*' Be rather wants 'this ".influence*
, th is determination of the ether* -to act bach upcn':Mm*v-Bviui 
th e . abstract Mll^to^Qminate*. therefore# i s  a case’ of in ter­
action. fhia w ill draw i t s  satisfaction .from the' fact that the 
■acting''or suffering of the other* Ms positive or negative con­
dition* offers i ts e lf  to the domiiriator as the product of his 
'Mil* * * ♦ -But s till* ’ mm the desire, fey domination hm&mm. 
In terest in  the other person*, who".Constitutes, a  value for-it*  
Only when egoism does not. even gmouat to a desire for dcminationj 
only when the other is  absolutely' Indifferent and a mere means 
for purposes which Me beyond Mm*. Is  the la s t shadow of any 
.-soclating pocess
pgm  M b.* P* 25d-2£T* '
BQglMoMeii p* ICQLj and trans iM fi* (taMtagf* p# 161*
'fM i thought a&’i t -*&& developed %  Staael is. la  essence esc-
pressed h r l .  $*■ to la r to ^ a ^ e e u t atNMeler.: * • .. - •
; •. 4  cei^aln p a rs o n  rsl&t&cgr batseen a  tcsmaatar .md M s: :
M otto  to  M o#aaa^:.#cm  I f  cruM tr-'has become.&'habit* :
Even the baatialliy  practiced bp the B& m  the lowest, most 
M lelev el was charged' M toaftO ot.'' ■ Bat, where e v e ^  human.
a to e f 4 I t t to  ippesa^'tto  Mtuatien: 
is  different* : the lfc&t9&6MA''ttto .  * aot con-*
earned'with the■ individual cad of the tsrMMe
satisfaction gained frau  the: :fietiii*0,'ca|jaoi^'
• • to la r gives no indication of a <^nect or Indirect Influence by
StomM* to  inch' »agr Mve l i t t le ' fM to-to regard; bo the
problem of thin bfessiit* Htsb I t  dtoomt*ato%; however, in  tha t stons&'n
• • J  A if- ‘ * » ' • * • 1
sgi&lyges are not antiquities but can provide a valuable tzmofmzk for
modern sociological research and analysis. ■
■ ■ ?
SimjRalto emphasis on the absolute doMasnce ** suhnsleeloti
relationship spears in  the following passage m  translated by 
A. M* Small.
* ’
The decisive characteristic of the relation. • • i s  this* that 
the effect which the in ferid f^cttia ll^  asserts upon the .superior 
i s  toterMnod fey. Mtototttov***'
SI*d|. taatobstas that M ihin a  relations’hip of s^erordlnation
and subordination^ the e v a s io n  of a ll spontaneity Is  quite rare. *
' 'The wtftlijr p&salve- Moment Is- la  #OMti:r even more
active.'in relationshipssueh as the relation between‘a  ©palter 
■and Me auMehee -or- tttfcHfes*i a teacher and Me; class* . Sweater .:
v ., ■> , > ^  • •
■ ^ % . a . MU#* *$dtea& fe®»d .a todutogy of .the Concentratioii
Smpw® to* tour. Soe.# d lC S ) ^ , Marsh 19£§.
^^tom el*  ^ oeioloMfa p* li& j. end trans* Bmd&* «SupsMority 
and Subordination Matter for Sociology,^ to . tour* Soc.»
2*170,  $396.  , . . , . „
I I
and teacher appear to  be nothing bat • • at^porordinate, fa t , 
moever fin is. him self in  such or a Mmilay- situation  fe e ls  
the determining and ooni^oiling reaction on. tha part of what 
seems to be a purely receptive and guided mass* ffcls, appiiee 
not 01%  to .situations m ere the two parties confront out 
another- phyMoallyv #*1 leaders gse also- iedj. in  Snroisrsbit 
Cases* the paster i t  the slave o f h is alasae*!2^
:i&mball ^oung expresses the.- same idea which he. or edits he
When the domination is  complete* m  in  the master-slave or 
absolute momirch and - subject relahiensMps^ i t  might he imagined 
that 'the latter, had-no. freedom, of -0011011,111 ■■reference to- the ■ 
former, fh is is  not true#'., the meter, is..-not tmoontroiled fy.: 
his slaves* . the la tte r  has a t least a limited range of recipro­
ca l ■.relatione# ■ Ihe master of-monarch i t : himself bound by hie 
comamnds to- h is elates or subjects* te  addition slaves or , 
subjects m% tsp whole areas of aspoetant attitudes toward me 
doeteant person which he cannot very well ignore# t s  a  Hegro 
mm. remarked- to E* 1* park * * We o<d.ored peo|d.e always;want,otir 
white folks 'to be s ^ r io r # i2^3 -,
fotmg continues to  expand on $iamael*s theory 'When he w riteft
in  a ll  cases* tnerexore# of submission to  an inoxtlduai-p 
there la  .interaction between Mm and Ms inferiors or followers# 
"tore- %m always a form of interaction and participation# even 
though I t  be circtmscribed within me lim its of political# 
economic* or rallglous despotism# ^ As Siim&si s^rs# lAttmoiity 
i s  a  sociological product retauirihs the ^>ontaneous and active 
participati<m of the subordinates#
the- same idea is- discussed a t Bnban& mo -credits: SSmmel in  a
low there are certain connotations which* in our cwaon 
speech* are im plicit in  these- four terms# *dc*jdimtionrsub3ection* 
s^roi^toaM on^bordina^m #* which mmt be cleared away to
footnote#
10hj and trans# Wc&fft > p . 185.
. ,  pp. U66-ii6?.
■®msM to  the ir scien tifie  usage* they tend to
arouse m fto tnre of a atom, toerorafcle demagogue grimly 
end toetorsbly wielding; the mac# of power otar the reluctantly 
enfiiieaeaist fo*m of »  wuiit$$iji& subject* U M IM  of 
h o stility , ope® or vailed, seem $m tli# ysry void#*
IBtfto occ^iortol cifi®h8$ts®<»0 of oeiitrOi are 0# eharsctoxtoed. 
I t  ikeUM be d e a r • « that the vast majority are of another 
so rt, and that no .such general mftffhtog 1^0^14 b© writhe® .toto 
thee# concept© .^
• * # four- potato are singled eat fa r partloalar emphasis 
to  regard to ri&ationshlps between the two, f i r s t ,  control 
1#: not nseeesarily a roughshod subjugation of me hr' M e' ©Sher* 
Second * control i s  nothecessioflly to to flu en ce th a t 3 ......
I  mrwm deliberately sought* th ird , between toe same 
the. status of snperordtoation and sahcsBEaEIon maFSS 
stive* * » • In oar o^dtosty associations ,  • there is  
a^ lB ^^sa tisfac tca^  aiternabion of controls. * to keep most 
eltnations from developing into a  one-sided c^arism. Fourth, 
and in  some respect most important of a l l ,  i s  the tm% that 
wary situation of. societary control 1# in  rea lity  m i^etorooitar
iiW i'^ iw jM O T i1  ...............«■■ r u m  ■n .n im iii m .  >^ i# i.ifMM iii|i>jri[iiiii; w^ mwi>mglli«i>_  — 1 ii'iwim i .'w»iwi»i^ i.ii | i . ij)»h" * m m »  m /m u , « * *o f tofluenes* ♦ * • to i m to te ir® ^ i^ f in f la ^ e s li is  siayej 
’® ,rM SS’;3 s o  influences him. itobrol* in  other words, when, 
between persons, is  not a one-way .©arrant, hat is
always <diai*aetensei hr a counter torrent
the stome&b of the *it£ll to submission1* that Simmel points out
and on which Eubank elaborates is  discusied a t vm Wiese and Becker
a# follows*
the motivating forces of domination must not he sought 
solely to  the wish for recognition or fa r ®as$s*5f many 
persons are willing and eager to submit to any M igr that
or re lic t from imspCBSlMlity*
to i  E. f , Hotter,, on the subject of power fetotionsM ps, says*
tons- power retotionshipa, ®rpressed to  the- forma of super- 
ordination and. suhordiimtlon, are reciprocal relationships! and
^Embank, ag. t t t , ,  pp. 350-251.
^^sron Wiese and Becker* gg.. c i t .» p. 308.
domination is  m% the exercise upon an Irudmate
object tuat a form of
In m  context, iilw ood m m  the :©operordnahio»*
ouborctoatloa ■,concept a s '.m i& uatrabiom 'fo r . the change ;im' behavior, 
t iA s f e  may come with the acq u isition  o f  supedority* ,.
As £is«mel »-., emphasised, tb s  way in  pMplb are
associated .together i s . i r e f j ^ r ' v m f  im'-de- ’
tejradning; .their behavior, .■ Staaan./natnre I f  snob a  egmgle$t.
the iM ebiens ,-i^  ^m  in f
one individual  si l l  vary in d efin ite ly  aocording to  the way 
■ in  which be happens to  he associated with other InMvldteie* , :
Many a person, fo r exaiapXe, who i s  a model member of society 
in  a subordinate position may become an altogether dangerous 
individual in  a  p o rtio n  o f superiority  or au thority . The 
between the same Individuals when they associate 
upon a  basis o f equality  may be very d iffe ren t from when they 
associate, say, as m asters and slavas. More, and more .students 
o f society  m& dfsecnrering th a t ih a t the forms o f M soeiation 
mm i s  a  irery important m atter In/human social U Je* ©ne of 
; ■ - the p rac tica l tasks o f sociology must undoubtedly be 'to d is ­
cover those forms o f • association , which are ■most lik e ly  to  c a ll ■»»* 
fo rth  the highest and best development o f ind iv idual personality , p
SUwood i s  building a  case fo r h is  psychological -aspects in  
sociology by using -  as he M s indicated in. his- footnotes and the 
te s t i t s e l f  *-.^mme|*S co n c# t of .the *t$m& of sociation#« Be seems 
to  agree with Sisaaei by' using superordination and subordination fo r 
h is ' illu s tra tio n , -that .th is “form of sed a tio n 1* i s  a  fundamental one in
aH. human relationships,
' -  ‘ ■ * -  ■ - *' ■
Simmel, <H.stingui^iee within the concept o f .
between authority.:and •presti^ ,- ' \ ’
■ .■*^ %# ? , Walter, nSimmelfs Sooloiogyof Powert The Architecture 
o f §xfc$Mm^ * Qawffi Wolff fe d ,), p , 1 0 ,
12%llwood, eg, c t t „  pp, JtA»3i$*
To eaU a .human being an authority means to- ascribe to 
■' bio 4 certsinty sad on in fM iih tltty
which are otherMss aaerifeed ic^yt©  postulates and'
• •#• ,  ^ * JW to rity /€ ^M o < ^  esrtsfeliehed in  
two different ways*-. me ^ .first instance#. i t  resu lts tiem ; 
the- fact that a superior individual > Mspires' in  M& gr&up such ,
, fa ith  an# confidence in  Me ej&nioas -, m& - decisions - that they 
Obtain for that group the character of objective valid ity .
Id the second instance, authority becomes established . . When 
a  rai^riaMvidiial organization like  the sta te ,' the church or 
. the school transfers to  the individual.'a power of decision, and 
'a Mgnity %Meh'he cot&dnob inspire or obtaMCMeugh his own 
jwsonaiiby*. -lit'ths f ir s t  iM^epce,; ■ the authority develops -. 
oat of the laMuidual,. 'is the second .instance,- 1$ descends into 
tto.iBdlvidiiM f r « ,th e .ou t^Je^ ' But;in • neither ■ case.cm •- 
authority be established without the active belief o f those 
who submit to the authority# Authority is  a aeeiologieal 
product requiring the spontaneous end active participation 
of the subordinates# The transformation -of the value of the 
individtial Into- a  sup^^ersonal value i s  brought about by 
the .believers in  the authority.
Prestige does.net contain any supsipersonaldement* It--..
.lacks the identity of the personality ^ th  an objective'power 
o r■ norm, MMereMp by.means of prestige.is.dstermined '<>
- 'entirely 'by the strength of the -individual#^2^  • * ■
Hacfver, and Page,, in  a discourse' m  .authority and leadership
5 / .s ", ’ '■ 1 * ’ " ' 
g ivecred it to Simmel -and- present the following distinction between
.authority sad leai^sM p# :
■ • Me draw'a distinction, .here- between, authority and personal 
leadership# By' authority we mean here the ri^h t of control 
attached to  o ffice, involving the respect, the submission, or 
the reverence accorded .'to those ^©..represent the office or 
are invested with- i t s  rights# Here we'are not concerned with 
the auihority e f s  group or of. an impersonal principle or..Meal, 
or legal eedej:1 but ’rather with authority as i t  i s  vested in 'o r 
. ■ focused ,ia a in  b is  &tpM*£k capacity ..or fie ld  -of ...
knowledge m specialiaatl<m# % leadership .we. mean to - capacity 
to persuade or to d irect men that comes from personal -qualities
Soziologle# p# lG3jand irans* ^yta&sa, eg# e f t  
pp# 96-97j and t r ^ s r ^ o l l f # Sociology# pp# 1$|*&8§# '"'
n
apart from office* ftmm two types of control mm often 
ecmbtned in  vteous degrees. Authority inheres to  those 
too represent or embody the codes, such as toe local clergyman 
m  tmm clerk to. toe village cmmmXtf § or to  those too possess 
rank or status or e rr p r te lg s  derived from position or w teto j 
but i t  is  always ctihanced i f  qualities of leadership go along 
with toe prerogatives of station or office. lo t infrequently 
a forcetol leader1 consolidates Me power by nttatotog
o ffic ia l position, lo t toe two sources of power are themselves 
d istin c t. 4 policeman represents autoteby, not leadership*
So does % Judge# end. so does a king* to  so far as M s power 
depends on' 'toe. reverence or prestige attached to Ms position.
4 leader# on toe other ted #  may he an insurgent against toe
established order.-*30
fto  $mm authors M etes  authority in i t s  relation to  order and 
creoit Simmei in  a  footnote.
Acceptance of t e h te ty  may be toe tribute paid to  age m  
to  wealth. I t  reflec ts certainly the respect for order or status 
or class# conveyed to the holder or representative of i t  . 
Authority may appear' as toe impteonM ewbodiment of position,
Just m  the majesty o f kingship i s  personalised in  a Mug apart 
from toutever attribu tes of his own he may possess. Tradition 
and religion may weave m spell .to te  toe person too upholds toe 
order to which they belong. Indeed every system of authority, 
whether to s t of p toerfteM ss or of toe telM oua priesthood 
or of toe p o litica l order, la  rooted in  toe **Wyto of tehority** 
its e lf  * a  part of toe s te a l  heritage of M l peoples*
Authority is  also sustained by self-interested natives, sub­
mission often being fostered by toe te iM p te to  of toe rewards 
toich toe autoority, auch as toe pM iticai efllctoeM er o r party 
boss# can bestow m  Ms friends and followers.*!*
One Of toe most basic Memiaits in  tooutot on sub-*
ordination i s  his concept .of the different segments of personality 
Which allows freedom of sans eegaente ■Mbs others nay he. dominated 
hy authority. S. V* Walter appraisee th is  concept .hen he writes*
W%Ohert 8 . Haclver and Charles H. Page. Society. An Intro­
ductory Analysis (Hew fork* Sinehart and Comp^» a c . ,  l9it9>* p. l£»6.
pp. 31*7-11$ •
■ ■ • Slsn&el. toteriMiats and psytoologliaes freedcm# moving it 
tern the realm of ejcterasl relations to  too inner life. 
Power is totetabl© as a structural necessity! and on© cannot 
hope to modify too ©Vernal forms of snborMii&t&cBi .and 
... domination to t . oaa ..merely .toy to remove too d eg rte tien  and
V m ..«IL'.j 2E1 illnl k i i . 'M 'i  «T>‘t *  l a  * %  ittf . i l n ' j f  r *  * h  ^  HKk*-rf -A.- r i j f e f c  "‘rliMfc flS  j) *%■ j f c  J T I ' I m - M L - J t A l i . j f c 'bad p^sycoolOigicai consequences wnicn resu lt. The etideM 
dtvoreei JVem social.rMsMoniMps**P ...
I .  #* Hemuan toserts toot *toe -tyrant^. is  for mm  involved in  
the dandnanee-^tession relationship than Ms suhjectst
to t o#. recall his statement toalonder a ..
t y r a ^  to© ludlvitool givse. .toly a  fragment of. Me' ttofyt* 
duality to too stoto**peraon rM ationship, 'Whereas too tyrant 
gives hie tooto toMMditaliby*133 .
And too .same basic Idea a t foaagt ■
the d#g*ee of IM n tifite io ft o f the In d tv id te  to' toe. ■ - 
dcrdnant leader or o n to  may touch only .special, area® of 
Interaction# leaving M i free for other form of .inter­
action Msetoere.*^!**
However#, the degree to which m  individual becomes dominated 
,.' by; the - tyrant is*, according to. S I m M *  dependent upon certain factors* 
Km s* iinwiam brings these to  attontlesi .tea ,h e  uritoe«
According to  Siaaael there are two iite^ ton t Ito ita tiocs - 
to  tyranny* fa) toe Mae of toe dominated 0mp and {b) toe 
variety, of toe personalities included in. it*  ’* * * toe wider 
toe .circle o f d<mtoatlon# to© smaller s i l l 1^  ..* the sphere of 
thought| emotion, in terests, and attoibutes which individuals 
'have m i which,ftmu them Into. a. was*.,. ,i»:so to r m:
dtenatiot*. i s  c o n te te  vito to s t ,toe‘l«MvidnM#' hmm in  
.emmm*. toe imMteus&s* n n tessto n .to  desslntejp .is directly  
related to toe Ms© of to© dominated ©ireles.l^p
i!% M tor* eg*. 1 # #
'^%*..#*.|lsite%- s$©erg ^ jm te .an i'iO to iitarito  Integration#11
IS* iS2£* Soc»* January
^Noung* m* p* b£?*
^  • ■ p i p w v  . ..
^Hewaan, eg. d t .. pp. 3U9-350.
£& hi# Conclusion SUySt
following p rincip le i#  hereby demonstrated#
The larger the number of individuals rd ed  by one (the ty ran t), 
the M H ^ r the part of the individual M i  he M$Jkftt#at&36'
Hubert Banner, in. b is article, *&U&di fheoxy and Sociology,0
states tbat'Maii&** ©iKdnlogy lend# i ts e lf  readily 'to 
aoalyele»^^ Mscuesing freedom, Bonner m i  to  the conclusion th a t 
the ttbhlk of thinking m  the- subject ha# singularly feileO to  yield a
S R % ifk  J L J b a i i l i M E  .^ ifa S S  * K  ■'**■ :;3i*- 1 ^ ' - ^  - S  . . . . .  # ttb S iA i J i f r  J E f c i i a f c IQ ^ M t ^ ^ M j .S k L j S  .itffcfjjtf O f f j X i f a ^ S & r  e  i f  i ^ ,  ^  ■'-■ ■ m --v- ^  - A . .--^ - .y ^  A  .rJ .-.—_..; .-i.-. 0 #  A  -iAutheory of leadership free .from mysticism**1 ■ He considers Sl##tiel* #t
analysis o f super<^diixaticn a**d subordiz^tlon the only scien tifically  
acceptable theory m  th is  subject.
I t  is  a high tribute to  Simmei*# socdologlosi insight 
that 'hi# theory has given us a scientifically ' j&ausitl© 
account of leadership« Htos# interaction a©*o**' reciprocity, 
the leader and the led are parts of aVsingis whole. leader­
'ship, or ■ :superordSjhatIon as eellM* f t ,  is  a reciprocal,
relationship, inflmence doe# not take place in  one direction, 
fToa the leader to the led* the -lei. also influences the 
leader,' so that without the former, the la tte r  cannot function,
fuming to the second heading, dominance as eacerclsed by a, 
group, von Wiese and Becker, with reference t© Simael, give an 
e&ceiient account of the 'hierarchy of' doadbsusaas.##
large pluraHty 'pattern# are always composed of numerous 
j^ asiler plurality patterns ar© not merely co**ordiiiate 
hut are arranged in  a Merarchy of cttperordination and sub* 
ordination, declination ©ad submission* fh is -1# an inevitable 
conoequenc e of the wsll^dilgh tsaiversai tendency already is — 
dicated in these wordst fEach layer in the pyramid dominate#
Z& X bid . .  jp. 350
^fcaJwrt Banner, **FleM Theory and Sociology,0 
33(3)aT6, 1 9 k9 .
those below i t ,  even though the upper are usually smaller 
than the lower § im k M i  the lower the le v e l, the m
.an&m&itol ■ the work.* ■ itra^^csrtiim  is  therefore 
inseparably linked with.the common tendency to  sh ift irkoome ,. 
tmrdsiur.ta-others*.;■,:.&.large .plurality pattern .can-ftoarlah, ■ 
however, only i f  there i s  relative s&aMliiy o t touiMhration 
of forces among the amallsnr ,|to r« iitr  patterns it. includes* . ■.;i 
Qwam&$mNty& the restless rise  and fa ll  of ecnflieltogt 
.contravening, and itoerever: possible,
by inposiag upon them rigid  and constant relationships to  each 
other and ho .the la rg e r.p a tie ra fth ey  squeexea .Hat: to , , 
form, social s tra ta  mhtoii have a definite position witb|n.toe 
pyramid that can bs altered only with groat d lJ^oaity  ' ■
ft* $*.- A dler.expresses. the same Mao' when h e: ta lk s o f Iasi'..:.':
. nationalist Socialist mmsm? • • was a leadership state 
with hierarchical levels of authorised suble&der# who were 
always powerless before th e ir e^crprdinates' hut had .full, 
authority over th e ir m boriinates*lhl' .7. ■....!
.; And Hiahall fotmg expands the concept .of satoisaion to a~
group whea.le pmqfb&m». .fttaneit*# .Meat - . 7 : , ,
IMbmissicsii to  a  .gf&ap .is found.'where there to ' a ^adation ■•;:«, 
of groups holding 'power lh pyramid fashion, crowned by a 
ruler'.-or small group -at "the' top*. Another i s  found- to. the 
sitordtoatlon of the tolividnal to  the w ill of a  majority.
■.■•■ fbto finds I ts  expression chiefly to- primary or secondary 
communities, or to. those special in terest group# organised 
:.en the basis .of t o d i v i .powwrp.. ffete is  the cast
where the todivtoual is  constrained to a line of action by 
tos.w&H of the majority which has outvoted fato*3^  .
.- '.la reference to  the; la s t sentence to ,th is  quotation, Sim el
has devoted a  ■separate essay, w ithto the chapter on suporordtoatioa
and subordination to  bto Boalologto to  toe phenomenon of outvoting.
^% tom #fe_sad iedcer, cg>* li t* * p* 306*
'^& dtor,
p» W7* ■ ;. ,,
i e  ta y s t * ■ • 7,;;.; :.:-
♦ . * I t  i#  m  attempt a t toe .....
of society from disruption by toe smtonoBy of i t s  parts.
. Every conflict .among members ■ of :m collectivity makes. too ,
'■ . eoj&lmsnce of. to ts collectivity  dubious. ..■toe significanoe,
:,,-. toereferer  of; voting.,»,of voting; to;:to# Jesuit.<e#-tolek to#;" ■ ■ 
is ln ^ tto i' too* agrost. to: y ield  * i s  toe Me# that toe 'unity 
o f toe .tiple..itosh*. ttis&er ■aM..oiret®isbaiiea#,'. r#mato master 
over toe antagonism of convictions and, in terests. to  i t s  
seeming sim plicity, voting is  me of toe; most outstanding' 
means %  which to#, MtfS&efc ,ip i^ ; |ii |lv ito 4 a  i s  eventoallir 
.transiormeo into e  uniform • ■ .., •;, ■ ■
. lisclver, ;eredibing SimmeX* disoussas;4eoision making to  groups 
■* • 1 * 1 • ■ ^
throng ^dominance of authorityf through ^compromise,11 and through
Robing** to  regard, to. toe to tte r  he.writes*
A th ird  iy p eef decision to expressed through voting* . fhis 
d iffers from toe former two to  tha t there Is  not even formal 
manimity in  to e .registration of policy. .I t is  determination 
by maJo2dty* The differences of toe members remain to  stark 
opposition* the necessary basis o f  agreement.!# not found m  
', toe level, o f toe issue deterttoed by 'Voting, bat M ss further' 
bato* perhaps merely to  vilMngaess of toe members to  Abide 
by toe resu lt o f toe ■:
SimmaX consider the jmBtives for toe subordination of toe
minority of great 'SooioIo#cAI sig^tftosnce* .Wm of
toe minority. con, f i r s t ,  derive, from-.toe fact that many are more 
powerful, than few .^^ the ■ function of voting toea: takes the place 
o f toe physical. fight* In toe-. .group' to e . ^ strength* • i s . thus measured
^^S&smel*. »$3dct3ra neber die Sosiologle*
ip* m * m *  " "
3J*t%acIvar, og.' <i&w p. 1??.
Sociology, o . 21&.
W numbers* ' Womm?$ in .wM&timto m e th ic a l 'mum M  
(usually) introduced*. iMs-does' not merely mom that the minority 
should cooperate with, the majority but that :;«tlia ma|or3,t3r waste ehat 
Is  fhe practical mmm tm  cooperation .ie  impMcllly eon*
tained- In : th is e th ical.motive*, ;Md • finally*,'.once a decision ^ v o tin g  
has been achieved* the voice of the -misjorliyis no ■ longer the voice of 
I^e/^ea1^r.pc^r'i^tl3iti the ■ group* bet .the, voice ,of the- group which 
leads took, to  the requirement of tmanlmity fo r effective, group ... 
fonctioniitg*
Group unity, which plays such an important part in  Simmei's 
werk*is. disenssed in  te » h * e  article*  .lie presents a nnotation from 
Glrmel .Which .readst *
fhere is  a  degree of antagonism between groups which is  
■ . replacedby u n ib y tfa li the antagonistic .groins, cops..put 
under pressure from a third party. But should the original 
aversion transcend a certain limit* the common mjppreseion 
■will have the oppo^te effect* the reason, for th is  phenomenon 
is  t&tat&p. m  increase .in general ir r ita b ility  but*-first of 
all* mo fact that the common ^speMenCe presses the divergent 
elements together and ■ brings thep nearerj: th is  enforced ■ neighbor* 
hood throws into re lie f  irreeon«dlable differences of a ll the 
suppressed dements* Where unification is  unable to overcome 
antagonism* the la tte r  Is  not le f t  untouched* but is  increased* * • 
fho negative side of th is ■ i s  the. Jealousy among' the dominated 
groups. Gommoh hatred ices .not' increase. opposition* but sub* 
mssfcrn* i f  the mo who is  ■ hated. iy  d l l . is  the, master*^? ■
•■ lawman &&< trying to - -^ l^ ii . with these concepts why i t  was. ■
impossible for the daaocimtic. parties. In  certain European countries
p» flit* .
as quoted by Bowman* eg* <&t»« p# 9£&*
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t o . . eftoettoely. . its again refora iO'Sto&el when
l a : batoe. ataih the. .balance.. feattiean fy&ofam .■-
, . One- of tho to ta lita rian  % .  which. sa tisfie s  toe.; • .
need of , bitone# between fsreedon and authority and tone ,- 
faeilito tes, ■tebaitoin^eh .tofce^ebton- .1% as'.,Stoiiel ,an*iw ...■; . : 
mVL§ the technique of pseudo toleration, fhe rel&tiirely 
• eonstoerable degree . .of criticism, permitted to Gorman cittoens '.>■.: 
often astonished. v isito rs lr«a Western countries**^
Kiinball foeng discusses toe same phenomenon* also to  recog­
nition of Simmel* hot ho comes to  a dlfferent oonolasions
thus bureaucratic and sffiL tsris^o Germany before the '
■ •■ World Ifef posttdttted.11 wide range o f ,freedom in  fields which 
did m% touch t^oa peliM oal or tiiidbify »bt#fs*- In eon* 
tre a t today in, 0a£i*aermany the politicki sta te  demands 
conformity and- subrn&ssion to  a dictator too b&s set op a 
., wide range of social objects toward which snteisalon' to ' ■ 
demanded and. enforced^ ^
dud again -the m  bade **tom* at Wmmmt
fhere is  a»\toher#ab tendency to  a3iy:/#ireti .society toward 
an equilibritim of liberty  and constraint, to  OreatBritoto*
■ for. sxa&g&e* the considerable p o litica l freedom has always 
. been correlated with .a proportionally greater degree of con** 
sbratot to. -society*^0 ■.
Heberle totrodnces an., additional . l i a b l e  which Simmel had
discussed and toleh ■has,speared ■pwtoo^ly to  to te  trea tise  to  .# 
quotation f r o m " t o o  dsmmetrabes tost. ttthe larger the number 
of individuals ruled .by a tyrant* .the smaller the part .of;the ta&M* 
deal which he domtoatot*11: Here Is  toe opaototlon. from Eeberlei
X^ 8Ibld.
^^toaagj op. e&%.t  p« lt6?.
?5%ewjaan# op* c i t . 3 p . 3tt?.
assumes tout an invar## relation assists* between 
the extent to which each individual enter# in to  the group 
with Mo personality and toe extent to which a single ru ler 
can dcitSsats'too group modified fey too Mss .and tomogtoeiiy 
o f to# group. While aaM solutsiy rig id  authoritarian m l# 
is  towlsrUM# to  a family group to  which every member 
participate# with almost his entire personality* i t  becomes 
possifei# and tolerable to  m very large group to to  which
J f r - 4 | » M a 9 >  ^ J S a iu - 4 « i  . jM ,* i te 6 l»  4 tc i« d S  t O k t * .  M .  i l M d W  , ^  -1 . - - j y  tjfc  .  ■ , B,, i,-, #  *lh JM-- ■ # . < # ’ J f aftjih J?8 1S5l tifi -8" 81^183*3* ■■  -^T383Sk^13Sfli ■O.jt m3|»8
iiiif » 1 M  I I WiWti j jh u v  J L . t i lpSrSQS yL*Ujr #■«*■*—
to  his description of mass behavior, Sitnmel follows essentially 
wastes* «igrt6i0| he bon* ana Tarn# • - He emphasise# the dBotionai
o teac te r of crowd behavior* to# lose of individuality to  expression 
which creates aiwuyMty and*, immediately connected* a suspension o f 
moral inMbibione* However* . t o  Simts#i,# implaimbion -of mass behavior, 
toe idea of a regression to  prto itive mentality m  expressed by to# 
ea rlie r «<u^wd^sociMogiet# to  superceded by to# Mm- of toe ^frag­
ments of personality which enter .tot# & mass or crowd. rM ationship#^
I .  §m Eayea makes us# of Simmel1# concept of ^personality 
segments1* which enable an todivSdu#! to b# part of a crowd or mas#
.^■aJft .1^- ..-ilL, .J-,.•■i. -ib. .— um, !»,_ 'Sim Jt m. i'rWli’> t^' tF' I. — uaj'*%■ -W A- -y-fik i ll, i#'1 -giri ■'-^'V'lti S I-"inwithout entering in s  whole 'personality Junto th is  reiai^onship » mu# 
fragments of individuality are «ynto#sto#d tot# a unit which operates 
according to i t s  own logic th is  is  even mm  sxptocit to  Hayes* 
following statoesntf
fh# fraction 'of to# perscnalittos o f i t s  ■ members which 
to# excitement of toe crowd .outs loos# most fee on# that they 
lave to  ctmmm, m well as one that ssnjj# oppressed by to# 
MgnM—eod# o f crowd
35%eberle» og. cit., p. 258. *£%l.<ic waiter, eg. cit., p.llt6.
^ %y.d.» p. 1U?. ^kmid. ^SBayes, eg. cit.. p. 81.
—  8$
' 4 lae t statement trm  Simmal m  expressed. ley Hayes, which holds
i t s  significance la  the ligh t of recent rac ia l rio ts  and mob violences
, the individual in  the crowd tends to lose h is of m*
and to accept the of the crowd m  sufficiently 
by the numbers vho back it# , when: it-may' be that tife*
* # to ta l persenMi$|^gf no sSn^e metaber o f the crowd# improves 
Of the OfWi ,
,..1mSm th ird  heading, subordination $& m :
■pmm % 0 & * - £ ^ §  ^ 0 teaagr ..•:■■
*■,■ €Nc(MUi^ ott to  an..ii^ersonsl.jsMocipie or.ld&M &d-th&.o ■ 
most ob^ectl^ fe w  o f accomodation. In theoiy these 
; principles aseiab outsldo the person#, end Me absolute 
adherence bo them So demanded by the log ic of the situation* 
le t  the subordination to. an objective principle influences 
the relations o f persons who have th is principle in  common*
. Often power tMeh a t .the outset grew enb-ef everyday controls#, 
such as the dominance of the father over the family, gets in  
.Miwe raised to  a basic principle of .socials■control# as in  the. 
ooctrine or pater rsfipiiias so common, in. -classic tmes* rue 
x&rnxiy patriarch miis&jIi uectrses in tins bounc to  th is 
or prsnenpie o* aOffl&$n$x<$£# regard&ess or - m s personal reelings 
and attitudes toward .b&s faaily  neshers. Ct&bur$' thefsibfe . 
actson objective p to e ip le  independent of personal wishes# 
.settling the ,role.end ■fiMag the status o f 'the,.Individual or ■ 
the ©reap*
'fMs type of arrangement is  common throughout the whole 
societal structure, fhe process begins in  those f d Wmym 
whipfe. beccEe the mores or moral cedes* In more comply 
societies.the law tehee kmm many o£ these- pMnMples to 
control our economic, political# aM fanilial relationei 
contract, property rights* MMsen^dp# jury duty# ta3iatlaa 
duMse* iid«it«ttac## ieglMmscy# guai t^oBStil##- etc* in. 
addition# th m 'eM ih  'iren&l^  m o j^ n o d s s .^  farnisb 
;ne p n y ta ^ e rii^ ^
. lebe^e  presents the Sane thou^it ln  re^tra to- the pM itical 
r d e r t
^ %td.d.  ^%uu»g, ©2- c i t . ,  p . U68.
thus to  tli# jjdS&t&toll fie ld  toe ruler Mmtolf is  ftotiliy 
tobordinated to the objective p r ||p if le  ot  a social order 
ty  toieb t o  oss* till-  is ' ton&&*lJ&
M atter ant fag% wMhtog. on authority* amphaMte hm authority
* X  ' M i l  > J # j f v  y £  lU  j 3 n < .  ijjB a ^ ia  aSL, A A  j i b * ! # !  l i ^ U & a l F  M t ’> A i t  J #  I^MMIA Jkfc i ^ ,  .-.t-Jix ,^M. ^  alfcuk ^  £ A V i«  J ^ i k .  ^ —»•i s  ^pintoed11 Hi: toaern* foriaaiAaecE ergsnssutions* was mores union may 
refer to- are in  essence the in$ersojem&. priaoipie which keeps the 
ergtoisatioa in  functiont
Bach toartouerst* *■ whether a  head of a governmental
., A' ^L. -._. .», A?. ■—1 uAdfeb AAi #&jd0 Ufc '-*“ '* -AJkTI A ’kfc* ti lliwt jnrlMilhr A  laB.A'iat. MJLT .Jtimw fcM*L . u. JC, K- IV,— .a*-,department or petty o rfic ia i, whether a  a$sig^  or a large 
industry or a foreman* whether a  general or a sergeant ~ 
hat hie own group of clients idiom he %®mm and for iahom 
his authority aaeot# essential in  the whole scheme of daily 
proeedure. .4 chief mark of our- times is  -the degree to wfotoh 
the disposition of authority is  carefully planned and diffused 
totoudtoub the forjpsaliaed: social cu^ gaM totiens• IhlS' is  both 
a potent force to  mtobatotog authority i ts e lf  and a strong.
■ support of the -mores th a t sustain the tost&tutto&al oMer.IS?
Meberle in  a comment m  the toventag© of ia^ersonality refers
to  Simrael:
Stomel* although he to  aware of the possible advantages 
, for the subordinated toditidtislS' o f the personal, elements 
in  authority, thinks that* to  general* depersonalization of 
authority relations .makes' si&ordination more tolerable and
less '
In  one of M s illustrations* Slianel refers to the differences 
between northern and southern sta tes to  toe to tted  S tates, to  toe 
South, where settlement was carried on by highly todiiridualistic 
Mwenturers* toe find# po litica l l i f e  centering- to. toe more abstract* 
colorless structure of toe s ta te s * ^  to  toe Southerner* sUbordinatito 
to- toe sta te  i s  more acceptable than subordination to a  small
^ * b b e n %  Jog. e t t * . I^ ta«*w fe and toga# gg* c i t . ,  p . Ui?
1 6 %eb©rle, eg, c it ., p. 2 5 9 . ^ Ib ld . .  p. 2 ® ,
municipality like i t  developed in  toe ©ore socially regulated. North. 
However* these m ^cipM ihies showed strong .individual characteristics 
and epjoyed privileges of auttoomy,
Subordination to e higher, impersonal principle occurs also in  
econcsaic relationships I
In  toe relations between eraMeyer .end employees toe same 
* . occurs to  toe extent to s t both parties become subordinated 
to  toe ob ject!^  prtooiM* of cen tral*  espectMly I f  toe 
contract Is  based m  a collective agreemeni.between an. 
employers * association ana a labor
1. S. Bubanfc makes a profound statement on sodetary control
and the relationship between human interaction and toe Jjopersonal 
principles* - ideas or ideals *
411 soeietary i s  traceable M tttotoly* i f  not
iimaediately, to  human useoctoliox** otoersiise • . i t  would 
not be socletary. to  many ways* however, toe feelings and 
opinions of mankind ©ay become embodied in  certain external 
forms end symbol# which to M l.'practical, intents* function 
as do facto sources of control, to  toe same way that human 
labor Say be crystallised ' .  • Into tangible* substantive 
t a l  of economic capital, so too, do the values which men 
hold become deposltedin objectified feme* or else formulated 
in  principles* Meals* and Mean toich have in  themselves m 
CspttMty to  influence toe of ©sn«* ■
B. f . Walter appraises toe significance of SJmmel*# thou^it on 
dominance for- ■political theory and toe understanding o f p o litica l 
pd^Ti
toe significance of Sim elto sociology for petibieai 
theory is  ©ore jmpttctb than obvious, in  Ms writing* toe 
space given to toe direct examination of power is 'to t  « »  
tensive* merely a sixth of Mm Sozdologie takes m 
■analyst# of domination* subordlnaIBS*r;tod related matters. ,
^Itld.. p. 8W. l%btd., Pf, 858-259. 
^^Ecbank, og. c i t . . p . 2 3 0 .
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Tet his ssjr of seeing society suggests an illuminating say
cf seeing and understanding
m  ft to s t J^ustrabioa of Simjnel*s toftoanea m  the- mb$m% 
of superordtoatioati .laid sul^rdtoaiion, the following ^oSstS^s® from 
*$ysb(mostIc Sociology to  presented* I t  shows hew ft sow concept, that
■ y > »  *y Atyn |3 t  f t  m -- -Q>.- f t -  - V  < m j | |C  1 1  :Uf rtf d t  ifHfi l i f t  i tf i i 'd - 'tf 'ir lr 8^—  hfi [ A '  dm ■ *  <itl’ '- * !  jfft  'i f t f c 'A  f t  4*4- .Jb.- U.JM. .j f tJ fc ’ . ^ . .  J L . A :  imt-attic - i f to* ,!on3iiis>t/4iOii| - was developed out* oi simmsi*© snDox^ iin&tiion and 
euperordtoabiea* I t  eeeas, however, that 'the newer concept of 
ordination lee  not had the same impact fte original concepts*
In rea lity  there Is  nothing new In von WLm®r6 Verdtofttloa1* hot i t  
wHl. serve as an obvious example of the sbtoulaiion of thought that 
Sprang and springs from ® s w^riting* Ihat ho ward Becker had ever'
adapted th is  concept of ton l^ese could not be eaplricaXly determined* 
Hence the followinig Illu stra tio n  may or isay so t be considered so to— 
finance upon American sociological thought.
« • • the sociologist i s  f • interested in  • « the fact 
that human beings are almost .always occnpants of scoie niche 
In the social order, and arebound to others in  definite 
ft&the&gh widely varying ways, to  other words, they are sub­
jec t to *ofdtoftbto**fl .iisto term is  far more general, than 
superordinatlon or subordination, for i t  simply denotes the 
■ toot that persons .are ordered, arranged, disposed, placed, 
located, or eatablithed in' definite positions -within a social 
system, and I t  ices not imply anything whatever about relative 
Status, fb ls doss not mean, however, that, ordination is  erar 
unaccce^panied by sup^rordtoation and subordiimtionf whenever 
persons Join or otherwise enter into a p lurality  pattern, they 
almost invariably tsh# th e ir places to  m  to f tto li or explicit 
hierarchy, and must consciously or unconsciously accept toe 
fac t that there' are ranks above and below them# I t  i s  pro* 
cisely because of to&t la tte r  -«irwiistftnce -tost the concept 
of ordination is  necessary . Superordination alone and sub­
ordination alone are v irtually  non-ftstotexiti any mm group . 
f^tottontol# almost always involves boto, idtoou# to  varying 
degree**®6
^tC altey , op.cit.* p.lho* ^^von Mm® and Becker, o p .c it., p.3SS*
xx. rnmmm m
m  rnmmm mhmmBm:
Sbelil conflict hasbeen defined;in mr&ms been
the 'Subject! 0 '^ i s i b i e l f c . i n ' t f o a .  'w&Mmg® ®$
hofer* bite Austrian 'Held marshal,'who riesetl eciifiAeb. as s'nsceeesrir- 
social process te r the mMmmmt of/progress^ inftb** that*. ■'•
.  . . M for% the. Social process $s incessant reaction 
o f  persons prompted .tor in terests that in  pert conflict with 
the in terests of and In part eocpsrt nlbfe the
in terests of others.16”
Charles Umtm Sode^ states*
. . .  the more one thinks of It*  the more he s i l l  see that 
conflict and cooperation are'not separable things* hot 
fh ssee^f one process which alimjrs involves something of
' $». the writings of Eisrart 4 . loss appears th is  sentence*
&  a ssgr* open opposition p re s s e s  societjr ♦ . in  angr 
voluntary association the corking np. of the protest and 
opposition of the feet • • by the domiii^t 'element i s  XUcely 
to  lead" to  the. sp litting, of the group. 170 . . .
i
l « W » M .-. i « . .i> iliw l i» ^ . i i » . « i. . * i » i » l li l ^ i l« i l l . i l W i i ^ i > l | « i i i
^%ewin A. Coser, the Functions of Social Conflict (Glencoe. 
XXMmeiei fhe free frees* I ^ I T p r i i :  —  ----«*
^%mdlX, Oeneral Sociology, p . 20m
^%i**rle# iorton Cooley* io d ^ .'frocesi fie**' fork* M erles 
Scribners Sens* IfXS)* p. i f .
„ .  . . .  V . . . . ..  , . . .  . , ,  , , f ®
And Bobert ,1*-Park writes in  a rather familiar terminology#
■ iea fifeb  tends ;ie ■ bring -about. m  ■ integration end fysoper- 
ordination and subordination .of tbs con flict groups.1 *1 ■'
- There appear* however* no references: to SimmeX in  conjunction 
with tM M : statements th is  may -mean that the authors ■-
came independently to similar conelueioxisi i t  elso moy mean that they 
did'Hot bother to define th e :source o f their. bMnghh- ■ and ■ th a t; the 
problem o f  finding proof, of .SimmeX*!* .influence upon: American ;:so:siolcgy 
M s not diminished m  the subject of social conflict, the majority 
of the following ^notations* with s» sp tJtes  specifioaily M entifiei* 
m & seppHsd with references to SiameX*.'either in the- text i ts e lf  or 
in  m  accompanying footnote.
Before pt^ssnbimg the quotation#*..it aeaas .rdow it. to point 
out the fact thatSimmeirs theory'm  '-conflict has gained enough 
attention to warrant three separata translations -into English# The 
firs t*  by Albion ¥ . Small* appeared in  I$K3t$ in  the American Journal 
of Sociology.1?2 The second*, by fiMeXas Spykzaan* m$ presented in  
1925 under the heading' '^ Opposition*1 in  Spytean*# book* The Social' 
Theory Of Oeorg Sfmmei.1?1 the third* in  book form* is  the work of
•■ ariiiji^ iiiiw rw B iffcw  m m m > - ^  •
^^Eobert B. Park* **ffaa Social function of War*4* Jan. Jour.
.* kd*S^*g?% 19to. ■  ^ ^  -■ ...
«Tfce Sociology of Conflict**1 brans. A. ¥• Smaif 
Am. Jour.  Soc.» fth9CH5a5* 6?2-68^ ^ M a i j  X?Ql*. ■
^ & $ 0 s m n $  on. c it ..-  XX2*X2?V
fa r t II* vt&fflt $mI appears*I a&e&ca&^i' study
(Oil conflict «as w itten, by.lewis a* Ooser who mm  pMmarlly Simmei** 
propositions which He extends by relating them to other findings o f 
theoretical or ei^pirical natiire.i ^  ■ WMff’S'and (kts^&htibkm may 
serve as an indication for the mmm& in terest M SittMPa thought 
that oame aboat ft*, the years’' following Wifid, War 21 *•
' • SiimaMfs. conirlbaMon to:: a sociology.' of. social eonfMeb t e e  
•Hot eenbito fiadihgo o f empirical research hut* b y . i t s  theoretical 
propositions, i t  hm stimulated such research la  the past sad- continues 
to do so at' prmmbm,. apart .from research* theories most
likely  stimulated the thought of those scientists who used Me Mean, 
or part of them, as a  plat# o*m for th e ir own theoretical propositions, 
to  demonstrate such Btiumiation b y factual data iahard ly  possible* 
Nevertheless* uteeaever a striking exceptional stad lerliy  hotmm  ■ 
Mmmelfs Maas and the propositions of a recent author appears, the 
possibility  of influence by Siimael should not .he- ruled out*
One of the foremost proponents of the. .conflict theory i s  dessie 
Bernard*- In a revisit of the work of American scientists on conflict 
the fallowing p asses appears*
■; Besesrefci. on. conflict. 'Which ■ is  baaed on a systematic 
orientation' assumes that, ‘a l l  social l if e  ‘ consists -of inter* 
action within and between social, systems. ■ fhe system may
geM tlet*- trane* Eurt E* Wolff,' sadffaeWeb of 
Group Bendlx (Glencoe*.
IlSe S3SSIX
^^Coser. functions of Social Conflict (Glencoe. Illinois*  
the Free s re s s /lB S IT ”  *--------- **------------
n
fee -a small group, even a p air,-or I t  magr fee -a nation or an 
empire* or anything between*!
fli# pffn0i$i# of interaction f t  o f the grs#i»g& importance fit 
a l l  of Sim el1# though . f t  fa  ixw&ed by $ M  to explain a variety 
Of phenomena, in^o iliig  aoelaf conflict* Hi# definition of % eeieiyr 
egresses ffee same connotation as the tarn- “aoolal 'sy&t&tf* fey Bernard# 
fet* no inferences drawn from the rslatednees of Bernards quotation 
to  SimmeX% concepts cast mtm m  pmmi of stmme!f e influmc##
4 second demonstration of sXcdXarity of ideas without' reference 
to  idier# the anttser* Clsrte Kerr* received Ida stimulus fa supplied by 
the following quotation i
..... paper # • advances the * * thesis ♦ * that # * conflict 
can be only temporarily.. suppressed #ory# laiportaiih
social, functions# I t , assists in  tfe# se&ubioa of
controversies, f t  may reduce Xniergroup tom ions*!"
SimmeX1# ocnflicf eyols theory certsfnly lit#  the f ir s t  part
o f th is quotation* for Hi# second part* %m sentences titm  Bimmel
w ill suffice to  show the escieting sim ilarity i
.pcnilict i s  n#id,g0ted. to  reecive divergent duaiisnis • • - 1
end qyq
C onflict I t s e lf  resolves the tension between contrasts* * *
" 17^Jes#ie Bernard, "The Sociological Study of Conniet," The 
Hature of CojiQiet (The International Sociological Association, 
puESShSa W ^ ® 50, Paris, 1957), p. 63.
Serr, "Indttstrial conflict and Its Mediation,0 As#. 
Joar. See., 5SO)tt30, U?5lt.
176Stan»l, ConGlct. trans. Kart H.Wolff.and The Web of 
Orottp Alfiliatlena, trana. Heinhard Bendfcx, p. 13*
^%hid«, p. liu
fuming to  the works of those authors who oredit Simmd* a
number of most posihiw comments # e . asqpwaaed lease*
''' "the 'of a il  the g e r e i^ 't^ ^  o f
social conflict #hieh has so far bean published is  probably 
that of Oeorg Slasael* Stomal*# fundamental hypothesis is  '
. . Hmt ooiiflio\ |0  be be wgarted ani- stndleA:##:# -tom' of - ,ivO
I&aeussiiig c<mipeiiiion* House praises iteao l,s analysiss
StoaOlMe perhaps worked out a more of
,.. the. process, of • coapetitioii, than, :hae ear - other ■ author, in-#.. .■ 
passage in  his Scg&ffiigl# in  which ha trea ts economic compe- 
. title# *  ® ih  ofifo^. forms. o f . m  a ■ special
type of conflict* He lays down the general principle th a t 
. .conflict i t  not. en iy#  procasa hereby eoeiabjeh may h# pro­
moted* but is  in  i ts e lf  # form of sociation*i$l
And one# more, in  h it appraisal o f the theories o f assimilation, 
House .refers to  Stomei*
I t  can probably he safely asserted that the nvost successful 
attempt a t the unification of the theory of conflict with the 
theory of assimilation • * is  that of Georg Simmel*l®2
the bt$k opinion which ions# bed for simmel»e cork on. conflict 
may haw been the reault of the f i r s t  c ritic a l interpretation and 
fe^#ation : of '.iias^*#'#ieory t^ a c h o la e  i.Hewrtheiess*
House can be credited to be one of the .most enthusiastic supporters 
of Simmel in  the '.mi. between the two world wars when* as Small said*
considered Simael thorcu^ly might he counted on the fingers of one 
haw)d#i®®J
•^^Slosrd S. House, ftie Range of Social ghaoiy <HewTo*1c* Benrjr 
Holt awl Contpsay, 1929), p T E C ^ T ^  '
* .* ^
^Albion. H* Small* Beriew of Spykman ^ fhe Social Theory of 
$eorg M uttp* to# lour* See,.* Jitf!** Inly* i$g$*
/%$>&.■ S a c3 d  fheoscy o f  Georg Slamad*, published
in  imugttt- & ptofeoai ■ of to d d e g io d
mm$m and w ith -it.a n ,a ^ d ie a t a i f r d e d  of M s-iM ilic b :^ e ^ *  ' lb  
stresses Stoffid*a bypcthesis ihat ^ddly** e r iie t from 'ctoflieb* "la  & 
Siomsaiy.'cn the .syntoesis between dements of conflict end unity, 
'Bpyiuaau toys*:
Struggles and eonfiiats have a positive soelcOogleai ■
■-: sisoifiomice in  contrast with dssolutions and repudiations 
Of sedation , which are both negative,* to  totagoniem 
between elements may arise from different stojeetive Impdsee* 
wants* decree* envies* or hatreds • But mmtim antagonism 
has arisen* the function o f .the actual struggle or conflict to  
to  overcome the eedatlng dualism end to  arrive a t some form of 
■unity* oven i f  It-tovdvea the destruction of ..one of the .. 
■parties*-. The conflict i ts e lf  ft,-bat toe resdntion  of the 
’ tm&lm between the two- dements * That a conflict eventually 
■ ■.  terwlmates t o  a  peace* e ither t o  toe form of coordination or 
to  toe form of totordlaaiion, i s  ody toe.. obvious expression. - 
of the toot that it- to  # s p e d d  ■imm o f  epttosito - iM e i 
-, demits*.. I t  ,1s a  hlgft&r concept which e<usbatos/:and .to^itoa ■ 
both union and eppodtion.*8# ■ ■['■■
.... - A comment on. toe positive fac to rs 'o f: ccnfliot'M th a btotto*
graphicd reference to- $tomd,s ^.Conllicto i s . mppteBd ty  a* W. Greeni
Gorporatt .confllet. *, within tod'-between. societies. - ' has . . 
i t s  positive as well as i t s  negative side. Within societies, 
toe to  group is  more often than not strengthened by opposing 
- toe out group. Nothing to . quite, m  'Effective in  drawing toe 
aotoers of a  family together m  a  q iw rd  d to  .another family. 
Even rejecting an offer of tolerance and acceptance, .to. .some 
eases, .strengthens- toe to. group. . Edigioua sects .and 'national 
astooritios often re s ls t overtures, from toe majority., because
• so c id . acceptance mi$frb. weaken, to e . character of. toe s e a le r  
group and- tenpf to  members, to  .attach: tosmsdvea .to- toe majority, 
the Audit* parents too- refused to  send th e ir children 'to toe
-. - p tolto  schools provided ;hy toe stato: of. tacnsylvtola mw#*, . . 
.motivated in th is way, fbe to tsh  experience has bean similar
* to  that of\the- lews*.' .Burtog. periods' of td^rence.ei^l. acceptaace* 
le d to  customs and religious :practices have toned' and' marriages
2E# Stt*#
outside toe satoei society hato.'tototos#&*; Gn /the
otosr .Siuiaidl^ r.; tfwowMto. / jMasywflttaf: .idtotlfioatte,'.-a0.w dl' .**#•
lewieh. relig ious.practices,■ have .'toon, strong -and. mmm -,->■.■ 
during;most periods of
■ Mk® ■ ■iga?pofatfii. co n flic t,' personal. conftoct. ha# ,4$#, foeltfve
;n&A#« . Bie/opposition, of one. todiviaed to.another i#v,ltoqnent- 
'ly to e o u ly  way in  which the continued rsltoitoto% '.bto b# made
Emory S . Bogardtm appraises e sociology and says in
regard'to  conflicti-.. i
The effect# of conflict mm subtle* fhey may even i n t u i t  
unification; certainly they produce concentration of each of 
toe conflicting elements. %pesi.tton from without causes 
soctottofi within
Gne of toe most favorable i s  supplied ty  Everett
CherringtOR Busies, too wrote toe foreword to  toe above mentioned
- i&f*sy8tijfiLSI* vmLOS^- €?«& SJwBffiOli '.w ^^S3Rm&3 0^^ : . Cjjr ipOyL$$ .s
BixmjL seep conflict as part of - toe djpaadc by which son# 
mm' drawn together, and oto#*%. by'toe cams tokhn, drtosgi. 
away from each otosr into those mee*y combinatton# which we 
ca ll groins.' The inter-weaving or, to tte r , toe entsngling of - 
social circles .  • i s  viewed in  the same way, as part of to# 
dynamic both of groups and of individual personalities too. 
compose them, ateaal, is./thto to# :$r#ud of to# study of society, 
tostesd. o f seeing: change to  disturbance of a  naturally . stable 
thing called society, he sees s ito iiity  "lts#lf. ae some tefflporaiy 
«  •  balance among forces t o  Interaction, mid force# t o #  t y  
definition eaptoi# <** being described only to  terms of change, 
tot# i s  strikingly sim ilar to  what Freud did for to# study of.
, human personality. Like Fr#md, h# .has wimy tobellectttsl children* 
lo t  a l i  o | ' them, haw to#. wisdom. .which tttoto tototoow  toe ir own 
fatoer.*88
^ te a e ld  #• (iresn, 3ociology (second.edition!■ $#w fork# 
|lG8aKSHK!& Book Company, ;3Sc^TI1^)# - W* $&■#$*
.^ 8%mory S. BOgardu#, Th# o f Sdcial fhou^t (Row
fork* tongman#, Green, and.. Gto^ny^'E
18?Sifflael, Coomctt trane. Wolff, and The Jfeb of 
A ffiliations, trana. Benoia:. .
l86E. c . S«gb»% tt id ., p. %
96
Hubert Bonner matmrXz&B Siasnel'a conception of conflict and
-^.. Jju. JB' a l l  JE  difibewteJtfeaK -**•• JL^L.. mi. jEbjift M io .ia /Y  , j t . j n  ■*■ JQ r d t •L—*- ^  -^- -jL- a t .  uak*'jatt ^ StemipmaSl&eS Ah ■HAS SrSACA© tu© tAmOASS SttOSS O* &iinm&X 0  OOmCSpbS Sflfl 
thstr t ty in modem field theory t
ACCOriimg t© Slmnidl* Inman Inter actAome Sm Of
eodation* Ae m p r o c e ss  g o in g  m  between AndAvAdni&a and 
groups, conflict itself As a form of socAatlon. St As one of
■ linear fftnsft of im ia  ajjseyaetAaij, iMoh asm he -^ 0
wider- ©or© AnoAusAvs CQHStrmeb o f soeiat Aon
Oaor^SAipson gAveg ©atrlgbt credit to SAmmsl ae M a g  the 
first who eomoalwed #f oomfllot as not only Obad. 11 Whether Simpson 
As right An this olaAft* A© © matter of dtspats elmoe, -a© dem<n*stmted. 
i&ove, the conceptions #f conflict at early American sociologists are 
not lacking the positive aspect whieh SAnpaca referi to when he says*
M  the social theory' of Qeorg Simmel we Uni' the fAret 
realization of confAiei as a binding, rather than a disruptive 
fo r c e d
However, that Simpson ie not mnaware of the conflAet^theorAea 
of the early American socAologAste is iejsonstratei ty M e  quotation o f ' 
Cooley which hat hem, An p*rt# mentioned before. Sisson's references 
have been taken over m  they sheered*
Charles Horton Cooley has set forth a theory much W m  
&mmSL*0 J 9£  *fhe more one thinks of At the m ore he till see 
that conflict and cooperation are mot separable things* hat
« »  d t »* p* 11?
* "  i m p p p r  - '^ M P M M N p ir ' * * '
*^%eorge SAnpsom* tt0onfilci and COrtmninAtyi A Study ■.Am Social 
theojy,"' {Publiehed Doctoral Bieee*-taticm| R w  Torfej edttmbla Unlvoraity, 
193?), p . 25. .
B. Bodenhafer, "Cooley* a theories of CfflBpetltion and 
ConfUct," Pabllcatlope- of the J». Soc. Society. Z5{2)»
process which always mmiMiig of
beto.*°* . * • o f mm «§r% is  toe m m  s i
m& 'progress emerges from; a ^ struggle. to ‘'toMfc:0&ah..'' .
individual, olassf or tosi&buiion, msm to  fealiae I ts  own 
■ ' M o o  O f g O O d ^ h - -  v  t
whose process concept ■ o f  ■ conflict te r. bean Emoted
obov0,  c3fodits Sim el 'to  a fa to r passage boofet .
4T«sxyik^ ii(bdUstfc--lM • • •
struggle i ts e lf  deposits elements of civilisation* fhat
i s ,  aiufeto#- iad l^ idsrtio tio  Ijpilaee.perform. s. function ■'.
jjfe, Mfc- SL4Li • ■■*• Jit' aufe Ait -s^ *. jkaiM' .cA uw jLk -A '-^  ' A  '■"■ — -A dL. --■' -jAfc J L tu  ^  ^,^1 ' win  tue in terest o f c iv ilisahfon, pertly inspite of tihemsefves 
■ ■ and partly tmrotign tne merging of weiiisn ijipuises into 
socialising impulses
ieorge Simpson* elaboi^tifcg on Stomel*s claim that conflict sad
cooperation .are two aspects of *jgg process, writes t
Society, as I t  1# given to  fact* to  toe result of boto 
categories of reactions, and to  so fa r both act to  a 
coKgpleiely positive way# fhe misconception that the mm 
facto r1 tears down what the other builds up, and that what 
a t la s t remains is  toe resu lt of subtracting toe me tom. 
toe other (while to  rea lity  i t  Is  much r&toer to  be regarded 
as toe addition of me to  toe other), doubtless springs itm  
toe equivocal concept' of - unity, we .describe as unity toe . 
agreement and toe conjunction of a e M  elements, in  contrast 
with the ir dlsJuneMons, separations, ditoarmonies#!^ .*
M already indicated, toe most .'explicit attention to Simmelto
theory o f conflict i s  given by lewis A# Ooser .too says in  h is  intro-'
ducticsnj
.Social ffrom«g» p« Jp*
^^gharles Eorton - t o a l ^ r , ( H e w  forks
Charles'' Scribner1 s Sons, %909)§
son* jg* cit« , pp. SS-2?. 
Ogneral Sociology, pp.
oe* SH*# p * # •
BiffimZ*# essay m  conflict* rooted; as’ i t  4m in  M sgenersl 
■mm$$mm$ bo toe analysis o f social phenomena in  terns of ■ 
iator«aotii?o .processor i f  - aps^.-gmcra!.:. ■ ■
. . . . .  discussion® ^
Arthur F# Bentley to  h it faouter Into 'toqujWeg,tallss Of the 
nfticii to attoitofy fo f conflict to arise* "$e 'uses' too sha&o^ r 
o f too w©jU£# fighting  u tto . too- pmk .mm too tto&to&ted. qusx3ysnd 
pototo out that th is is,atm uch :a,sp8blotoc relatlontolp 'h*®'toon 
previously, m to  to®. paofc f t. ;*?as .rjiiastog. dent* too .prey** .Be says*
to- dtorg &tm& tolSltoBW  ha® them *. to tr t  to  m  
. conflict -without an utoorlylng unity* to ly  to a cmssm .
V j9 ta i i b » V . # %  j i > 0 ^  ■ ! «  J a ' j i !  f r i  -inft'-.vjU fc*t l i^ y - O '- T i  - f l i t  - £ l> % K jA #  ’Oft '* *  Mi d MUr Su Mi j f iw f c -  J f r  .^ fc jtX -  -M fc i ^ i  j f * f c Iri~-faa-^n>isrno®v .if# j&sxitr# cp^scnssing, vn®? caus® or, con flic t, rexers 
to Simmel in to® following paragraphs .
Mice a ll ioctol behavior, conflict ..must b® viewed m ■ 
«at®totog toatover native aitoitoto® to® subjects possess, 
toetr physical and. mental ipslito®®, toclu&tog to® tontstoneOI. ■ 
and emotional reinforcements discussed, to t to® discerned 
objectives, defense, acquisitiveness, resistance to  aggression, 
desire for status, aid to a third party, or gaining some 
'Supernatural, merit or advantoge* to e’ group conflict immtkvm 
a il of the®# individual eiecianve and, in  addition, supplies 
justifications* incentives, organised strength, and oppor** 
tunibtes for a ltru is tic  conduct or, a t le a e t , for acting in  
crucial situations with t o t1® ftiiSiis.# tola* according' to'
Slmmel, ha®; been, a  most potent cause of wars ae s e ll as- o f - 
other conflicts# . Wmt&mr toe factors involved in  conflict, 
they m at to.viewed not as.separato. en tities  but as aids in  
ftinctloning *1^ *'
S to n e r , fac tio n s# . p* 3&*
. ^^Arthur F. Smtlear, Ifeiu iry  into ]fotqulr ie e t Besays to  
Social fheofy (Boston5 to® B e S c ^ T ^ e to ^ l^ w ^ p ^ lS .. . . "
fe%r»®st f# ;lill® r| l^ incto iet of Sociology '0 m  torks 
jgarper and Brotoers, 1F33), p^'^ Si&T1 . '
John lewis SHiln and John Philip aillla take *qp a concept of 
simmei that has .had little attention $m American sociology. f M s  con­
cept, eentravenMon, la .store than competition hat lea© than conflict. ' 
It is lodged hetman competition and conflict.
A M emoistlve process intermediate batmen competition and 
conilict is cqntrasention• It is m Special, type of opposition, 
ibis process ****** largely Ignored, by American sociMoglsbs,
l b  mm mkk J t  4 M w tf . f e J i lK . i l i  A t  A  m .  h i  A f  ' i f r '  iflr 1 m '» i  k i ■AiH  % t f i i t r t  < fr f r i i . i i i  M l' a .  t f b r A  -^ m M w iS  t f f c A p  iJM t ,M t: tf f e '.has men inrnemgated by seen i^nropeen soMoiogisbs s#
S te m  and H eld.*00
^iS spent the major portion- of a chapter on
contravention, drawing heavily on Howard Becker1 s interpretation of 
this process. Becker motive# M s  stimnlne inMreiiMy from Sinmel 
and directly from m m  Wes© who did ©spend original theory
on the process of contravention*20^
Coser, drawing m  Bismol# assert© that conflict with an- out 
group defines the bouata&ss ©f the in group. *€oim*rseiy,** he 
states# vrenegadiem threatens to break down the boundary toe© of 
the established groupS202 Boborfe f. Bsarton, referring In a footnote 
to Bimmel, ©ays this m  the topic*
Mien sythe of rebellion and of cimservatiem both work 
'toward a fmonopoly of the imagdnetlcn* * . . it IS above .Ml 
the. renegade who# though himself suecessfMj renounce© the 
$#wailing values that become the target, of greatest hostility 
among those in rebellion. For he not only pmis the values in 
question, as does the Out poop# but he ©£&&&©© that the
20%©hn bewis O illinand John fh lltp  M llin ,
{lew forki the baoMllan Company, 19I4B), p. 611.
2<3%ide Simmel. Sosiologie, p . von Wiese .and Becker, 
op. Mb.,  chapter I f f  cSEZEvmEmllim, eg. e l t . ,  chapter a j .
^O oser# Functions, p. 69.
tsMty^of. t t > & T # i #  a©'.has so .often been -  ■: .-.■: 
noted, i t  i s  typ ically  member# o f a  risin g  Mao© .raHter than
.S^biBlSow into a .rovMutSM98?y ginsBjp**®®
eicprsssed the idea that the closer the
between two elem ents, the more intense i t  the co n fllc i between them
HhfiHi'it sMSti. ., v.. o ■■o;;: : :\ci:fi
>.■ '.themmm. me have'.in' tsmmn with another as idaole persons,
• • the m oreeasliy w lllo u r  to ta lity  be involvesI in  every 
sin gle relation  to him* .  .  Iherefore, i f  a quarrel arise*  
between -persens' -in:' '©nob an .intimate. relationsM p, itv .ia  often  
$ 0  passion&iely expansive. • • people who bsw  many common 
.features often do on© another worae or *wor#ey* wrong.;t$ian-■.;■•. r.: 
complete strangers do. .  • We confront the etrsagerw lth whom
: :.m share.,neither characieM silcs nor lUToader in ^ ^ s te ,  ob* 
JeotivM yi m  hold our personalities in  reserve.20**
In M s  Sociology, refer# to this part o f SimmM1#
*  • * .  • ’ ■ ' ( i .  . ,1
Conflict when ha writes*
m t h  -reference to the stranger with wt**** one shares neither 
qualities nor 'Other interests, one stands in <^jeetive, contrast, 
and one preserves the proper personality, in that m $ m m % m
■ difference in  a single ■partioMar does not so easily  deny  the 
whole person with i t .  M the oat# o f a person quite unlike 
©orsMves, we cmm in to  contact,only M the point o f a single.. ■ 
transaction or coincidence o f in terests, the accomodation o f
# .conflict, idll consequently •limit itself to this - single issue, 
fhe mors we have, however, in common with, another, the easier 
wilS oar whole personality become Invelved.'.ln each separate 
contact with .Mm. Hence the quite disproportionate intensity * 
with which otherwise quite «Mf*e©at#ined persons: frequently
■ allow themselves to become moved 'in' their conduct toward their 
most intimate associates.
; i^ C b e r t -Mug Merton, Social theory and Social structure
{il-encoe, .$23&iots#. th e  free  WSS3+ p S ^ fS  '
as quoted by Boetr, Sanctions, p . Bf.
CXoss m otional atmehrnenb to  another can* under certain 
e&rimatmcee*; Iso a cause of parsonsl' co n flic ts  To the :' 
e&bent ■ that w- vm& to need a farorahle' amoteenal ■ response :
&M another, to  that extent do wg.heco*a0 personally helpless 
in  the face of b e trsy il of trust#™
In 8±mmel,E "conflict cycle" ilia motives for continuing in i
ending the eenflieh are ■daotMis<i*. Ski Its this* S lU er
njpttsss-
A ttrition oontimos as long as the Issue I#  of primary 
sigttlflos^ca to on#- orbotk subjects* • but ?&&& the two contran- 
dietary motives * 'to cmlinna and to end -the: c o n flic t<* reach 
ia» approximate ^pitl$WiW"^bB conflict i s  ready to break*
Than peace comes Into being *at f ir s t  Ih the trnmot the wish 
iroddam iy parsilai-'^ ltb 'the struggle* and the w illingness' 
to forego- rlctor2r;’'and perchance to  assume a  htmsbie position  
thereafter, This anbjeetivB change is  called conciliation hr 
8£uuk&* and a change in  attitudes by furls arid Burgess.20^
AM In Becker and Boakoff* the following comment likew ise refers 
to the con flict C fd et
* .# * the work of Simmei on the conflict' cycle • • demonstrates 
the effectiveness of m o method Cease studies of' social' phenomena) 
In establishing beyond question the es&tteaee of dgrthms* trends* 
sequence patterns* circles* or periodicities in  social, change.^*
And a .final reference to Simmel comes once mm  from S ille r mo 
pare^hrases a • thought on. victory via surrender of m e opponents!
m otors ibs  ^raI«o go to one party because of the other* s 
Voluntary reelgn&ilon rather than because o f am&ushioiw 
inch a.concession may be prompted in  a peace*groiq> by •
^dreen*  jcg* cit»* 9*5$*
. gQ6km.er*. i»inemm* m .
. .. 2^%oward B. fansen*. MBeve&opmenta in  Analysis' of; Social Thought,*1 
.fipdorr* Sociological SS£S*; Howard" Bebker'and Alvin Sodkoff' Ced*|* 
"pSFfcSE t^E I^S^^rS lSs* 1957}* p* 5h*
deference .to &■ moral; principle, or by m e■ desire--of - -me,- - 
subject to daskmetrate feto ability, to. act m-'Mi cm  
in itia tive:. and,.-. i s  It- &&&$ to make- a gift- ..to ■ toe. victor
Several pages o f quotations. 'referring, to Jlm M  could be 
comjdled from m m r*B  book.., However* -' the; influence m a t '- SiiamsX: had 
on 'Closer' km been established: iy/eeaarto M ateseut .mat; :his,book. deals 
viaaii^-with M i  propositions from the theories o f social conflict* 
to  p a r tim ia r '.those, o f  GeorgSto&eX*:. Gossr*. to  examining Stomal*# 
:,|U^^Mtions;irider. th e  lig h t o f recent ■ research- -ftodtogs and to.- re-* 
formulattog: these ju*oposlMons -for future reaearch*; demonstrates, toe  
basto- S tom ^S ' toou#&-to- *. mcatam; theory • o f social.
conflict* . How influential' Coser*© book. is*, to- American sociology* 
goes beyond th is study* ■ Throng,Cose?*# work on -toe foundations of 
:Confltot; a. secondary «  todtoeeb .influence, of Stomal upon American 
sociology .exists* . • Support.: for * th is can be found- to;, toe references .- 
to  -Goser’s  book* ■. As m  example* ■ Raymond .W., Jtaek, and:Ettoard c* Snyder 
to  th e ir  recent a r tic le  appeartog to  Gonftoct Resolution?®^  use 
Severn of Coser*© propositions for th e ir analysis, mm of toes# 
readsi
■ > •, ■ . far. 'turn -being necessarily; %sfanctional* a- certain, .degree 
of-'Conflict.to'an essential element to  group formation and 
. toe persistence of group life***0
er* frtocii3i.es*.. p* 3311
. Raymond W*.Mack and Richard 0* .Snyder*- "The...Analysis o f 
Social. Gonfllot;** '.toward- an ■■■Overview and Syntoesis^d: .Confect' Bescluitdon 
£ivsm©te%.: I llto o to f ." to e  -GrMuatB. School. Bepartoeht- oFT^T5"^ ““ 
Scieno%: fiortowestern Wiiverslty} tone* 193?<
2m
- ft.  .need not- to  further ■demonstrated tha t ■this-. 1% rephrased* ■
one of'SIim ef's basic :proposi.tlons to ldrim e found- ■its, way-- into modem
American- sociology without feeing overtly linked with Simnsel*
.’. W legacy lilM  be- m it-were to  -cash*..distributed to  .. 
many heirs* each transforming his- part .into use conforming 
> ■.: to h is mm maturer A m® that- w ill ■ no ■ longer: -reveal' i t s . = ■ >  ^ •
to&ebtstefti* to  .this h e ritag e* ^
:.' - S I*  • m  .SM&tB .TI© ::
SijnmeCl*s essay on the Quantitative Determination of too Qreup
deals with to# influtoce# #$#£$#& by too numasicai compositioii of too
* ' 1 ! ■.' ’ * ( 
group upon group structure.
The f e w  which mm characsteristic of largo groups resu lt from
the fact- tha t they are forced to M id  special structures to  take over
to# im&b&m to lto  to# i» M a te  r-M p rM ty  betwaou etoM it#  f u lf i l l#  
in  Oman, c irc les, toe social unity la  the large, group em m  longer 
be produced and preserved tgr toe Immediate sulaitenships between indivl** 
duals* and toe large group must* therefore* feuIM .special -organs in
which toe reciprocal ac tiv ities and relationships of its.- elements can
■ • *
crystallise* Out of that necessity are tom  objective structures and
grass* o ffic ia l act re ^ se n ta tiv e  bodies as means to preserve toe
, ‘ ■ ffifsocial unity which small circles can dispense iilto . 1* f* H iller says
^Simmel.* -as quoted by Coser. Functions# p* JO. 
^% Ide,apytoaa* ,#g» d t *» pp*
to  tods ecmeetieu*
the -tocreaaing scope o f •» * in tegration  enahioa a  society ' - 
to  grow| and .growth requires m  increase to  th e  scope o f 
M tegratlon* Accordingly* the larger- tile soclaty too mm - 
extensive must fee toe- linking of. tono-tions and toe mm 
elaborate ■# .  most '-fee the degree of speoiaX isation.^i^
H iller than presents a quotation from Simmel*. supporting h is
Statement* Simmel r i# i t ly  emphasises th a t too tom # "large11 tod -
"ameXl" groups- are extremely crude sc ie n tific  designations.. They are
indeterm inate tod-vague*^1 tod yet*. Simmol. concludes* they are ms#*:
fu l as #  emggestlon to s t toe sociological, form o f toe group depends
on quantitative aspects*
Btm ei*s study of the e f fe c t. o f num erical disc upon group
stru c tu re  tod toe forms of so elation  i s  an. early  attempt o f sc ie n tific
*
group analysis * th a t toe ".small group" p a rt o f M s work M s-gained 
primary a tten tio n  among American sociologist* can he. sKgft&toed by toe 
re la tiv e ly  great in te re s t which th is  p articu lar aspect o f group theory 
has gained in- tM e country. 11 should, therefore, he no surprise that, 
toe m ajority o f references to  Slmmel come from those sociologists to e  
concern toemselves M to small group theory*
.MMon W* Small, referring to-Slwelto "Bsasy on toe Qaanti* 
t&tive Boterr^nation of toe qreep** to a .footnote* poses a basic question 
tod supplies the answer toich. shows that.he sensed toe coming' emphasis 
upon quantitative resear tot
^ % m e st f .M S ie r*  Social R elations and Structures ( Im  fo rk ! 
Harper and Brothers* Wkl}» pTXffi*"r::tWT y,rin'"nr ■**** ■:■ " -
> Wolff*. Sociology, p* 1 0 *
fhe query arisen t Do associations take m  varying 
qualities with varying numerousneas of the associated 
todivtduala? this query *t once makes the axiom and truism 
of statistical science a da tom that dtoaitdp- a tools $yetn 
o f inquiries toicn belong to  wider reaches o f sociological 
sc&ence.2to
Simmca’s answer to this question would ham bean In the 
affiimativc ssrsd research sines then supported a e<mddsnat&e inisiber 
of Simmel1# propositions* Robert 1. 1. faris sayss
Mtoou^b Georg Simmel contributed m  ob^ sctivs research 
findings lie foitolatod a of propositions relative to
group else. Some of these mag furnish hypotheses for testing 
in the ccute*g*>rary effort*®*
Mien Motor voices the following opinion and points at the 
applicability of Simmelfs observations to modem research projects t
frciijising -  mm -  togtontog# wore mads in- the
direction of sitiMl*^ roT^ c analysis, early to the history of 
sociology.. In general, however, as Stole has pointed out# 
sociologists to the late nineteenth century sad the early 
decades of toe twentieth century m m  m m  interested to 
processes and characteristios of total societies than they 
were to small groups as such* Mm m consequence, suggestive 
leads to toe worlc of DePlay sad ifcirRfcafm, for arable# were 
tot followed to* toe sociological writings before World 
War I only those of Masael and Cooley are cited with any 
degree of frequency today for contributions to smaM^group 
analysis.
Stomslfs toterest to small groups was directed pftmarlly 
to toe formal properties of dyads end triads and to toe Muds - 
(and conssqmnces) of rMationships that ml#h logically be 
-ejected to occur to  tosm* Due of his otoervetions* utilised
General p# 5<Sfc*
^% obert E. 1 . Paris, «Bevel©paient o f toe Sunil Group Research 
Hovement,a Group Relations at toe Cross-Roads, (Husafer Sherif tod
H* 0* iE lsdS^e& ^SS^^w ^oW # laSplftoE brotoers# 1953), p* 169 
♦ f o i s t s *
meenbly* to r #*aag|e# ly  f  ♦ ■»* by
F. b* $tmdib#e%«*s mm that a majority t^comes possible 
In a triad  hat I t  ii#a«*e«istenb In a dyad2** ^  that th is 
has ii^ portGKxt oi»s#Qo*me## to? to# funtbtontog of to# $£*%• 
toother* selected at- rtodom* la  that
* * * • The la rg e r the group is*  the more easily  does i t  
form mi objective m&M #$ m l above i t s  members* * * (p a rtia l-  
pants) in  a given (p a ir) relationsh ip  mm only one another* 
and do not see* a t  the m ^e tim e, an objective* 
structu re laMcb they fe e l ex ists  and operates css i t s  ®m<rm
J P W -^ . -•^ . jai» ,*£*  i d h  :&& * 4 ,-  jiitLalijr irriM irTtfiH 'iW '' T M - ' i f f a r i  niiii ■• ^  ijtrT nfcr^ ifi a  J l * - . # '  ■ * ■  ->- -*- .w .^ lfc • •■-- J B 'une oi the post etriatiig a^ »onetrations for the relevance of
S teed 9# idea# to  modem eooiologioA. thought 1# mppMed 'by Merton, 
to. M s  book* Social Theory and Strtusture* totoh apjpsred to iFSf# 
Merton set to  to# task o f eeapiltog a l i s t  of group properties for­
th# classification o f types o f membership groups, i s  M ats altogether 
twenty-six group properties which, more often than not* show Stomal1#; 
toluene#* Merton* to several footnotes* acknowledges Stomal1# to- 
ftoenco*
I  make m- effo rt to  Mb# toe seMdtoglcai materials whtoh 
furnished the points of departure for th is l i s t  of group 
properties! it- should be said* however* that ieorg Stomal1# 
m ittogh^ire*  beyond comparison* to# most fru itfu l for to#purpoe##^ 2
^Theodore H. M ils* "Power Esiabtoas to  toree-Person Groups*11
&* 3oo* JS** «$»*
L. Strodtbeck* “The Family## a  Three-ferson Group,"
IgS* US*# *>»*2W># te h r w y * ^ ib
^Sim m sl, SoztoXogte, pp. 127-126, 136.
229&H«b Elater, nBasic Cantlmiitles in the Study of 
ftfoaps,* Becker and. Boskoff, og. cit.. p. 31,0.
221K9rton, og. oit., 222Jhld., p* 310.
Judging by toe number of references to Simaol ln 
i f  tan fa  c iab ln iit th a t to h to b e to  i i i f iM r ii  ty
Blmmslto thought. th i#  ’%^|r
Kertpn toich, refers to .a diaeussioa at absolute m d  relative gtoi of
?' ' L  • ,
....... .....m v * v .'■ •’ ' ; '*'
/ 'toe ocbctptoof abselnbe 'and aNSubive alto have heto
Qistiiied mom the following passage to siimjiSf a spefoiQjjj^  #
' and have been given a eo&etoai different donotdtiwT^lw 
structural differences among groups, that are produced by,
, sere;. numefiCMal.. difference^ .become ©ven iuore evtocnh- in the 
'.tt&eB §&sycd'% ce*fe^'p^We^ '^'ei^rll^:iaii^ irs*';' 
it isobvious .that a g l w  fibber ofr,su&.iamb^s has a 
different sl^&csh^' to. .a tege- gscm toss to. a small toe* 
to toe pot# changes 'tosniitoblve^ tie eftoo^Masst: of 
these members also changes. But to must be noted that this 
effectiveness is modified even if the number of outstanding 
.members- rises or. toito to. .exact proportions,to-tost of. toe 
toole group. ' The role of one- mOlionaire ’ too lives to a city' 
of ten thousand middle«<toss people* end . toe. general physiog* 
nomy toieh toot city receives from hds presence, are totally' - 
Afferent, toon toe significancs which fifty mdUti^ cuaireSs or,, 
rather, each of them, have for a dty of 500,000 population * 
to spite of toe fact., tost toe. numerical relation between toe. 
millionaire and his fdHov citiseas, toicb alone {it would
- seem) should detezmtoe .that sigoifleane#, has rm to e t 
unchtogto. • . toe peculiar feature i s  th a t toe absolute
. numbers of toe total group sriof Its prominent elements so 
:zm m vkst& &  determine toe relations within toe group • In ’ 
:-,.4#ibe of toe fact that toeir numerical .rati# remains .toe s m s 4 * * 3
, Further support for toe dsim that Simmel has influeftced Merton
'is drived .B e rn toe .foitoitog pa^sp% .sH rcfs*$toi; to
. • ' ■  . ■ ■ • . > •  • V  ■ ■_ • . • . . . .  ■ ; ■ ' . !
tuantitative, determination-, of the Oroup* , ,
F o r toe category Of lnon-«aembership1, if defined only in
- negative teres- to- cemptoe,to0se too- .do-not meet toe c rite ria' serve#. t o  c m 'mm t^oeic .^sttoCMons . t o  .Mnis
of toich hsonipg^^ rctovaaee
for refertoco group theory.. That this .to. so can 'be seen ty
vide Mmmd, B osielogis. pp. 19*4®*
 ..........................1®S
.dr&tog-esrto i r m  t o  and long*
mig$m&;m. 
eesg to tto to -*#£&## bo. a groap 
; property i§ai®Ni,'%  t o  p ro p o ses of .pototUA members » ■
'. those who satlsQr the- toipsdrsmtot#.' for membtoShlp
'^8; J k  . 3  W UM * ^TTttii i»*iMifiiiiii 1 U V%~L JMi - .d*. .A kA m *^ 4*.^Y irM  rlT M n.tlT  r~M rait 'iifr ' ir. 1---- -1- Mb*..ii.aooci, ty  tne grotip *» wno wo aot*yyai memoer®. wane w&gxib§ 
professional wsooSsMjSBS>(-aSwti4- greop# ■$$&&■ cnly the most 
otospiemeto Mtsid# of toapie#  of otgaatosttoto nitfe vwytog ■ ' *
- fh© .-group property of. caa^ehto##* as; -pa?opwly
emphasises* must be clearly distinguished the group 
* ■ ■ ■ .propwly of-stoe*. ■, •$# effect* th to  'ftM i t o t  grasps o f t o  
twfflie absolute ei2so (a# -measured ty  the nuo$?er of siOBbefa). .■ 
m ^have cpits ■dlffwe^it degrees of coifpLetenew $m m&mm& 
by theproportion of potential members to* a r t actually. 
members) • And co^elativaiy*. th is mm# that groups of. the 
tone slscSnto aize may have imgrkedly different degrees of 
social potrer* according to- Wether they onoon^ pass a ll potential 
or to y in g  proportions of thorn. Eecognitdon of the 
.relation .betoen oa^eteneaa and power to# ofccmrse* on© of 
' isha .major reesene etsy -aasoolatloh.©' o f1 men in  .particular 
-. sb stoes trill nook to enlarge tho lr membership to include as 
largo as possible a proportion of the potential membership. - 
fim mm  -comploie the group*, the greater the power and 
. in fMmmM mm eaeercise. ' '.. .
fh is short foramlatien of the concept of completeness la
only ** •seeming d l^es# o »  .from the of - to -
concepts o f member# and. non^m bars'of • a group., for*.as • 
sSdwm^ t ■ apparently sensed* the concept of ea^a ten ess implies 
:; that to r e  -axe d istin c t and- structpraily - different hind#' .of 
non*memhers of. a  group. Hoh^mbers.do not constitute a -single^ 
hemogMeM they ,d iffer'to  ^»eir;p#&ta*n^
relations to the group of which they are not members, th is  1# 
evidently im plicit In the observation' by Mm&k tha t •the person 
who ideally* as i t  were* belongs to  the group but remains o to  
side it*  ty  Mm mm  to iiffeiw c% :hi#  posiMve*
ly  hantts the groxxp» fh is noBHBembwshlp may take the form of 
cemp=rtiiion# m  to  t o  ease of workers* coalitions |  or i t  may
■ tow ' t o  ontaidir to 'l to its -  of t o : i^sw  iJ^ LCh t o  greip wi^d©i 
or i t  may damage t o  ^osp  becanse i t ,  cannot ev^a be. constituted 
toe##  a ll  potential, candidates join as members* as i s  t o  case 
to  certain to to tr ia i  c a rte ls .1
the mn^eaber# t o  actively avoM t o  membership for which 
they are' elig ible are* to  t o  wed# of Simmel* to r e 'to  idiom 
• to  toom eppSlw* “t o  i s  not for me is  against ms.*1 tod. 
to  dtomel. has also. Hailed*, t o  elig ib le todivtonals t o
saotorsfcip.pose,mom.■ of. a:-tteeatvt# 'to.-- 
group-.In oertain W sp to s.to z t to /to e g o n is ts* W o c o to to  
In any case become meshsrs* Eejection ^  eMglbleB symbolics* 
t o  rtotiv©'.weakness of t o  gr^ mp lsy a ^ a ^ t in g  i t s  ■ to \ -  
topiet^msss of ia^aberehip ju si as i t  s p & to to  the relative 
dubiety of ;it* t o t o b t e  to W s re  not accepted by those 
to -to& .toy . should in  p ta o ip le ..apply. --.for. both to s o - to to to i  
nonto'flXiates* t o  group i s ( o r  may a  negative
reference group* .^ j^ ..e h a llse e  in. t o  section dealing with
jK iV rth^iifr *■**•■• JSf' -~-u -*-■- ■ 3^^ MkL-th is  typo of gltop* ”
.. . M a  Mmwmw&m m  open ■ to .  toned  groups* Horton 'points to *
'• t o t  a# ind&tonalB..d iffer in. ssp to tlone to  a ffilia te  
tom tovas, to h /p to ic to r  groups* ■m do groups d iffe r In ■ 
t o i r  concern to to s rfe . or to  re s tric t . to i r  membersMp#
This i s  to say that -groups* and social structures generally* 
may be relatively  open o r ,closed* -as has .long toe#-bow  noted 
in  sociological tossy#
Here again* a- point of - departure I t  provided by Simmel*
Groups do t o  uniformly seek to enlarge the ir membership* 
tome* ■..on the cw tory* are to- organised, at. to  re s tric t member* 
ship* mm  to  to .  to e n t o f ex .to to g  those Wo .are formally 
elig ib le for m^bershlp* This is  particularly t o  case for 
elites* either self^constituted. or socially reo o to to *  fo r 
is  th is policy of e to u to n  entirely  a matter of preserving 
We prestige and the power of the group* although to s s  eon** 
siderations may concretely enter into t o  policy* As Sim&el 
says .in effect* i t  may too-be a- structural recrem ent for an 
e lite  to remain , relatively  small* i f  i t s  d istinctive social . 
relations, are to be maintained*. Beady toanslon of membership 
msy also depreciate the symbolic worth of group a ffilia tio n  by . . 
toending i t  to- numerous others* t o  to s t-  various structural 
■and se ifto te restcd  reasons* certain f to # e  remain relatively  ■: 
closed#
: t o  We same formal' reasons* other types of groups seek to. 
be re la tiv e ^  open in  an' effort to  enlarge th e ir memtosMp* 
to d t i to ;  parties, i n . democratic p d li t i to  ■ 'dyetoa*. IM ustrial 
unions and certain reiigkm e bodies* for sanmple* are 
structurally and to c tio ita llr  m eotoibuted0|h a t they seek.. 
to- enlarge t o i f  iw tbortop to  the fu lle s t* ^  ,
g2ttlbtd.» pp.288-291.
a2%95*»
Herton then supplies m tp o istio a : from . Showing tSsa point.
Of departure whidh. he* Staaol* supplied for Marian*s Maboration* ^
:. SimmsifS: 'dbSoryatloR©, yea^ m ''f^m m t • *fJms’the • tendency 
'«£, iramerfcal liM tation  * * 'if.-not - eMy due to  the
. egoistic Meinclln.ation to share-nam ing j^sition  but also to 
-^ V’ttte S»0%| b^ 0^ . i&btil 
.. .penMMpntr Of eanrhs ms&ntMn^ i f  ibeuasttSier
. of i t s  members is  small*,' rM&Mrsly and ahaoiuieiy* • ♦ ^fnder 
■eertsta souMilongf there i s  nothing le f t  ■ but ■ to ■ draw a t a oertito  
■:. point, a ■ herd - line ■ against. ■ end ■.to'^ stem. ■ .•the, quanMtaMteljp
v, closed group against whatever outside,elements may want to enter 
..’ l t j ; no matter. hm machthey may be en tltled  to  do so* - fhe 
■.ffistedrsiie, nature often beecaaes,.consoious, o f, i ts e lf  only; in  
/ th is .increased solidarity 'in th e , face of a
//tendency'.to
.. I t  f  % vbswavfTt -nob:/Horten alone who nol-cnosledges. Siraasl*"
Oeorge o. Homans in  M s M aaslc. fhe .Human l&mtp refers, to Sinsial aa 
be discusses .-^relations between .three ; o r . more persons.,1*' ■' Homans says 
tha t the earliest statements:of the ptlnolpie of Inter^relationsMp- 
-,#f behavior between persons MtMn a group were ■those of Simmsl and 
J&dellffe Brown* trom Homans*- general' rMo' bf ■ behavior determinants^ 
a  parallel to Simmel#s proportion, on th is subject cm easily be
drawi;
The relationship between two persons^ i s d f i  i s  partly  ' 
determined by the relationships .between A m&, t - t o i  person*
0* and between B and d*228
Feodors H« M ile , refers to Simmet* e ■.diseussion m ' th e . three 
person ■group ■ or ^triad*1. as b$s been termed* when he w riiest
BoMologie* pp. pCN^ l#
22^0eorge 0#. Homans* the Human Qroup (Hew forkt Haroeurt*
iraon M l 1$S©3* p**fS ^ r* Mr*w
fp M&wing his fundamental distinction between twp«^ Ksrs0ti <-/-.- - 
groups M l M l groups of larger sice* SimmM ©ailed attention ; , 
to- certain charaoteriatioa of - the three^>eroon.'Mtmtlen* w ? -■
Slmmel ‘ described how. a con fU c t between' two eould fering 
sa tis fac tio n  and strength to- a third* -and how the sense ©f unity -within 
a pair ©ouM bo-- -throatMod by th© mere presence of another* Ho
f • ,  >• * .  ■ > ' ■ f >' ■ ■ ,  , *  e t ,  ' *  •
analysed how a third- person tallages opm. the other two and the way .'. 
euoh © position might maMfeeb itsM tf m..m mediator*, a© -a holder o f 
the balance of power* or -as a constant disturber- of/the solidarity  
en|oyed by the- other two. • t&tls* in  examining some of Sitmael, fi 
hypotheses* proceeds*. . t
Segregation. Cot- the triad  into a  
•pair* and m  1 other*) 'is  the f i r s t  of three questions 
mmtmd in  tM# paper*- fhe second i s  the e&tmt.i© ichich 
. relationships are' interdependent. Th& ptoWLm i s  whether 
-the nature of mm relationship dotms$Mm . * the nature of 
the other relationships, the third follow's naturally from 
these* when i s  I t  found that Interdependence develops into'- 
a sharply differentiated and rig id ly  se t power ■structure* M l 
when i f  i t  found., th a t relationsMps are ..in a state o ffluctmtionf2-3C>
. m ils  applied a  ■research model of ^SMeoted tuan titafire  
fochniques11 to- the testing of the'above praposals.2^  He say* in  
Ms mMary of findingsf..
■Radians of support rates asrbmged between, three members 
in  a series of ,fosty«.©ight proMem^solving- sesMcne- confirm
& pmpc:&$Mm that the primary tendency' in, the threesome 
is  segregation 'into- a jssjg m& m  other* .the more active member© 
form the solidary bone'SSI the leaSl’S tiv e  member i s  isolated*
®mmr tolabioiia*** M* foe* tor.*. 10t3&* 
* % * * » * »  .352. ' *& £ £ •»  AMtort* 5* p . I$ u
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feai© t&r more detailed straetinrai charaeteM stica show that
m n i tn  ^ - —L~ imu d K a s i f c ^ K ^ k J s ' . A  - .^.-i—.. .JM ^  r f - > - a f c  tf j  JLi iiii atfr A l L j t i M J i t t  J lfc  . ,  i .• :.i_ ,w. -u  i^-i-^...^. •-.,A.©nen w#s sun^ tiisi  vGnciwiK^jr 10 acotsu wtiA v00* ijiior© *0*8891 s  §©*1131*13© 
pewer ite«tar© t n%m differ©Mtei©% ■
of rM sttei& lps between stab ility  of activ ity  pmftMm*
steady trends in  f©©tipt© of - ex p ert that are ©ongraent with the 
in itia l MffdrenMaMcas* aad, finally , s tab ility  of tlx© pattern 
i ts e lf , th is  structure* in  i t s  £&©£' form of one positive re­
lationship ton# too hostile relationships is  sailed the ’true 
ooalitioa ©tfootor©:*1
M ils *  ift© poin to  at some I t e b a t t e e  in  h is  ©an study* con - 
dudesj
I t  Is  in  the lig h t of these subsequent steps that the ©hove 
findings are presented, they net© not predicted* -nor are they 
te sts  of a tooqgr ©f general theory, they are* however* relevant 
to  S te e l’s insights and i t  i§Jxoped they ©HI t e d  eeonesy to 
the snail groups researcher. ^
Btroatbeek* ©ho states that one of the p s te ry  oh|ectiv©a of 
■ h is paper i s  a ccaaparison of Ms results Mth the i^sM ts repaired ty  
M il#  In  a  previous p*p©% ^ notes that E l s *  ohservations support 
i t e e l ’s theoretical statements on the patterns of triad s, ©Ml© Ms 
own findings only p artia lly  conform ©itfc M ils ’ observation®.
Mthout m$&M% reference to  8M I 1 Bbrodbbaek does never^ieless 
te s t Siaamdl’s fdsss by his oesiparatSw epjMPoacb to ' f i l l ’ work* ©ho 
Oden S im el's propositions on tbs “tartUd® as basic (jnaotione to  be 
studied. This is  another mrawple of the indirect influence of Stomal 
that prevails in  present sociological research.^*
■•» p. 357. ««»»**.« pp. 351-
a^8trodtbeei£» og. clt.. pp. 23-29.
J ^ r s 3 b d 3 b d L ' :StoaftefaL' a^f tr ia d ic  relationsh ip  in ..#  
©&it*xfe ■ -which m v M : 1st ■ a$pHca*&#: to  ■ into ■ ©titer ■ © f' Site©1* S m s sy tr  
%©nfMcb%id' >However,■ the SRphdsi©' t o  th e .present ■'.
#&*©»&-£&• ©#'■the ^triad's11-
fhe- rc to  ©f th# mediator «# #• ftM rdi:' pm©#' need# to  to  
investigated* He may to ; regarded a s  a ♦stranger* wto ha#
*&Mom and ©bdectivity. He; may be regarded as a  friend wh© 
in  tu fisg  to  be!©' ©at#: o r  as m father figor© who
is  to- show the $a&mill2ig boys bow to- ms&e peso©*, or- as- #, 
stem  Matter figure who has »© business entering a privato 
quarrel* He may be regarded as an expert. who may be re lied  
an to give relevant and reliab le  advice, as. a. representative 
©t a third in terest who is  in  imposition to  both of the ©on* 
tid in g  parties* and so on*: Some of these perceived rotes- 
may provide the mediator with certain assets in  m  effort to 
resolve the c o n flic t* ^
has StweslSgBted the vari cm -roles, to- which lose refers, 
$& a general context, Simmel eays th is  before he analyses the group 
formations Which resu lt from the addition Of the th ird  to  a dyads
itfhat has- hem -said -indicates to- a  great extent the role 
of the third element* as well as the configurations that 
operate among three social dements# the dyad represents 
both the f ir s t  social 'synthesis'and unification* and the 
f i r s t  separation and -antithesis* the appearance of the th ird  
party indicates tran sitio n ,' conciliation, and abandonment of 
absolute e©nirash.&3o
George 0* Homans relates that what i s  really  studied in  small  
:p©wpi§ m  tte^wtor*^#**'
• • • . what happens when two to th r te  persons are in  a  • 
■pmSMm to toitoene© one another. * * ip w  because Stomel,
m um tm
^Arnold M. Bose* fheory and Hetfaod in  the Social Sg&snces 
(Ktoneapolias fhe Universi1§M lri^^
23%immei, m  translated by WMMg Sociology* p* IhS.
itm imeh m  t&ose m  socliM lity# mm*&W md
an analyst of eitetotory social behavior, 
wo call k |g j» . anceatcr of what i t  imwn today as smiM-groupresearch*23?
Becker and Haeem undertook a sociological analysis of the
iSHSy f'Jfrfifitt #n •* i*W ~*w 11,1 #1 tft t***# attf -GSf ^  ‘'Wi$3psbhqm®0 wfit
Many of the idea©- e |Qto is  section atom from too pioneer
work of Georg SinsamG;.*2^
to  th is  .article,-. Booker and- fees* analyse toe general 
toaracteristics of two person groups and* as indicated to- toe quotation, 
they u tilis e  Simmelto theories on ^$d lc relationships •
A la s t demonstration of stosiei1© influence upon group theory 
to  taken from Hubert Bonner, too uses ftoattft** work, m  a  aemonstoatioa 
for his* Siranielfs , relevance to  modem Held theory*
toitotogtosl Boundary to- another of Simsl*# special forms* 
f t  to  essential to  a bettor understondtog of group attitudes.
*ioundary to  not a spatial rea lity  with sociological ac tiv ities 
hut a  sociological rea lity  manifesting I ts e lf  to  spatial form*1 
I ts  function to  that of separating one group £&m another, 
particularly toe to^group fret* toe out-group* EtonocentriiBB:. 
night tons to  defined topologically to  a  sociological boundary 
to which toe behavior o f a group can to  ordered with reaped 
to  groups lying outside. S o c la llife  is  fu ll o f toe boundaries 
of circle* tout do not in tersect, boundaries that either serious- 
ly lim it or entire ly prevent free- loccBsotion. Within toe native 
group i ts e lf , moreover, they SBbat&iah to « i# re  to  lotoaotlto 
in  toe form of mores, customs, lavs, .end institutions* Her does 
mmmU stop here* like toe .fie ld  theorists he notes toe existence 
o f boundaries within toe individual1 a own private personality -  
that deeply isolated region of intimate e&perience the boundary
23?George 0* Homan, ^tocial Behavior as Exchange,” Am.- four* 
to g ., 5aC6}*S9?, 1958* " “
^3%owart lacker and In to  M i  fstam, vsoctologiisal Analysis 
of toe IpKt*** Am. .toe* Bgg*« 2m2#
^ I t o U ,  p . Ik .
of which m  one can cross* fisme of -reiOity.of .to#
toMviduM* # i f f e —igjace-.; to ; to lto  - the-' imSiitoto of h i# ; wiibB-—
fille d  drives and ' J&totoeotote longinga iaay bm ordered.*®*} ,
- '  ■ .' * . ' 1 . 1 ’ > #
In regard to stetor#M^@lisrsetor,- to# author says#
.. Anotoer topotogioal concept to demand our attention i#
to  mm Mmwb&*0 terminology, 1 group** 
bMongtogneas*1 I t  i#  to il#  to to# understanding of auto 
ia^rbam i ‘ scMctogtoai facts ae socisa contact end social 
iso lation . A person with a law degree of me»torship-*charaoter 
baa few contacts. He has few localisations to  sociological" 
space. * toe stranger, -.-as- described by SimmM,/ serve# an a good 
iilw to ^ tio n  of negative raombership-character, or iso lation .
f i * * ,  ■*“  -aa- • A tM lk < jfK *#k aibr- ; b e ’-^ -»' S W . * .». iii ■t*,- f ’ _i*i*|' jk_ dunrt. j i ' j i x  #*i«ii a .  . . i  ,  .*'kiW-J * i t fHe ib  '-not an inwgriu. part- 01 sociological apace ana uniiice the 
•normal* person he is  mot materially determined by it#  toe 
boundaries o f Ms space are ertremdy flu id , and Ms socisl
. aJ. .jutA .Aa ■*- A  4Lii± .k. .^ ki, a t ill l|-*jia 1l t  ‘iHaiilH frlllM. «3  lA ■#1 # * . '  .w*!' (Mi * ftMMB itfl rli# ^  —'*• littA M 'dk  -tfklfa* iMfc # 2  *  *  *  -.loccmotionB- are- correspondingly numerous nut aetotoea*****
«  T % *  ! '* *
^ ^ an n er, o^. c lt.»  pp. 175-176.
CHAPTER I t
FURTHER £9£nCES OP SXKHEL'S IHPLTJEBCE tJPCW
'***•• --*• ■—  iinft •dfc.W i*, *4 ^ . ^ k ‘- iA (fa K  0 4 -  f l h  JLiidt ^ jksM fe: ’j jr iW  " iB i  if*  i t *  1H*b2lL iJBfaw. j i b ,i t  M8 06003316 ewadpat ey w  presentation ox 0x1*001# .rexorenoeo 
and acknowledgements of American sociologists to Cleorg Simmel that 
American sociology tea  received influences and atiigolt from <Secrg 
3imaei. However, the m b sris l gathered above tea given* relevant data, 
solely in  connection with the three topics selected trm  SimmeMe 
work* the extent of h is influence* however, can be eoluseived with 
greater accuracy When the following appraisals o f M i work and in­
fluence by American sociologists are taken into account, likewise, 
ObViOUS ****** ayjgeatiemtft of Mmm©lfS isflUSBCS on
American sociological thou^it ate methods beyond the topics discussed 
above w in  demonstrate that the range ex SMsei'S influence i s  not 
lim ited to these subjects. His contributions be science d iffe r as 
widely .as h is interests* $&* inecliu ity  of relating hitherto ua** 
conmeted yet ^ c a p tiv e  in s is ts  often tea  been noted. <h>sd Ortega 
y Oasseb well, characterised the peculiarity of iimmsPb thought when 
he wrote o f him*
that acute mite ~ a  sort o f psilosoiiiiote tei& rtte -  never 
considered h is subject a  problem in  itse lf*  but- instead took 
i t  as a  platform upon which to execute Ms marvelous analytical 
exercSsese^o*-
^ Ib sO  Ortega y teas a t as <potte by iosetf A ctions* p* $U
I t  i s  Ms work in sociology which I s  of In terest to  th is 
trea tise , end i t  i s  Ms sociological ansXyses which brou^ib ton 
recognition to  toe Halted s ta te s , to  toeir hooks end articles* many 
toetioan ieotoiegisbe have paid tribute to  SAsanel. toe following 
quotations w ill be demonstrative of toe high regard for Slmmel end 
M s work among American seetologtob#.
I .  THE OOTlOtS §F SMS AiiPlf to SBOI<
AXirerpp QTWWKT AWT* trrci «nt>tr Awvv* OXiSSni* iUw XlJlO wUJKJv
Floyd t*  House' to  Ms BerMtoment of Sociology appraise® Simmel 
ae follows*
to# ea rlie s t important end Influential contribution to  
sociological theory • • was that sad# hr Oeerg itowsl* to  Ms 
Sozdologie a te  other publications. The socielogleat theories 
oF H lB E liw e m is  accessible to American students* in frag­
ments, through toe publication of translations of the more 
important of his early scattered writing# to- toe American 
, Journal of BoMdlogy* begtontog to  X%9$* They were probably 
toe. a ss t subtle ate eearChtog dlecussioas of aociologleal 
methodology that attracted to t attention of American sociolo­
g ists to  toe- nineties or for some Ms#- thereafter.21*3
Arthur F. Bentley to  Relativity in  Han and .Society percelvee 
Simmel as t^h© keenest and m at searobtog investigator society has 
yet had, tsndoubteMy toe tee  with toe .greatest yield of permanently 
applicable knowledge***2^
it. House* the development og Sociology (tew fork* 
HcGraw-^ 111 Book Company*
B e n tle y . Relativity to  Han ate Society, p . 16|*
WmmW$+ Btghes t e l e  S ta te*  m  already teotodabove* **tee
iT e te o fto e  s to #  of society**2^  ted lew isA . toser ■'refers to  S ta te
as 'tot'O -fosteerof s t e p s  to 'ito  to e  meet
potent European ta flu to to  on American sociology before the f ir s t  world 
gkg
J—  ^ ^ F P W p W  . O T W f c  A L -J!iLJ ^ i_ ,  . —  ^  a f l l  ’ irA  ula  idlV t #  ■<* i i . . - ,. j 4 J. W ^„— —L—''. , , ' . i n J L  ' ■ . ' ^ i  -3h ' ...a*. ’“■• -±- -■- j t f .  1war*- •■ ■ in  to#- eyes of iM cett parsons* statra!*# sociology wet’ ■ ■ ■ 
Opetoaps toe f ir s t  serious attempt to  gain m basis for sociology m  # 
special science #* E. Tenbruck relates t o s t 1*State was toe f ir s t
or among toe .first* to  uncover for sociolo.gy a sp ecific  •layer* o f 
re a lity , ito  * socia l Robert A. Hisbet i s  sure to st
no£ M l toe pioneers* S ta te  i s  toe jaost relevant a t toe present' 
tSme,*!2^  ted Theodore Abel ssserts OStamelia accomplishment far aur— 
passes that o f the ordinarily r e s tiv e  scholar • ted se % to ta l 
output by ■ a stogie person, ■ toe wealth -of original contribution^ made
, ■■ . • * .«£p ;  ■ ; ■. ■ . ,  . .- v  -
by te s te  t o t  yet to  -ted  I to  wpa2U? Hugh tj. Duncan w ritest r*Few
sociologists were more aware o f toe need for careful consideration of
^Hughes, foreword, to fte fU c ti Wolff* t  translation of S tate*
*tar SbtebfO p» 9* ■■................................................ ........",:r’*'!-
tattle &»• tossr* ttfks JO teder|of .seisutifle- Sociology*1* A 
Review of Wolff*s trteO lation *Thes©clology of Georg State*** The Hew 
leader* ?33CS> August. -I£5$» - - -■■• ‘ <■ : ' -
... toe structure of Social Actjon Csecona
edition* Utetoe* Illin o is .f^ e T K ^ fre ss* ' SliSl* pT ffS .
 p* 6S*
■'. ^^% iebtt* og.: M W  p* M®* . \
^ % te *  ntontribution,ft Am. Sto.H gr.*
mote# of sociatlon than State*®2* ^  And, m  indirect opinion by 
Robert K, Merton too* toil© appraising Soman©1 ;Jhg Human Group, 
itei©##
Mot sine© S tate*# pioneering analyse© of almost half a 
century ago has any single work contributed so much to a 
sociologies! theory of the structure, processes, and functions
'^bssajl §xni5v^ i.iw -wjiipjif c j o o H i s j 5s^5**w» ■ ■ 3SlwlS^§3i -
" I f f  tfjyiM W i h  I f a j  | J |  f Y  1%  d b T i r  n  l i i i  ©  i M  J M M L  # ■ ' _ lfir ig*fc _§*■[_ < 0  M fc '4 #  -A *  * «  «# . , £ * * 4  f f c f t H M f e  iW M p  M i l A i *  i “ l ® l  ©  ^ f e 'llOwiAU JsKilSHt«r'*S IB^p0tl3jJ1i0 wCmvCHKhBO lli H3IIS MrotoCyUsF ™ J^BS8EroJLvS
fhilosophF of Money* reads#
I f  asked to l i s t  a doten of the thinkers too during the 
past f if ty  years have meet taflta#e#d the development of 
sociology a© a discipline, sociologists the world over would
in  a i l  jntstaddliiy  tteod©  » • the m e  of Georg $ tate#*w
K» J* Hems* writes of S ta te#
fhe genera! principles -and character of M l writing# -are 
well known • • tin ) the Halted States* to p e  they so greatly 
stimulated la te r  sociological research,2^
Rudolf Heberle says of S ta te 1© analysis of form and content 
of soclations
mm  Ms most severe c ritic#  acknowledge to© significance 
o f S ta te 1# Mg§ of sociology a# a. systematic analysis of: 
social
George $• Romans calls Mm an ancestor of © te l group research
2%h*gh $• Huncan, © State1© taage of .Society,® Georg S ta te , 
m u i (ed .), p . i s s ,  V ■
25%obert I* Merton, Ihtroduction to  Homan#, fhe Bmm Groto, 
p . IH H «
2^ Eoward Becker, ©to S ta te 1© Philosophy of Money,® Georg 
S ta te ,  Wolff (ed .), p. 216*
A tam an , ©£• ©it. ,  p . 3k$* ^% toer!e , jg .  c i t . ,  p . i68.
and analyst o f ' elementary social.behavior.2^  value# S tate*#
O totM tatitoebe social, theory to  of ©the utmost tapoxtonce.®^? 
Prestonand Bonita fallen  refer to  S ta te  to being considered the 
©founder of etec&ogjr to-to  ^dependent acadtee MsMpline in  
Germaiy.©2^  'And Micbolto fiaa toeff w rites, © sta te .in itia ted  th e . 
study of typeeof social processes to  revealed In' the interaction o f 
todividials, and many of Me foxtteatione have net yet been surpassed.©2-^ 
Alvin Boskoff toserbs that ©Siame! illUBtr&ted, in  numerous capsdlated 
analyses of social phenomena the jpossibdlities o f a sociology organised 
about a series of distinctive concepts.©2^ 0 Allan W. Biotort. saye about 
S ta te , ©His propositions were formulated a t a l a t e  sufficiently 
abstract for sociologists to be able to make use o f them in  a variety 
o f contexts.*2^  Kingsley JDavis, referring, to State*© ^ e r lo r l ty  
and subordination says of i t ,  ©Perhaps the snoot penetrating essay m  
th is  subject ever written,© and Me comment to  S ta te 1# ©Conflict© 
{Som&M# translation) reads* *A inasterpi#0# #f toeoretlcal formulation*
2®%<Mtos, Social .Behavior# p . $97* ..
^% gytato,jg*. c it» , p* 873.
jgjMSJd
'"■ • Freston 'fallen and Bonita fa llen , ©General Sociological , 
theories of .Current Reference,® Hodem Sociological theory.' Becker ‘ 
and Boskoff (eds.), p . i2 .
^ fim a to e ff, £8* p. &g#
260 Alvin Boskoff,. Modem Sociological Theory, © Hodem Socio­
logical Theory, Becker ,and Boskoff(eds*), p . 25. ' ' 'H™rM'm'T;1r'
^ B is te r , og. o it. ,  p . BO. . ,
to e ■ anther*e'.great■ -®&mm /
■aoMology.w^'-'jyaMfh S. f w g  fe fe ri ^ - s ix te  us^-®toy::figar# ' 
ta : to#  ^to# .sto jte .-ite to r.o f-tto teo g y  atoui-'to#
■%mm o f toe c to ta y  tod M t o t o d "-■
■ totog toe eafftost ■wMtore to-Giftoe society to to tontto lly  
to  W ## a f r e e s t)  wto S ta te . *
• . professor t a l l  - to# especially developed md mgtomimd th is
Mm-M M i ©Gtosate Soeiteegy®, tosp« 1*: •■■■;-
. Park tod- Burgess repeatedly refer to S tate , to  having made 
b rlH ito tj totatanding to fttte ta tta#  to' sociology*2^  And toe- fto te 
reference from .AIMetttf* M U *, toe scien tist ton totreducM State*# 
writing to  toe R^ gfftwh speaking world torough his trto ilatloB  to  the 
American dournte of Sociology* Small, to  Me CNperii! SeMtee^f,. ca lls  
S ta te  ©toe of toe keenest totakar# to  Europe**2^
,. IX. M .  8 f A f «  OT AMIGAir SOGXC&GGXSXS f  G
. . . ,  wi$%*w$$g& m  botm h. ^ erigah $Qcxmoms$$ ■
toe of toe strongest arguments for a p o s itta  answer as to  
SitfiffiAjtg * infitwnftw i© pfesexitod by toeteoto sociologlshs toemseBve.s#
V ■ „  ' ! #  • V
2^ 2Ktogaiey tavl# , Htom Society (lew fork? The Macmillan
XftET"?-' -""" "■' * ■ •■;■ ■
. 2^%dolpt*,S* fto srs, ©Sociology and InttoMsM|dto«ay tovelop~ 
manta,11 Modem tooiological theory, Becker tod Boskeff (eds.), p . •■555*
?^BPHtodf, _ Jg* p* 3W*
^R obert B* Park and te e s t  w. Burgess, totroduction to tog 
Science of 'Sociology (Ghicigoi Iniverslty  -of
g r ^ m r w r l £ £  •■ ■*
1?h© for th©## data© are t ie  b^l% : arttd i##, and review #.'
w ritten ty  i»MSrich** socio log ists about, their. colleagues*'' ipaomg t^ u»- 
fiosb fre<|umtiy appearing mferemces i# .to  Farl and Burgess* la trt*  
duction to -the Science o f Sociology. m i#h fm t ie  twemMe% tt&
most popular ooc&o&ogrtext .in- :&&oric##^? . Mo oombor'of 
to  Stuaal in  th is work aroeed any other author. - Mreugti th is book, 
Sim ed1© work am  introduced to aost o f the student# who, following 
World War I ,  enrolled in  .ino3^.aoing numbers do. sociology. courses*
Bon far th is  indirect 'iniXtienoe of reached and reaches is  even
beyond guessing, ieyemheless, a Ion ooooret# mxaa^les of mo indirect 
influence of Siismel can tm demonstrated * >
£dsBni A« Shils, in  hie paper on ^5ha Study of the ■l^imary 
Q ro ^ jl? credits Simme! m  one of the few socidlegists sshieh were ■ 
mot blind to the significance of primary groups* Bimei*# loam ay# 
for intimate relationships created a tremendous number of ta*illiantly> 
aphoristically formulated hypotheses, i.e* the *^uamtitatiTO Betomi- 
matiom of -mo ftm pj fh# ieorefc and th# ieere t Sooietyf fii# intai^oo^oa 
of Social mrt&esj and the Self^istotenanc© of theOroup*« «Thes© 
hypotheses,* states S h ils, «hate never bean taken up in  empirical 
#e*^elo#e#i theory.*1^  Howevert  abbert 1* '$«&; did adopt, a t least'
2&%arfc -ami Burgess, eg* cib*
^Edward A* Shit#, “M# Study Of the frimary Srdtip,* M #'ffeMqr 
$e&ame#s* Baniel tam er and Harold M» lassweH (ads *}A (StsnfSrf, 
Galiforhiai Stamford Bnivsrsity Fres#* 1 ^ 1 ), pp. idHs#*
- soa&e o f  BSamisSL*0 thought on prlsaary y^i 8tsfXa
m ^m '
He JPaafgF m® m. student of SiamieX, to t of the two facets 
Of Slffitol* s toterejsis In. pti&is&ry gtoupa * tto lr  Intom al 
dynurMcs and tilt proceeaea of th e ir ftm ttlon# malntetianoes 
and change on the one hand, and the hletoricaX trend toward 
tii© dlaintegration of tlia m l  and village Qemeinschaft and 
this woa!wt0i>ln0 of ai^aoitn?as*ir€SaJlli^ fio,'"*o^ ia3^  **
fna& m s m  faaSSS^T ^Sb©  Jaiier* 1*«»# i*1® die-
integration o f in© prisiary group' attending th© growth o f the 
groat urfcan society. Saacs to  * • devoted more attention to  
the area© of behavior unregulated hy 3?d*JLiftai'jf—group ruleis than 
to  those aotio itioa la  urban society which mm  influenced 
t{jr ptime^y^gmvp SS8tew^bio* ^
However, me of M i 0m kljff students, frederlok fhraator,
,. In  Me study of '’The dtog,1* «w  ufe&cfc a tm  renaiaa the onto 
©xtenslir© f ir s t  tond fie ld  study of priiaary group®* e%a»ined 
the inner working of over one thousand Snformal. hoys* gang©
.in (2iicag© -and showed in  ooncroto tersia the inflnenoo of 
ptrimary group jnmnhcrshio on the faciM.tatlon of delinquent 
and actions «* **
Returning to a d irect m&rnimm, to rt' &• W lff, in  Ms in tro­
duction to Jgie ^ocidiogy of toons Stone! asserts that tosH  • • •
99%1%diMthedXy need some of .'Sixame!*© concepts,: as did Baris' and Burgess*; ^ 
Preston and BonUe VsHan say of SinEB©!.. and hie i n fluenoo s
• . « U s fteiu in tio to  of the fc ito  of eocial interaction 
greater influenced sodological research In hi© lifetim e 
continues to influence i t  through the influence and mu
■auto aocioiogists m  l&sse* Beeto% aodPsirfe and Burgess*-
g . ,  p* ho,
^Ito& eriels H* fhrastor, f to  jl 
Chicago (Chicago s University of Chicago
^SM I.%  loc» P it,
tl%e&£f# Sociology, p . Wtm
^^^alien  and VaXieh, op. o lt . ,  pp. 81-82 •
And further in  the swm paper*
Stomel i s  generally ctoaMered 'to to  the founder of 
sociology as an independent academic MsMpiltoe in  dormany 
and, to  Me capacity m  teacher, to  InHuegcgd many of 'the 
leading .toeriean sociologieta of Me time.^75
Beferrlag to  fssdt and Bnrgese, Hoyd H. House states*
the ssedtoa thrones which toe tftosal sociology* toe prototiy 
©aierctoed toe most influence upon soeiMogtoat thought in  toe 
United States too been the fmsfe and Burgess Intootoetlon to toe 
Science of Sociology in  Which several sxttosIveTS^^
with appreciative comsients, as
Ktofcaii Toung tod lla to a  Freeman likewise refer to Park tod 
Burgess*
Earlier soelologleto and social pyeto togtott dealt with
I—A. , -jgfc ■*.- .jjfcJ J » . ■ - j -  SflStfeklS* <©, j . b  L^Ut. jOtTm- jilfc lijti a&Jb j d t  s i .  Jfiljlkvsrious fp iss ojt interaction• m i s is  amply d e a r 'm
writings o f Ward, Smal l ,  and (H idings, to  mention only three 
earlier American w riters, l e t  i t  .iNsmatoed fto  Park tod Burgess 
in  toeto introduction to  .toe o f sociology p$21) to
.give us m 'mm ^ eteto^ c*ito^ lS toi'roF'eoM al processes.
Drawing heavily upon toe German philosopher tod aoclologi s t 
Sto&el, they extended toe aaa|yM|^tod sftoatotod various 
studies which used such concepts
HichMas S. Timtoheff mentions to  -addition, to  toe sociologists 
already referred to , B. A. lo ss  and Plorito toanieckit
BtoflM,*© to ilu to to  to  sociology Ms- been CtosMeraMei to  
m m  measure i t  continues to  toe present day. Early to  the 
twentieth century Ms views, especially on conflict tod- social 
s tra tifica tio n , were reflected to- toe -writings o f toe- American 
sociologisis E. A. Ross and. Albion W. Small tod, somewhat 
tu to r, to  those of • • Horton totoieefci tod Howard Becker. 
Becker baeptsysd to  ^inporttot role to  tndngtog some of ©tornst*#
ctocepttons. to  the, attention ■ of American s&Menb# to  recent 
years, th ro e#  the workeg to e p id  vim Wiese, too to  Germany 
succeeded /£$mto& -* * * M®
■ A reference• to  ,1* 1. Moreno, toe totootoeed the sooiodrama tod 
the tectoi<pte of socScwlEis anidyM ef^ to  ****£& ^  m s w  tod Rose. 
However, Sim elffl tofluence to  Moreno, .if i t  ax isis, to  rather liypo-
toatfeaXf. ■■ ., ‘ ■.' u ' <:..' :-
. : ' .iMrtoe* © .■ thetoto# «&  metotoa : m m ; eltoerM to ..Ito g ^v ; >;.:.......
; without' knowledge' of th% to to  o f ©totoiogtofct. tod psycho-
V j | ■■ e to iW ' iair A »  a t .  t i e d l  -* ' - f c -  — ^  l ie - M f c .  * .  A u y b f . -Afe : * i fc ^ a e ..i .4 " .s £ t* X 'M M  j MK. ^ S i eleg ists  .p#ioro itim,_fi i^mougn n© cmmxt<s reeossg simm©!,
ScheXer, tod Marat.
Harry gfto** Harn.es maintains 'tost Stuckenberg, too- was a t toe
time to  Stoll tod Hark a of to e  Ghie&ge sociology depsrt—
_ a ^  <Sk. t j f e  j a w  iA~ i a t e  -Aim. .r i t i  ffc  dW 1 *menu, use oeesnt 3Jiriu6BC6u oy oimmsi.
■ Another Msrttoetto© charscterietie. of. stto&mtorg9* 
writings to  the cxttoMve acquaintance vito  -Gerasim psycho­
logical and p o litica l literature,;- which came.' firm .Me-: ■ -- 
prMonged resXieaee to  especially- impressed
iijJiuenced by ihmdtt and Btotte!. ,
the concluding reference as to SiiftoMa influence comes. from
Sidney Ratner toow ritee on toe- work of A. f  * Bentleyt
; Mm MmVkG0' reeeivei s  much broader fcasia for work from' 
those with whom to-.toedtoA* id o l#  Wagner, Gustav SehmMXer,
Georg StomM, Wtoeto DHtoeymd Hermann Grimm. Altoou#
I'l.i iH LiN i W W w
d. I. Moreno, ^  io S h ^ 'Sur^ve (Washington, B. S.# Nervous 
and Mental Disease ' ~' ***** v
“ * fi* *• '.S S lte 'S a S S  BSSM  (mzmaam*The Brace Pabliablog Cempttny, 195U), p . W 2 .................
{ed.)» to*ro4uetto«# p . 006.
Bilthey offered some sharp4 in tellectual stim uli, SiameX was 
. ... toe professor too- gaveihe '
devclopent. Bentley la te r charaoteristed SiameX as ^tiie 
keenest tod most searching invostogator seeieiy has yet had**
. ; . toree.. great points .that,-. Bentley- state©' h e ' torived 'from Simmsl 
to to t (X) to to y to - ^  ^o to flteb
.ground# to. totod to  ■(eMttoMly ,##. well' to  $lyidtol3yif 
(?) that society ctobO analysed into groups tost- cross, toe
. toother .'In.% tooustoS directions and hence stSXify1 toy......
- sweeping: M aesiflcatito, of .society into- fixed and -Sharply -- 
' dfvtded *btotos e ito to ts  w g to to ff to st almost »  j l . ,
, rule to  the^G M ete^ssenB toaf^ what setolar# ca ll toe ,
■ ^bndament Xfbtodstdto than the, ffl>erb«u (toe
.■ebFuCkore built  on top!. ■ "-
** . - •  #« 1 • • ■
B C R t*  L  -4K©  , • *  W fiiB  ■* toi M a k j t * ' 11 ’i i i  i t A  ^  fV Mrt h~ VVmi* ii rtf 'ji» tev  "k '■j’l i n l  jfii *Mi A ’f l f 1The x irs t Bketcn .ann totoine lo r  "toe rrocese or- oovernjBent*1 
Ms iii tosoM|dHon* ,to to to  Bew^r, Jleorg Stewt&w toiwig 
Guraplowios, Walt Whitoan, to# toe stoor other Joint tokens o f 
toi# took*1 liii-I M i  toadst * to to y ^ a d e r <* ;f to  mo tor#
.toe stove of toisTBoS :toa».are you**2®*
fa?to to# r#ferett#to-.tod-to#toti^ to# stolid
construct a l i s t  of men 'too had.' received influm ces from 'SimmeX and 
hie wort, -iovever, .Mto to# toys ;of great '#3Us^
vanished the Mear»Ont proponents of specific schools o f thought* 
to'soeiolo^r began, to  to -m cium&abive- sc&enee, .gtobering pertinent 
data from a ll sources, the influence of one xaan or too school/began to  
to  i&iKvto*- .totoy,-;to#.co*iitHbub^
Intonated Into a common frame of knowledge which i s  part, of too basic 
oo.dkp to b  of any. sociologiBb.*, Hence neither torton .nor Wolff, to r 
Bendix mer %yimaai are mantioned here. Sociology ha# grown into too 
broad a  ’field  to  attach th e ,label .of A school ,-or Ml. absorbing tnHmenct 
to  any of these man*
^% idn«y Ratoer, % • F. Bentleyto :fhtoMU** toto toe Behavioral 
' Sciences- tod the theory"" of P4%g. to n p sii#  tog* '
Eichard W* faytor, ed* (fellow Spring#, M o i fh e T s lto rfw e i*  1957), 
pp» 29—32 •
' Slowly, the emphasis has shifted from the search for m  over­
a ll
cause and effect relationships which have to be and are studied by 
the sodoXogist with gH the methods uw^ahie to the modem researcher 
,ln such 'a,-setting the theories- of the sy sim -tm ^  are subjected 
to  rigorous testing: and i t i s  them where the relevance of th e ir 
hypotheses i#  either eetabiiehed or denied* fhe Question A ether or
I  * , .  '  .  • 1' ‘ >
not $ tasl* 0  rnm^mrn analytical |src^osliioae and obserretions hold 
up under each scrutiny-is a t least partia lly  snswered by & selection
' ' ■<• , .4 » ' f ■ , ' : '
o f  mforeneee* to  Simmel in  modem research, projects*
#11* iut& o &iJun ■ ##uu
IB M5DOT S0CfG&CKHC£Jh'
4. ntwber of indications which are mlevaai to  th is  query have
been given in  the tgmpbmm above* Hosever# some general and la te r .
some specific .references to. the pertinence of Simm l^fe thought $m
.modem research S tan  be supplied*
. % * * ■
Simmel,s contribution to the esbat&lstami of sociology as an
indpendeut science is  well recognised* Sowever, for the sake o f
completeness a  tm  references to  h is importance in  the development o f
sociology m  m endante are- presented first*
Schemerhom and Bcskoff states
*
Qeorg Sim®el# who has been widely critic ised  for what appear to 
be overly •form alistic1 features in  h is work# has ©morally hem 
sppf sisad. ays a pioneer in. cobstructing a distinctive conceptual 
schema for a  scientific- .sociology ■and- 'thus granting i t
note m the imgeenss^^ 
distinction between £mm::w& value
%ie> ' ’ ; ’. ■■
,'! ♦ v  * $n Weatment of :mxdm& topics 'there is
.:'. mdh,that- is. suggested mi. .revealing*. and one fs . inclined - i t . .;
■ ■ ' f e d . ftiab* iMXe Isis distinction imtm&m the form and 'the 
. content of ,s o s ^ t j» ia  isQ itiim m ^l^ ir. -wsflr*
tenable in  the tomMMitm that he f is  able ■ is  give to i t # i t  
nevertheless s tre s se s  a pteeipXe that, the .social., science of : 
the future bo. take in to  account* ' S i sp ite of i t s
rather vague sM abstruse character, the. concept of the form :
' of a certain type of social interaction has ssrvedto guide 
sociological research, into fro itfo l Cbajuiels* mm. in  'the m m.#*# tiHrt fifHaai nitf VuSKiw v»«ayvrfr»i4 Ik**'of students mo have not bom consciously influenced ly
Oh the same subject is  the quotation taken from Mvin Boskoff 
mo defends Sl«& *a distinction betwean form and cogent#
Therefore* the fom r of sedation  cannot be ju stly  
ohamderlaed as unreal* empty*, or non^E^iricai*. for they 
are derived from' analysis o f empirical phenomena and their 
u tility  can be continually tested in  terms of th e ir assistance 
in  clarifying- and organising thecratiealiy m tm m t aspects of 
divert a social . . . ■ ■ ■ . '
md likewise on .tha subject of form and content i s  a footnote
bates 4*0* JU P# l^ u lry  into jn^d^ieet ' .■
. S£w&*£ distinction of form and content is. in', contrast , 
■iwbbb the suggestion in  th is  p^per bhat cont^ttt may best be 
,. , considered,as socioXogical*.,wlth. process as:psycdtdogfcali...
^^.chard j |#, Schermerhorn and j&w£x1. Boskoff* «Beeent Jndyatf 
Of Sociological Hodem Sociological Theory* Beeler and Boskoff
. . . . . . .  ^%Ous%
a% ld i i  Backoff* f^ rom Social thought to Social Theory,* Hodera 
Beeisef and Boskoff (eds*)* p* 26*
but either ooaetroMioi* to  & postulation for
<ncperxmsn*ax cKSift&Mipmsnh xmasr seswuiSic approach**^1
from Ell2er as«i loos comes th is  appraisal of StowMto work*
Although much of lidismMto work was pMieeopMcM rather 
'than socioiogicai within tho usual meaning of toe tsx%he 
' has been m*f toftosntiM  in  the ^m i^paont of soctologr*
Hot only did he fuiMah 0 0m© useful insights* for example* 
the discussion in  MO SsaiolodLe of too secret society and 
of the stranger* hut hl^aSS^aJlQoted interest toward the 
sociology of imiQWisdgw viwi mts meeeesion Of philosophical 
soMetogyi he foreshadowed the •ideal type or construct* 
sociology of HSf tfefeeri he doteloped the idea of 'social 
M absntoff and he- tolttoted toe *ieriisM ^keel1 o f  soetotogy 
of ttorkandi ant w o  Me s # * ^
towto 4* deser* to  h is  rttiow  of Kerb IM ff** tomiiitottofc 
fhe Sociology of fleer^. StomM* says#
* • • Before the f ir s t  world war Stoael was perhaps 
most potent European influence on American sociology* hie
t^fCOrljS 6PQ^ iE3Bw3^ SQl £m 3u^ m IO 3UR v(9n9B8y w ♦ w3y®3l6Ja«' w llit
relegated to courses m  history of sociological thought* 
and if the textbooks alluded to him at M l  they general 
tended to treat M i  as the exponent of‘a now happily sur­
passed program of fcn&M sociology* * • It is only now with 
toe general increase to. toeoretical so^ iistication that has 
taken place to tomtom sociology that * • •we are finally 
giwsn toe first substantial tran elation to hook form of the 
work of ®eorg t e i | : too died to  1910# and i s  among 'toe tun ' 
or twenty first-rate minds that sociology can boast of sector*^
i pd- 0©ser*# opinion. on toe- toporhance o f WMff's branMabion.t
. Suffice i t  to say here that we are conMnced t o t  toe 
present translation -  a w ry ccaapetent one indeed -  though 
by no means encompassing a ll or emu 'M l of the west important 
of SimmM1® writings to- toe field* can senre tomeasuratiy to  
sttoM ate and enrich research ato tocoretical thought not oMy 
to  sociology hut to  toe social sciences generally*^
^%©»bley* Inquiry, pp* -85-66*.
28%0Us«r and Roe#, «g* c it .„  p . 377.
^Coser* *fhe Founder of Scientific Sociology**1 p* 21* 
i** p* 2I|*
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S. J. Heunan evaluates Slanel'e profound analysis on super-
ordination end subordination pta* be writes*
toe general prtociples and obaraoter of bis writings are 
well known on the European Continent and the United States* 
where they so greatly stimulated la te r  sociological researeh| 
yet toe startling  insight into conteRporaiy p o litica l problems
■M,dfcttfcfcig Jife d*iK4MkMNkr$iMMJ)fclil. IttiiWfi fria’i Wf jia.. ur* ■> *tiL.irti jrfiiiir t^ i Wa tan *•# ># frV fr ^o* th is  anaiytaosi genius has so f i r  been le ss  reaiizea.
Amohg h i« ntnsGrous owtMtoMws# b is  to  toe totegM ttoa
of indiyidnals end groups within a tyt^nnical society Is  
essetttSnl for a^real understanding of tota l i tar i an structure 
*mA techniques*
tod tow  toe pen of toe seme sntoor# making an exception to  toe 
apj^icatdllty of 3immel, s hypothesis on euperoi^ination and subordination*
Sixaael,s hypotoesis can be. mM to toys applied most 
tyrannies to  history* • • 1# state* except Germany* achieved 
a to ll • • Channels of various types were
prepared to  catch M l those parts of the ladtotdnsl personality 
to st might wish to  escape domination*2^1
3tomsl,s abstraction of too form tow. too content of sedation 
is  discussed ty  Alvin Boskoff to  relation to toe study of social 
change*
Social cfo****ga refers to toe in te llig ib le  process in  which 
' we -can discover significant alterations to  to# structure and 
functioning of determinate social systems, toe iBgdications 
of th is  definition can be explored by focnstog attention on 
toe kef tem si tocial eystw , structure* function* and 
significant alteration*.
toe crucial aspect of th is definition Is  an analytic 
separation of the •social1 and toe •cultural1 and of social 
and cultural systems, tods to  a relatively  new distinction -  
less than f if ty  years did and some sociologists find i t  
d ifficu lt to  accept* principally because the social and 
cM toral aspects are so obviously in terrelated . But close 
:relatiw ship Should not blind one to  toe d istin c t identity  
of each of toe related, parts* A father and b is sen* for 
example* lore related i^ sto M ly  and socially* yet i t  would
og# oto** p* 3 k 9 . ■ ^ IS 4 S #* f  • 3S0*
to* m  e rro r to eonftus* one with the o th er* fhte $a*lnMpio 
i^p teB B  to the whole tw & m ofinsean behavior* fha & M & & ,. 
fails ere ot^rrable interactions woog persons$ fro** thee# 
facts m  can distinguish # {1} patterns of a&sot^tion anil 
relatione through f&&eh persons influence or motivate one 
aaofcfcerf and (2) certain products of bhsse; rsgMiP^lee in - 
the fora of cmmmlcmtoS.* v e X m ^ m r m  m &  standards* the 
fo m m  %m■& & & & & ~m t h e ' a s p e c t *  the m
the »eulturai** recognising that these i m  not entltiietical 
bat serel^ f reflect dtffestog though . fcote■ of
hunanesporlonco* -
Bit# atitreotion of a Olotinottv^r' ieeli& dissension c m
- h* traced to S3m»£lg oho ergosd that soelologar ee * special .
. science was ctmeemeit Mth' fcggg. of jwipfocal.
relations «aaong persona mther then with 76£o'omtent, (the 
interest*, goals, of 'waHooo 6pecii$o^55cMMcm»)|
and to foannias, who classified what we> now c<&l social: 
eygfcem , into social relations, social circles, social
nfc [ a  ■ l i t t ' f  a m l l & i i *  ’ e f c i a k . j J f c ' f  * £ r # u  .M fettifcA Sfe s i r  W j f fcojuLecta^ ee , ■ ansi eocrax cwpcratixoiwii • •* **
.Mjsp^tit analysis of the spatial of tauansin
M i  treaties on *B$mm and the Spatial Order in Sociology,**^ la 
chin to the modern field theorist1©* eoncepbioh of aooiologioM
■■> , i  ^  >
Spatial structure*
the moat obritms topological fora ln Slttuw5l#o sociology la 
that- of space* One cannot read cteapMr £ of B im m l** SosleXcgls 
without being struck t y  the eejphasis on the apatlal MSEHcsSEI 
of social forae* $& the first piece, erery inM^dnal occupies 
apace. $& knowing the locations of inMMdua&e in space, we
- learn son» thing about thelf i&otdlity, for only t$r knowing the 
position of each .In a apitiM region can m  Ootejnlne their 
laobillby. localisation of much groups as the faMly 1 o aaii 
posaible in ienas of ?spatlal rdations* Bwwar' ocoupiee 
a rogion coHoO the * t e » ‘ fba tcpologioia. diatnbution of 
lndliriduala#' fmslllea#' and otbsriiroupa of fori a-soMOSogloal
of dlscdmaee^ ' too^ the porMatcnoa of aocial- groopa
such as ih * city o r other locMl^r. 1 groi^ p peraiata hr Mrtue
^ U t i e  Boalroff, ^Social Change i Hajor frohl^ ia. in tto. 
Baergence of theoretical end Eeseersh fod.^ Hodarn Sociological 
fhecnyA Beclcer and Beeigoff pp* 263^StTwm
^SstowwA# Soaldlogioa chapter
o f the fact that I ts  energies, through sp atia l f ic t io n , mfe 
integrated «nd preserved,. Space is  thus an integrating • element 
la  the socia l process,
m  Important property o f organised fto ise  la  d ifferentiation  
w  eiqmsiohi;.... th e  parts derive th eir properties from the whole 
' by a process o f individm tion# . 3a h is chapter^ g le  BSreu^ nng 
fcg la lsr  ^ e lse  (The Intersection o f Social d ^ c T ^ s fT ^ m m  ■ 
B B s^ S T eir^ a  sp atia l nature of' d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n f t * #
. m pm &ion o f an organism takes place in  apace* Every, phase o f 
th is expansion may h# designated tor a c ir c le . Frequently these 
circ les s i l l  Intersect* as when an individual i s  tooaHBeO in  
more than one region o f space or has membership character In 
more than one group, Ifcus an individual may belong to a church, 
a club* and a body o f college alumni*, fhe topc&ogicaX boundaries 
o f the d ifferent groups are su fficien tly  flu id  to make membership 
In them p ossib le, Thus, the more numerous the in tersectionsof 
; the socia l c ir c le s , the wider i s  the area o f .social participation* 
the sp atia l character o f the intersections thus reveals net only 
the topological structure o f society, but also i t s  dynamic 
character!, for in  so far as the bcnmdariee cm  be crossed the 
locomotion o f the individual i s  in creased *^
Bentley likew ise comments on ££xbbm&<s concept o f spacej
Slmm&L used Hie term space (Earn) eapressly for *fact* in  
three Euclidean dimensions, and regarded space es s  non-active 
form under which d ll socia l process sms before us* nevertheless, 
i t  was Just th is  non-aetivo space (with i t s  peculiar character* 
is t lc s  that each particular lo ca lity  within I t  i s  so fu lly  set 
o ff by i ts e lf ,that i t  cannot he called •the same as1 any other 
lo ca lity , and that i t  cannot be grumped Is* a co llection  for which 
a laurel noun-fprm can be used) that made possible for other 
objects the presentation o f a p lurality o f fu lly  id en tical 
samples.2^6 g© act up as criterion  for the establishment o f
a science of sociology me d istin ct from the special socia l 
sciences the p racticab ility  of the Identification  o f common 
forms of sociation , recusing in  a ll departments o f so cia l l i f e ,  
end consequmtly recurring In each of the separate socia l sciences.
m m H W iiu M It * )  I > i »»p r t p M fw
2^ %immel, Soziologje^ chapter 6 , ^Bie Kreuaung sozlaler K raise,11 
trans. Keinhard BwSBBEr™ S ^ b  mit Group A ffilia tion s {Glencoe,
I ll in o is  s, fha Free Frees,S?5^5f* _
29%mmer, o£. c i t . ,  pp. l?ii*lTS*
S osiologie, pp* &60*!t^ l*
Mstingulshsd thus,, soMologioaX form from the psychological 
ccntci2tS ':of'the ■ special social • sMances* ■ m  :art; abstraction ■ j 
Justifying separate and pemjliarXy sociological study. tJhdor 
the mpm&tm which the tor# * space* has taken Mbcs the data 
Of aimmcl*® writing*■ i t  to  cleat' that Me' -whole presentation ' 
of social activ ity  and process 'i s  i ts e lf  spatial in  th is wider 
seasfft'so^that’h is may - h rilliiin t interpretations .of. social.
.are -ready for ■ use' la  fuH soclal in itia l orgmissation, 
So. for him -it was not. the geographical boundaries or the area 
isi square -mites -that hut ibe-messne o f ■
social interactions by means of which the ■area and. the boundaries 
beck f
Mm far Sismel* s thought on 'the spatial relationships of -: * 
humans has been in fluential in  the fow fl^tlon of Farit1 s had Burgess* 
concept #f human ecology-cannot he detorrained . E ilser and loss mm ■-. 
Small and Simmel as the ■ influential theorists for the study of city  
life#
Added to  the prevalent puyohologieaX trend in  sociology 
was a desire- to  understand urban organisation and processes,
■ which had I ts  origin partly in  fa r i#s Journalistic' Mekground,
. m  well m  in  the theories^ of Small and Simmel. Eventually 
the 'Department of Sociology a t the Dnlvorsity of Chicago 
developed specialised urban research, b u ilt around m theory 
which mm to he known as the Dnivsmity of Chicago* s ecological 
approach, th is  ■specialised, method and approach was inspired by 
Dark and-Ms colleague Ernest W. Burgess* and furthered by a 
group of students who, receiving th e ir ' doctorates Hi the field ,/ 
have--don# notable work as sociologists. • For about "twenty years,
the study of •human ecology*' as pursued 'W Fark, Burgess,, and 
the ir associates dominated mot only the Department rof Sociology 
a t the d iv e rs ity  of DMeago but almost the whole of American 
sociological' teaching ant In terest,2?8
Beinfcard Bendlat said Bermet Berger name loeimies and Siamol as 
Influential In park*# studies*
• the smfttipla group •affiliations otLsraeterisfciC of modem 
society .may have, a  double effect according to Siam©!. Under
2^%entley, Inquiry, pp. 85-86,
^ % H te r and Boss, eg* c i | . ,  p . lip .
eertata condition# they may strengthen m  person­
a lity  and give i t  toe edacity  to  sustain great internal 
tensions* bat they m& also , under other conditions, threaten 
to# integration of the personality, far more than muM he the 
case in a ' simpler iooiety with l i t t l e  differentiation between 
groups. M marrying th is  idea of hie teacher, SimmH, farther, 
Eobert Park combined i t  with the related concepts o f Ferdinand 
foennies* in  hi# studies of the city* of newspapers, of the 
interaction between racial groups, and other topics* Park 
dlsttogHtoed batmen interactions to 'tom e of th e ir indivi­
duating anfi socialising repercussion# 9*°°
And Arthur U t a |  referring to $tms&l in  a footnote* rela tes 
S£«el*s theory of m^erordination and irnbom ii^ to# maeiasary
division of labor for the formation of a unity to  large groups to
t t a i f c t v -*-*• ^ i  d b  d S t t f f c .  -a :t)£lMn Xxi© f
Since the c ity  offer# the most shrSMag contrasts between 
riche# and poverty, education and Ignorance, e stiv a tio n  and 
crudity, the range of corresponding in terest groups is  enormous* 
there are a# many group# as there' are human interest#* Effective 
collective action by the d ty  a# a, whole- i s  possible only , 
through collaboration between substantial rwsnbere of these 
voluntary association#* Whmm who manipulate the leader# 
and the symbol# of to###- grotps are toe effective 
of-1he c i ty * ^
Bonner talk# about the earn# concept when he saysi
Society, according, to  S tm ft, is  form or cenHguratien, or a 
pattern of a ll toe functional retobfensMp# that bind toliH duals 
in to  an. integral whole* th is  i s  also toe point.of view of modem 
H eld theory* Pervading toe Hew# of both Siamel and toe field  
theorists is  to© basic proposition that to# proper study of toe 
sociologist© and toe social psychologist# 1# social reletioaships -
2^%einhard Bendix and iennett Merger, ^Images of Society m i 
fml&tttfr of Q m & m b  f oiw tion  in. Sociology,* Symposium m  -00010 
, 1 . Qfos# fed .), {Evanston, llM aolai
i5 ^ y i, p* 96*
30%rthur Hillman, 
York* to© m Ohsjauxi Cksmpen
Organisation and Planning Clew
m
the fmmm of in frac tio n  by Stomel m i social fie lds by the 
H eld theorists .301
A reference with an indirect indication of Stomel1# influence
on Park and the- concept of the •marginal m  to .given by A* M* Reset
Park end Stoneqirtst have- toe •Marginal Han* as
•one toon fate has coototosd to  live in  two societies tod
to  two, act sorely -different to t sntagohistic, to l tu r e s i^
TWi*n,oa*a^. f* A I^.I <■ rf'~B fcmj in 'i«a af «*i *i '■I «► -—' "-—-'■•-■ Mt 'ilr >*» I ^rant too stone^uist, scatetojaes aspiim tiy  too somettoes
to |l ic i tly , often Indicate that the sto^siB  man is  die- 
organised. S iiM | defines the totranger* to  sub­
stan tia lly  toe same .way, and for him toe stranger i s
to t disorgtoiKed*3©h
A ca ll fo r toe testing of StotoPe hypotheses come# from
Bosenthal and Oberlaenderj
A high level of sensitiv ity  and insight cmbtoed with a  
thorough knowledge of toe structure of modem society created 
many hypotheses that merit being tested by toa usg of methods 
which .have been developed since Stomel*© death *3®5
Bentley, in to  appraisal of fitm d* gives emphasis to many
facets of $immel,s ideas which would merit reaeartoi
Utot Simmel ha# aocoii^litoed primarily to. bto l i t t l e  hook, 
W&tomt eoaiale Blfferetolertmg {Cn Social S tratiH cation), tod
that have followed i t ,  to  toe 
toalysto of toe group# which cross one toother to  a thousand
r* 31* W * i P*
3®%oborh S* Park, totroduction to Iverett ? . Sioas^atoh, 
the marginal Htot A Study to  Personality tod Culture Conflict Clew
*KT   *------- - :
Soalologjo, pp. 68£-621*
3®toee, og* SI**
3°5irich Rosenthal tod Kurt Oberlaender, «Books, Papers, tod
Essay# by 0e**g Stomal,* to* dour* '|S£** 5K3) tB38-Sh?, November, 19liS<
social mass, and a t i$tose IniergeeMons ■ •
■&$&- he holds, are to  he found#
Taking the facts wherever he finds them most suitable for Me 
purpose, SiaomeX h&** traced' the- group;Sines, and'' eadeav'ored to 
make Medr sahf o f the typical Sows in  ifhiett group rslaMoBS 
. ocw»$*b ■ -■"■■.■;;■ .. * ■■■'-' .« *
A8~'m outright statement as 'to- the importenee-of simmsl as a
theorist and esmtMMtsf' to e^erimeat-ai ^ e th o se s  appears* '
. ■^^preieM.'poMti«m of M »eS -maog OoMe®o#ete 'Sr- 
perhape reliably illu stra ted  by the faebthst* in  addition 
to Me prominence among- theorists, Me’ uritiage. 'have heee
•Jkk. -*-• -*» — — —1 -***• - »■%'-1diiii n  — »: ...-1-—■'-<-■ <A—■ * * * * * *  4 i *  i*-r f c w A ■! ' * % * « -  J #  -<&■ •— ^---■-■a- source of es^prtmentas hypotheses for
•oriented practitioners of 1 saall*gr0upt reeesr#i*3$?^
I M i  Boskoff mokes not <*miy use of SSb3bM*s theories hut fftpd**
the ftmctional-proees* approach which he credits among others to  t e d }
he!pisH M  the study of social change*.
FolXowitig a b&fic trad ition  ©stabllshcd prlR.cip3.Uy ty 
Colley, Bark, SimmeX, von Wiese, and HacXver, the functional- 
process approach serves' to.reduce thepuXtifom  phenomena of. 
social change to a manageable coii^jlexity by eoneepthalising 
the approach .to anf social change {regar^ess of content, location, 
or directi«aj| as m  analytic p^aes^ composed of separable hot' 
consecutive ^seardfeTp??^^
_ *
' ' In'an. a rtic le  by H# Spykman on <urhaMsatioh of 3i®meXfs 
theories are used as foundations for Spykraan^ thou^xt, Xxt a footnote,
g * , - * inrt-fcnihh iW hrt j t . i i  —siiiL. ,t*L a  iJ3fl A  iiiyif*B TtM- Mi iff ini dfi M M ' ^ w i l ^ l h y l l K d r 1**.©pyioaan aejdujwxeagss nis indtepteonesS' to hiiomei**' ^
■ ^A rthur;#* Bentley* the: Prociea o f qovarsmeat -(Chicago*■ the 
University of Chicago fre e s ,. *.....
30?■ - ■ SdtogsgfaMM. load, taskoff* op*. p* f*u
^ M v ih  Boskoff, - ^ Social Changes Major Problems in  the Emergence 
of Theoretical and Besearch focX,* MMsraBoMMoMcal theory, Becker 
and io ^ j f f  v|ad©#),: P*' $86*: ' r.^ -^ - ;r; ■;:
^B ieholas <1. 8p$%m®0 **& Social fM lo a ^ y  of the City,* 
Puhlications of the imerioan ^MMo^iOjal godMar, BCd#, X?25*
A sim ilar mi&xmmg. also in  footnote imsi, is  found In 
B« Becker^ and Bf I *  Bsaem1 s a rtic le , sSocIologteel Analysis of the 
I^ad,*^® ( i t  i t  worth-while to' note that Becker' and treeem re la te  
«goy of SIm&Ms prepositions in  th is a rtic le  to  recent research, 
especially #* h* Horeno's}*
4 footnote in  Bonner *s a rtic le  refers to  the usefulness of 
BiomslTs conception of conilioi os being a form of sooiatieni
In ordering conflict, which easpiri.cally seems to  be a form 
of de-eociation to the concept of aociatloB, Bimmei shoes once 
again the value of general concepts in the study of social re!*tlons*3l4
In & lucent te s t of eons o f S teel*# theories on secrecy end 
secret societies^ 1# B* Hawthorn used Simmel’s purely deductive pro* 
positions .as a point of departure and found that ssny of Slmmel'e 
hypotheses could he verified in  empirical testing*
Essentially, treatment of the secret society i s
s. series of notes, b rillia n t and' penetrating hot without any 
pretense to major substantiation, I t  would he unjustifiable 
to takethe  data £?m a single secret soddy and rework his 
notes too elaborately, yet in  scone ways th is  single instance 
furnishes a number of useful esoe^liflcatione #*# allows the
pofsiMMty of suggesting ©*e mMMm®* Itadiig ih e tr "ewriter 
histoay the Boukhobore seem to have illu stra ted  aptly some of 
Bimmel’s ccmelustons, although' there are a few significant 
departures from hie exposition* Additional facts are provided 
by the period of decline of the Boukhdbor and th e ir
recent history allows the formulation of some l u t i n g  conditions 
and of some minor extensions to ills h y p o th esis.^
■^%ecker and tJseum, eg# e i t«, p* 11* •
3^Boimer, og* c it* , p* Iff*
3*%. i .  iawthgp**, % fo s t of SIm&  oh the Secret Sodetys 
fhe Doukhobors of B ritish Columbia,* Am. lour* Boo*, ■
I d y , 1P56*
Arnold, M. Bos# '£&&&» S taael** theory  o f tho s tran g e r m
important' brieling gMdanee 'material for the p id ^ o 'researcher t ■ ■ •■
: ■' &*eoiher soeioiogicaa' 'theory may be coiled on for -: 
gMdsnee to  the phblle rosoaroher* fbia is  g.issael1# theory
*•: of 'the *stranger*. 'the public opinion interviewer, oven - > 
though be iden tifies h is purpose end indicate# the organisation 
• ; for wMOb ho works, -A*** stranger to  practieily  a ll h is we* 
spendents. f t  i s  by virtue o f Ms role m m stranger .  .  that 
the interiiew ar oaa secure some of Ms w e t confidential, and ' 
hohoat answera»3*l
ffce final reference i s  taken ires* Bonner, tbs proponent of tbs 
relevance of Simmel for topdogical and dynaaical fie ld  sociology*
■  VJhat ubs sssbing wec what fjtclN* theorists in  social
m&mm are seeking to-day, v is ., the dynamic situation under* 
lying the occurrence of speclHo hvmm relationships. In his '
. on tbs uMversaXIty of scien tific laws "wh# trying
• '' to make sociology .into a mors'’s tr ic t science of"general■ socio* -
S »  .fc n c j k  i l k .  t f w  ' i a H k ^ 4  A t i j u  m  "*w •*•*■ A b 4^ .  i M k U ..  . d *  &kuJk mm, S  j Slogical laws* He has sane no lea# than a gooa beginning, a t  &u 
events, he ha# helped to  point the way. fbe topological and 
dpteMo .analysis o f Me social' forms Is  .an extension of bis gem 
Ideas. I f  the method in  th is paper bad been more rigorously 
developed than is  possible in  a paper of th is scope, we should 
•' have found that Ms ideas go far toward satislying: the .criteria 
of methodological adequacy and scien tific validity* they- suggest 
that sociology might lead, as physics has. led , to the formulation 
Of «' set o f topologically exact, eMstuMcal .laws. - Simrnel1© 
construct of so c ia lfo m , particularly, is'.-suggestive Mcmgthes© 
lin e s , for i t  i s  mathematical, i .e .  t^pddgicM  in  'nature. . 
ilthou^h i t  has never been axpMeitly recognised bafor#, we can 
say tha t ■ ;ba«' furnished us under ‘ .another ''wm&' the rudiments
of a ‘4tto^>d|s^S3ax|MUCed^ fie ld  SOc^^gy^P^ ■'■
'M flwce-and' rMevmce ■In isMsfn American sociology 
Can he well ccc^c^ended ter studying the l i s t  of recent publications 
in  the attached However, i t  is  not only the number of
'that concern $#^ ia&tws&am but note should
Ms# be taken o f' the names of the authors.
: ■ * *■ *■ •» *. , . •..
i ■ ^ ^ io se , op. c i t .s  p . SlS* ^**Bonner, op.  o l t . ,  p . !??♦
, , . ©onsideMng the proMctt of th is  thesl#, i t  i s  demonstrated by 
•S* e * « * C , ^ e n t e d  tha t aeorg S ia^a bae had W ^ n tin u e s to  
have influence. w$m. American., sociology. ■ th e . fu ll extent of th is  
iiiflnimc%:iiowev^ but' tbs number
of relterenessto, and' aokriOwlodgejnon.ts o f, Bfmel indicate tha t Mm 
influence; i s  MgMlieimb.... th e . above m aterial, .arranged .in a time 
order, reveals a  fluctuating concern 'with Simmel»e work in  American 
sociology*
the f ir s t  influx of Simrael1 s thought came about by Albion W. 
Small1# efforts of translatxon and publishing of a rtic les  fcy Siimael 
'in  the. American lournal of Sociology in  the years between: 1096 and.
S ' -
1910. huring th is  period, BImsI gained considerabl© attention in 
America.which, however, did not resu lt in  a general sweeping acceptance 
o f . h is ; propositions. afmma$fii vague key concepts, which became even 
more blurred In  translation, caused the unfortunate misinterpretation 
o f Ms theory as being *formMlsticf S tatic , a ^sheli. without content.1* 
nevertheless, h is b rillia n t analyses of social phenomena and Ms 
dslfcmMWi&ea of th e ' eM sn tliie . subject matter of sociMogy m m  read 
and,, .most likely , taken into account by the American social scientists^ 
who themselves were involved .in the Quest to make sociology sc ien tific .
World Mm 1 severed a H ' tie s  between $fm& .and' hid imm&mak 
colleagues. Simmel*s death In 1918 was unnoticed in. America. I t  was
m% u n til that some of 0lmmel!t s writings.. appeared again, in  . 
ftxgUeh traneiations. I t  mm Hebert- B. .farlt and Imesb W* Burgess' 
who* in  the ir textbook Introduction to  the. fOieue# of $m&oteg?* paid 
, oonM<^raMe aibenMon M;:Si«M % :aoalyses.of. .seeiM: phenomenm. - ■ 
Through th is book, labeled the most popMur tex t of - i t s . t im e ■ Slmmal 
probably gained ■ the most widespread 'ind irect. .Influence • to  ■ M s ' date.
:'" ■ .fbe f ir s t  ■ attempt •■ of m  'interpretative presentation -of Slamei1# 
.sbciologicai. theory appeared.'.£& IftJ ,:-%  Mcholas §# %ytaBS», tinder 
the t i t l e  fhQ-Sooia! theory pfOeorg Simmel. .Hot-Withstanding the many 
favorable comments on., th is  interpretation, including. 4*. tf. Small*#, 
the issue* of B l* a if s formaliati once again" was brought to the tom- 
ground,.,es3^ M ell2r 'by Hlhrla'' Sorokin* \Tbis limited>SiJsmei#0 direct 
influence m Mmtiom sociology greatly. However, there: i s  another 
explanatory factor for the relatively  l i t t l e  attantion that m e paid 
to S ta se i. At.-a\ time idten teerican sociologists were preoccupied 
with, developing methods_ fo r.Quantitative research,'when,the .focus mm'•' 
almost entirely. on there w e s llttle  concern about n&m*>
chair theory,*1 especially mm  i t  carried.the -label of ^formalism**'*; ■
■ lew rtheleea, there were a few .sociologists who -did not lo se  *'■' 
sight of S toad . Among them was in to # ' f* Bentley who, -of .all.'frnorican- 
sociologists,, was .most .influmced'.ty -SiiwM* ■ there were B* G. Bayes, 
president of the^toeMcan :$ociolo,gical. Socldy in  i92X, P. H. House, 
8*'f* Spytasn, E. B. Earfe,'!. w. Burgess# Theodore■ Abel■ and Howard'■ 
lacker, mo expanded together with von-'‘Mess some: of Simmel1# concepts.
These men, did,, be 'iMjrtng * digress, recogo&ae the. validity  o f :
SlaweX*# prt^oMticais and incorporatea Mm thought in to 'the ir'em . 
t*mm ■ of mfmm&m. ■ • through: them Wtem%. had hi# most ■ positive ^; 
theo re tica l:lnl!te®ioe* < ; , .•
And yet, i t ' took' u n til the • la te  WlneieeftMbrtles before; % real 
gensrM concern' abcmb SlsmeX*  ^ thought emerged in-American- sociology. 
This-new interest-.In SlsmeX*# theories i s  linked to-two factors, ,'iirst 
was the increasing asterexsaeft of the interdependency of systematic 1 
sociologies^ theory and scientific'.research" and the resulting re* v 
appraisal of early theoretical R epositions. Secondly, as a insu lt of 
the threat of Baslsm, a considerable number of' Herman speaking 
intaU ectnais sought refuge in  th is  country. They brought with them 
not only a more pronounced concern with European eaciologicaX theory 
but also the. ab ilitie s  -and fa c ilitie s  for the translation of European 
authors*
Thus the -emplMeaOy orientated American sociologist now has a t 
h is disposal excellent translations of -European theorists. Thair 
various' hypotheses can he subjected %&• testing and lb  i n ­
here where the-relevance -and validity of the ^armchair bheoriea« are 
e ither -established' or denied. I t  has become evident from the references 
to  Simmal by modem, .es^irically orientated sociologists that many of 
SimmsX’s theoretical propositions have- ‘been -validated and have served 
as models In  the fommlations of theoretical concepts M thin 'the - frame* 
mmk of specified sociologioal theories, .1.©. in  smaXX g^roup theory or 
in  fie ld  theory.
the gromng in terest in  SimmeX*# thought is-manifest in  the
Xh2
number of recent pdJlieetiona which either present or interpret 
8faM&*« thought or are concerned with the actual testing of hie 
propositions. i further indication of S i « l t« relevance I* the 
increase in references to hie work in recency published textbooks* 
Thus it is apparent that Sinanel, although he wrote M e
a time when no scientific te cfaiilcju.es .for 
testing hie hypotheses were- available, has passed on. to modem 
sociology a wealth of theoretical data, which, subjected to empirical 
methods of testing, proves to be valid to a surprising extant# 
However, M s  .most i«^ortant contributione to modem sociology are not 
hi© theories and propositions, but they are inherent in M s  aspect of 
what Is "social*1* Simmel, being concerned with the minute, almost 
^microscopic*1 rslationeMps between people, cast away the .sweeping 
generalities of many of his contemporaries and forerunners# In doing 
so, he introduced a new perspective in the study of human society#
By focussing on the patterns of intimate,, seemingly unimportant, 
forms of sociation he laid the ground work for the study Of the 
socio-pdyOhological processes that characterises much of modem 
American sociological research*
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